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Abstract
As IT became ubiquitous, we recognized that IT was everywhere but in our
theories. Despite significant efforts, Information System (IS) research is still
in desperate search for the IT artifact. Recent reviews show that IS research
first and foremost considers IT resources as a socio-technical and managerial
concern. Analyses of inertia are restricted to cognitive limitations or technical challenges of IT development and use as separate activities. Hence, IS
research assumes that more development resources, extended training, and
better management could turn most failures into success. In this thesis, I
posit that IS strategy research often treats normal failure as unexpected to
maintain the rational idea that managers are in control and that IT does not
matter in and of itself. I argue that planned and convergent views of change
work well under stable and unitary conditions but in this way fail to account
for the complexity of current IS strategy practice. To substantiate this claim,
I demonstrate how IS research routinely neglects the material IT use story in
the context of digital transformation (DT) studies and social informatics.
Political conflict is a constant theme in IS strategy implementation research,
yet few studies provided explanation for the apprehension that managers
and workers display during the introduction of new IT resources; even as
most managers remain men I found also no study that theorized gender politics as related to IS strategy outcomes. I argue in particular that the IS fields
routine adherence to borrowed assumptions about the pace, linearity, and
sequence of radical change have limited IS scholars to marginally improve on
received DT narratives in which IT plays little or no part as IT appears as an
agent mostly before and after DT. Though much is said about how IT triggers
and enables organizational change, the actual processes and mechanisms
that underlies IS strategy change enactments are thus poorly understood. To
examine how the material roles of IT resources and their political use can be
captured and explained, I summarize and synthesize insights grounded in
empirics from four appended research papers. In this way, I chart avenues
for material theorizing of micro-affordances and institutions, and develop an
IS strategy-as-practice lens that attends IT use as a material practice. After
developing this lens, I discuss how material practice perspectives afford deep
understanding of the materialities through which actors create, sustain, and
transform organizational practice with digital material, and highlight some
opportunities to observe the social consequences of IT use in the context of
critical studies on men and masculinities and digital gender.
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”I have no need to take up each thing that wants to throw its cause on us and show
that it is occupied only with itself, not with us, only with its good, not with ours.
Look at the rest for yourselves. Do truth, freedom, humanity, justice, desire anything else than that you grow enthusiastic and serve them?" — Max Stirner

1. Introduction
Following the Second World War, IT mostly found use in its capacity to
make organizations operate efficiently per command and control logics and
scientific management principles. The early introduction of IT into the
workplace thus created new controls around routines and allowed work to be
simplified into basic data entry activities (Beninger, 1986; Dahlbom & Mathiassen, 1993; Langefors, 1968; Zuboff, 1988). During the late 1970’s a new
generation of digital material with social quality and cooperative use began
to spur innovation in organizational practice and design: With early digital
material organizations could ensure that work was performed effectively in
the control of IT use: across industries organizations saw rapid performance
increases following the introduction of IT (Zuboff, 1988). Now the strategic
use of IT implied unbounded and thus socially complex organizational practice (Kling, 1980; Kling & Iacono, 1984). The challenge was no longer to ensure functional and correct use of IT resources, but to make the users care
about IT enough to make something out of it (Ciborra, 1997; Ehn, 1988) i.e.
to successfully promote emotional and cognitive investments in the gradual
construction of new IT resources (Orlikowski, 1996; Zuboff, 1988) and capacities for action (Greenwood & Hinings, 1996; Monteiro & Hanseth, 1996;
Star & Ruhleder, 1996). This also shifted the strategic role of digital material
from control to participation, and pushed organizations to mobilize IT resources as boundary objects to translate and resolve vested interests across
distinct practices and fields (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994; Robey & Boudreau,
1999; Star & Ruhleder, 1996). Informed rather than automated IT use soon
compelled organizations to pursue digital innovation through knowledge
sharing efforts (Levina & Vaast, 2005, 2008; Vaast & Walsham, 2005) and to
develop new means of communication and collaboration in organizations
(Ciborra et al., 2000; Ciborra & Lanzara, 1994; Kallinikos, 2001; Leonardi,
2014; Orlikowski, 1996, 2000). The strategic use of IT resources thus came
to require a digital transformation (DT): change in organizational design and
related norms, structures, and practices (Miller & Friesen, 1982) that materialize new social IT use mechanisms and routines (Boudreau & Robey,
2005; Feldman, 2003; Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011; Leonardi, 2014) on top
of digital infrastructures and platforms (Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010; Tilson et
al., 2010; Tiwana et al., 2010; Yoo et al., 2012; Yoo et al., 2008).
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Information system (IS) research anticipated that organizations need to
develop digital IT use protocols and sensibilities in light of powerful, flexible,
and ubiquitous IT resources (Hopper, 1990; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014;
Lyytinen & Rose, 2003; Zuboff, 1988). Following Seo et al. (2004) digital
transformation or DT can thus be conceptualized as the purposive attempt of
social actors to reconfigure IT resources as to release IT-based visions, missions, and operating philosophies into organizations; i.e., institutionalize
new causal models and related schemes to provide IT resources radically
new purpose and meaning in the organization of work (Barley & Tolbert,
1997; Leonardi & Barley, 2010; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001; Van Maanen &
Barley, 1982). Organizational transformation gained notoriety in the strategic management literature in the early 1980’s (Pettigrew, 1985; Tichy, 1983).
Following Scott-Morton’s (1991) observation that radically new and interconnected IT uses would play an increasing role in corporate firms ability to
survive and prosper in electronic markets, DT acquired a permanent place at
the center-stage of IS strategy and management research (Besson & Rowe,
2012; Ciborra, 1996; Clemons & Hann, 1999; Henderson & Venkatraman,
1993; Orlikowski, 1996; Robey & Sahay, 1996; Venkatraman, 1994). DT
comes with great promise as sustainable advantage depend on novel IT use
to brings inimitability to utility resources; new social mechanisms and digital
transaction logics make possible strategic partnerships and complementary
investments in digital and socio-technical innovation systems (Barua et al.,
2004; Boland et al., 2007; Eaton et al., 2015; Gregor et al., 2006; Hopper,
1990; Mithas et al., 2011; Teece, 2007; Williamson, 1981; Yoo et al., 2012).
However, the implementation of any radical IS strategy change presents
managers with pivotal challenges. Seo et al. (2004, p. 86), showed that due
its scale and complexity DT is “extremely difficult for organizational members, who have to both ‘unlearn’ old habits and learn radically new ones
[and] typically requires substantial investments … from the organization.”
Socially complex and plastic digital material promotes multiple meanings
and interpretations. Political interests and situated IT use conditions thus
provide a constant source for conflict in organizations. Such politics involve
struggle over the right meaning of resources and their appropriate uses, resulting in consequent adaptations and emergent conflicts (Henfridsson &
Yoo, 2014; Sarker & Lee, 1999; Sayer, 1998; Stensaker & Falkenberg, 2007).
In light of this challenge, IS strategy and management research holds that
training and communication are necessary and sufficient to success; it is
imperative to give IS strategy change a shared direction and meaning during
IT implementation and use (Davidson, 2006; Stensaker & Falkenberg,
2007). The DT literature is divided around two opposite recipes on how to
tackle the DT conundrum. These recipes make up different narratives of how
to execute change given that IT resources are always contested in use due to
the local interests, situated ideals, and power relations they afford (Markus,
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1983; Sayer, 1998). According to the first recipe, executives must be resolute
and deploy DT from the top. Here the idea is that surprise and decisive displays of power will crush resistance similar to Blitzkrieg and show direction
with authority (Gerstner, 2002). IT use is thus viewed as a problem of control and adoption (Stensaker & Falkenberg, 2007; Zuboff, 1988). Other
scholars suggest that when positioned right IT resources can engender IT use
innovation through improvised action and situated learning (Boudreau &
Robey, 2005; Orlikowski, 1996). Executives must therefore be compassionate and ensure that DT engages the grass roots: build change organically.
Here the idea is that active nurturing and short-term wins will warm the
organization up to DT similar to the boiled frog; incremental adaptations will
placate resistance until the new strategic direction can find support (Beer et
al., 1990). New IT resources thus form a source of variation that organizations must orchestrate toward some common outcome; a piece-meal change
that builds on progressively shared successes (Cooper, 2000; Kotter, 1995).
Historically the design, development, and implementation of IT resources
has been costly, time-consuming, and technically challenging (Hirschheim &
Klein, 1989; Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1988; Svahn, 2012). The literatures
preoccupation with executives and system engineers is therefore not strange:
IT uses were isolated, large-scale investments require executive support, and
the IT unit traditionally managed the implementation and use of shared IT
resources. With the Web and Y2K, however, the assumptions that underpin
top-down DT narratives came into critical light (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Kling
& Iacono, 1984; Scheepers, 1999). Some studies showed how new IT use
emerged despite rather than because of management; other studies noted
how change occurred out of the ordinary and mundane. In this vein, Jarvenpaa and Ives (1996) argued that organizations were poorly equipped to
manage radical IT innovations around the Web, and showed that executives
and IT units were obstacles to rather than wellsprings of such DT. Similarly,
Lyytinen et al. (1998) argued that distributed software platforms, as result of
the unbounded nature of networked digital material, would change IS development practices and blur traditional roles and organizational boundaries.
Though long professed, the material shift in agency is now undeniable.
Recent IS strategy debates point to the need to understand social, cooperative and systemic forms of organizing that global IT infrastructures afford
(Arvidsson & Holmström, 2013; Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Galliers et al., 2012;
Nolan, 2012; Robey et al., 2013; Ward, 2012). Rather than assume that IT
use enables certain control or otherwise known IT use outcomes, this literature stresses the need to examine how IT resources comes to matter strategically in practice (Leonardi, 2015; Peppard et al., 2014). Although extant research has made clear that IS strategy change now implies a different cast of
characters than offered in the classic narratives of DT, little remains known
of how the dynamic qualities of digital material (i.e. monolithic/light, net-
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worked/interconnected, rigid/flexible, and closed/open types of IT-based
infrastructures, platforms, and architectures) alter the mechanisms and conditions for radical organizational change (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Bygstad,
2015; Bygstad et al., 2015; Lyytinen & Rose, 2003; Tilson et al., 2010).
To theorize the material roles of IT artifacts, this thesis presents a composite analysis of four empirical case studies that shed light on how and why
organizations creatively avoid change as part of IS strategy implementations
that are otherwise successful (Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1988; Markus, 2004).
Developed insights are primarily based on two case studies: In paper 1 I illustrate in the IT use context of a Swedish pulp-and-paper mill how strategy
blindness can be understood as a material entrenchment of or entanglement
with fixed cognitive structures and schemes with current technologies-in-use
(Dane, 2010; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008;
Orlikowski & Scott, 2015). In paper 2, I show in the IT use context of a Swedish municipal organization how entanglements can be escaped when peripheral entities make material IT use that subverts core identity structures
as part of the institutionalization of change; the process whereby organizations come to realize that they were blind. In paper 3, I return to the case of
strategy blindness to explain strategy blindness as the expected outcome of
the societal shaping of rough and respectable men and masculinities. In paper 4, I theorize how IS strategy implementation can be understood as a
process that involves resourceful use of uncertainty and ambiguity.
To conclude this thesis cover paper, I combine these insights to form a
critical understanding of strategy blindness as materially related to gender
and identity work with IT use (Laine et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2013). Following Kling’s (2000) definition of social informatics this framing allows me to
examine the “design, uses, and consequences of information and communication technologies in ways that take into account their interaction with institutional and cultural context,” (p. 217). In particular, I heed calls for theorizing how the felt qualities of IT use provides shape to our material cultures
(Hodder, 2012; Stein et al., 2014; Yoo, 2010). That is to say, how IT resources are enacted to form certain matter-realities to which actors conforms
in order to mobilize digital material and IS agencies (Cecez-Kecmanovic,
Galliers, et al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014). The proposed
material practice lens takes entanglements literally and seriously. I link institutional change to bodily experience. I define entanglement both as the fish
caught in the net and the net-works that constitute fish and fishery (Holm,
1995; Lawrence et al., 2013; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Orlikowski & Scott,
2015). That is to say, I take gender and IT use as real but interdependent in
their mutual origination: they are patterns that emerge out of the same process, rather than discrete entities, wherefore genuine understanding of the IT
artifact relies on tracing patterns of change at multiple levels of analysis
(Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al.,
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2014; Gaskin et al., 2014). Thus, I theorize entanglement as compromising
relationships or entrapments that enables action by limiting certain forms: it
has decisive effects. Entanglements manifest when IT use logics and capacities for action (Greenwood and Hinings, 1996) are fixed with digital material;
they contain friction and produce momentary breakdowns in IT resource use
that require material change to resolve (Ciborra, 2004; Ciborra et al., 2000;
Dahlbom & Mathiassen, 1993; Lyytinen et al., 2009). “Is you is or is you
ain’t?” On this view new agency results in subversive mobilizations of bound
and delimited identity systems, norms, and related material cultural institutions (Hardy & Thomas, 2014, 2015; Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014; Holm, 1995;
Nylén, 2015; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Suchman, 2007; Yoo, 2010).

1.1 Research problem: Strategy blindness
Digital strategies are dynamic and connote a new, better, faster breed of organizing that is sociomaterially complex. Organizations must develop digital
capabilities to change organizational structures and identities (Nylén, 2015;
Sandberg, 2014; Westergren, 2011; Wimelius, 2011) with constantly new
digital innovation protocols (Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Eaton et al., 2015; Nylén
et al., 2015; Swanson & Ramiller, 2004; Tiwana et al., 2010). If the analog
world was stable, institutions and IT use practices are now in flux. Digital
materials know little of time and place; organizations must navigate rhythms
and contradiction as tensions erupt between new IT use and interests vested
in continued maintenance of the installed base.
Knowledge about how IT resources are configured to block and release DT
is necessary to tackle how and why organizations fail to make better use of IT
is of particular concern to IS strategy research. Consultant reports show that
93 % of executives live under fear imminent disruption. The threat that now
IT poses in each moment of organizing possibly explains why many organizations continue to invest billions into new IT despite frequent cost overruns
and strategy failures that current use of digital material entails. Though IT
project escalation is common, yet times extended efforts to make use of IT
resources serve only to cement current material structures. That is to say,
“equivalents of existing analog functionality, built and organized in ways
aligned with existing social and technical infrastructures,” coined digitizing
the cow paths by Tilson et al. (2010, p. 2). In this vein, my research suggests
that organizations make IT investments at great cost yet in implementation
make an extra effort only to fail to achieve intended results. On the end organizations are pushed to conform to known positions and assume fixed
identities; on the other end organizations must leap into the boundless and
make it their home (Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Carlile et al., 2013; Langley et al.,
2013; Sambamurthy et al., 2003; Truex et al., 1999; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002).
Due to the material uncertainties, ambiguities, and subjectivities that the
strategic use of digital material entails, few executives believe that their or-
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ganizations have the capacity to carry out IS strategy change as planned;
many executives doubt that their plans will work at all. While we should
doubt the numbers consultants produce the IS literature provides ample
illustration of organizations that wrestle with the inertia of the installed base.
Rather than recite sales myths like the 70% failure rate, we should indeed
interrogate how, when, and why IT use is received as successful. Specifically,
I argue that IS strategy research must question its ideas of how IT comes to
matter and resolve the conundrum of how and why the strategic (mis-) management of IT constitutes little more than an investment in continued failure
(Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014; Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1988;
Lyytinen & Robey, 1999). It is vital that the IS field continues to aid the advancement of such theory. This thesis contributes knowledge of how organizations escape from current resource restrictions with IT uses, and illustrates
the role of gender in inert IT enactments. I also theorize about how organizations can approach IT to generate digital forms of work and organizing, and
how research can materially explain why organizations often fail to harness
the logics that digital infrastructures and platforms afford (Bharadwaj et al.,
2013; Forman et al., 2014; Leonardi, 2014; Tilson et al., 2010).

1.2 Research question and argument
Classic power theory suggests that organizations’ recent failure to mobilize
IT resources strategically could result from material entrapments in systems
of thought and the prefigured contexts that give organizations capacities to
act purposively in relation to current arrangements/institutions (Greenwood
& Hinings, 1988, 1996; Lucas & Baroudi, 1994; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991).
This literature suggests that strategy blindness results, for example, when
organizations operate based on historical and material work divisions, also
noting how digital material both conceals and reveals aspects of its use. Since
its inception, DT research has produced a constant stream of studies that
reveal the myriad challenges that DT impose on organizations; e.g. psychological (e.g. Abraham & Junglas, 2011; Sarker & Lee, 1999), cognitive (e.g.
Ciborra, 1996; Kim et al., 2007; Roepke et al., 2000), socio-technical (e.g.
Cooper et al., 2000; Lyytinen et al., 2009; Sabherwal et al., 2001), political
(e.g. Cooper, 2000; Sayer, 1998), and economic inertia (e.g. Mangan & Kelly,
2009; Robey & Sahay, 1996). However, DT research has rarely looked beyond antagonism between managers and workers as studies of IT use resistance mostly concern use and non-use of fixed IT systems. Few studies
have theorized in any detail the politics of continued use (Bagayogo et al.,
2014; Besson & Rowe, 2001; Besson & Rowe, 2012) or otherwise interrogated institutionalized divisions as material part of both current and new IT use
practice. Though Zuboff (1988) provided rich detail into how and why respectable white-collar and rough blue-collar workers mobilized ideas of race,
gender, and class to restrict some forms of sense-making and to grant com-
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mon legitimacy to incongruent forms of organizing, I found no study that
theorized the material interaction of masculinities as somehow relevant to
strategic organization or IS strategy implementation. Overall, IS research
have until recently failed to take seriously the apprehension that managers
and workers alike feel toward IT (Burton-Jones, 2014; Rivard & Lapointe,
2012; Stein et al., 2013; Stein et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2014).
Though masculinity and IT management are historically fused, especially
in industrial contexts, extant research tend to view masculinity as unitary
and certain in discourse rather than to theorize the material implications of
the multiple masculinities that are implicit to the rational management of
work (Laine et al., 2015). To capture such political complexities, I propose a
material view of IS strategy practice that can reliably predict and explain
how IT resources come to matter strategically in organizations (Leonardi,
2013, 2015; Orlikowski, 2010). In this thesis, I will explain how on this view
digital materialities are consequential rather than fixed: not a given cause or
some natural external effect, but as provisioned in accomplished assemblies
of IT resources. The proposed lens is thus ready to capture the progressively
complex processes through which IT brings itself into use by attending to
how digital material are mobilized to give meaning and shape to and through
the heterogeneous operations, strategies, and myriad interconnections that
denote contemporary forms of organizing (Berente, 2009; Berente et al.,
2010; Berente & Yoo, 2012; Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Gaskin et al., 2014;
Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014; Nylén et al., 2015).
The IT artifact has long been missing in our research. It is therefore peculiar to note that there is still such resistance against theorizing the necessary
material underpinning of digital phenomena. In this thesis, I argue that what
is missing in IS research is not IT per se, but the IT use story. To make this
claim, I will reveal how even studies that take an ensemble IT-view fails to
account for the material implications of IT resources for the organization of
work. I will demonstrate that there is need to provide knowledge of how the
design, uses, and consequences of IT resources emerge over time; and to
account for whether and when digital material interact in institutional and
cultural contexts. If we accept this position, then we must ask: How can the
material roles of IT resources and their political uses be better captured to
explain the complex IT use processes whereby local practice is created,
maintained, and transformed? Material explanations for how and why organizations fail or succeed to make strategic use of IT are indeed scant in
extant research (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Markus, 2004; Silva & Hirschheim,
2007). In this thesis, I posit that such explanations may help to resolve contradictory findings about the consequences of IT use, provide more balanced
accounts of IS strategy change, and thus enable the IS field to better explain,
predict, and improve how organizations change, maintain, and transform
practices with IT use (Leonardi, 2015; Leonardi et al., 2012; Orlikowski,
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2000; Robey et al., 2013; Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Yoo, 2012). In particular,
I argue that the proposed lens of material practice can better capture and
account the contradictory consequences and IT-political complexities of IS
phenomena (Lapointe & Rivard, 2005; Markus & Robey, 2004; Mignerat &
Rivard, 2009; Rivard & Lapointe, 2012; Robey & Boudreau, 1999).

1.3 Thesis outline and structure
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In section 2, I discuss
the critical origins of the material practice lens and illustrate some findings
from early material and socio-political studies of IT and work. In particular,
this section unpacks how the practice lens makes possible explanations of
DT that take into account digital material as having own nature and cause
(i.e. as opposed to a passive recipient and fixed part of otherwise dynamic
practice). In section 3, I discuss the state of DT research per Besson and
Rowe’s (2012) coding of the literature. Specifically, I demonstrate how DT
research tends to explain change teleologically (MacKay & Chia, 2013; Robey
& Boudreau, 1999; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995) and form DT narratives where
IT use plays no material role. In section 4, I detail my performative view of
IT use as material practice and explicate how I used this lens to capture the
processes whereby digital material originate artifactually in attending to the
creation, maintenance, and change of related IT-based systems of meaning
(Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014; Leonardi & Barley, 2008;
Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Robey et al., 2013), in
two diverse empirical settings. In section 5, I briefly review each the four
research papers appended with this cover paper. I thus provide further detail
to the progression of my theorizing and set up a discussion of how the material practice lens contributes new understanding to IS practice and strategic
management research; e.g., how gender work theory affords assumption
grounds that explain else unintended and unexpected IT use. In section 6, I
note how material practice perspectives provide critical understandings of
strategy challenges and the tensions inherent to contemporary organizing. I
then suggest some implications for the material study of IT and organization.
In conclusion, I argue that IS research must take IT seriously and theorize
how IT use as more than that which hosts individual actions: the idea that
organizational actors appropriates social structures as props in performative
enactments with IT resources. That is to say, IS research should take sociomateriality as an opportunity to theorize the dynamic roles of IT resources.
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2. Framework and Background
The material organization of work is central to every aspect of society. IT
resources implicate who and what we become: digital material separates and
unites; conceals and reveals; maintains and transforms (Hodson & Sullivan,
2011; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Zuboff, 1988).
IS research has witnessed the introduction of new IT resources in the
workplace in three paradigms: the technological, the socio-technical, and the
sociomaterial paradigm. Each paradigm is associated with unique problems
and prospects and carry distinct conceptualizations of IT and organization.
With each turn IS research have altered its fundamental assumptions about
the IT artifact and how it understands the social and material implications
for the organization of work (Forman et al., 2014; Leonardi & Barley, 2010).
That is to say, each paradigm is associated with distinct, often implicit, metaphysical ideas of how IT resources impact organization in their day-to-day
use (Hirschheim & Klein, 1989; Leonardi & Barley, 2010; Leonardi et al.,
2012; Orlikowski, 2010; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001).
In section 3, I next review how these paradigms have formed clear-cut
narratives of change around theoretical settlements of DT research, iron fist,
velvet glove, and grass root (Amis et al., 2004; Bruner, 1991; Morgan, 1980;
Pentland, 1999), which variously fail to account strategy blindness and unexpected change. To stake out new ground for material theorizing in the
context of IS strategy research, I then systematically review the structured
contents of Besson and Rowe (2012) to explain how and why these narratives
preclude insight of material IT uses. The review shows that each narrative
tend to explain DT teleologically as if IT did not matter, and unearths how
such owned views of IS strategy restricts digital material to play instrumental roles as a trigger or enabler in DT theory and empirics (MacKay & Chia,
2013). In this way, section 2 and 3 stages a discussion on how and why even
studies that acknowledge the emergent qualities of IT use are void of real IT
stories underscored by real digital powers (cf. Bloomfield and Coombs, 1992,
Lyytinen et al. 2009, Sayer et al. 1998). That is to say, why DT is portrayed as
if IT resources never mattered beyond what was already certain and known
(Crossan & Berdrow, 2003; Feldman & March, 1981; March & Olsen, 1976)
and lacked own material nature and cause (Berente, 2009; Bloomfield &
Coombs, 1992; Hultin & Mahring, 2014; Jonsson et al., 2009; Kallinikos et
al., 2013; Leonardi & Barley, 2010; Mähring et al., 2004; Robey et al., 2013;
Tilson et al., 2010; Yoo, 2012; Yoo et al., 2012).
To borrow from Bloomfield and Coombs (1992) this cover paper is not the
place to summarize the extensive work that is associated with each era or
synthesize the more nuanced implications of each turn. It would be foolish to
attempt to provide a genuine representation of each research stream within
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the scope of this research (however, see Westergren 2011); especially in light
of the constant contradictions in empirical observations of IT use (Robey &
Boudreau, 1999), and how classic studies on the power and politics are mobilized in a perfunctory ways, with rival views and interpretations (see BurtonJones 2014 and Hansen et al. 2006 for citation analyses). Rather, in section
two we bring some necessary order into the literature as to set the stage for a
discussion on how recent practice theory can contribute new material insight
in a field rich with so many critical classics and intellectual debates (Kling,
1980; Markus, 1983; Zuboff, 1988). In so doing, I center this thesis on convergent interests and critical avenues for IT research at the intersection of IS
practice (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014), gender studies (Horowitz,
2013; Howcroft & Trauth, 2008), and strategy-as-practice research (Balogun
et al., 2014; Golsorkhi et al., 2010) to advance the material turn to practice in
strategic management, organization theory, and IS strategy research (Chia &
MacKay, 2007; Dameron et al., 2015; Galliers et al., 2012; Leonardi, 2015;
Nag et al., 2007; Peppard et al., 2014; Whittington, 2014).
In the remainder of this section, I first discuss the critical origins of and illustrate findings from political studies of IT use in IS research and related
studies of IT and work. I then trace two paradigmatic turns in IS theory, and
review some assumptions in current views of IT implementation and use to
position the practice lens to breathe new life into critical IS research. For indepth reading of thereby related research, see the appended work: Paper 1
provides a recent application of the practice lens in the context of IS strategy-as-practice (Peppard et al., 2014; Whittington, 2014). Paper 2 examines
possible extensions of the practice lens and details how institutional theory
allows for new political insight into the configuration of IT use as it treats IT
as material resources (Leonardi et al., 2012; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001).
Paper 3 critiques the current lack of material IT use politics in current treatments IS strategy and change management (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et
al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014). Paper 4 wraps the thesis up
in the idea of IT resources as both the political content of and the material
means in the enactment of IS strategy change (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992;
Leonardi, 2015). Further detail on how the proposed lens of IT use as material practice advances and complements the study of gender and IT can be
found in related work (Arvidsson, 2016; Arvidsson & Foka, 2015).

2.1 Introducing IT into the workplace
The significant amounts of trust early organizations placed on planning, so
characteristic of IT use in the technological paradigm, are easily ridiculed in
hindsight. These ideas are firmly linked, however, with and also empirically
grounded in the IT use qualities early digital material often held in practice
in the technological era. IT resources were rigid and scarce. The introduction
of new IT systems required both significant time and resources, and the IS
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development of digital materials into usable IT artifacts was challenging and
technically complex. Importantly, the first studies of computing took place
also during a time-period when post-war capitalist market forces and related
principles of scientific management dictated a firm division between those
who manage, and those who work; a neat separation that the available digital
material of the time were built to afford in their organizational IT use, in
light of historical assumptions of work (Horowitz, 2013; Zuboff, 1988).
Nevertheless, repeated observations of the dramatic, usually unintended
social consequences that followed the first introduction of digital material in
the workplace made abundantly clear that IT systems, rather than supposed
neutral computational tools or otherwise objective informational resources,
provided organizational actors with new political assets and related sources
of legitimacy (Berente, 2009; Bloomfield, 1991; Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992;
Kling, 1980; Markus, 1983). Though IS research have in recent decades
failed to advance new critical insight on these matters (Cecez-Kecmanovic,
Kautz, et al., 2014; Leonardi & Barley, 2010), and more critical lessons from
the otherwise well-cited power classics are missing in recent theory and empirics (Burton-Jones, 2014; Hansen et al., 2006; Hardy & Thomas, 2014),
the organizational and individual consequences of early IT use are captured
in great detail in extant research (Kling, 1980; Olofsson, 2010; Orlikowski &
Baroudi, 1991; Wajcman, 1991, 2000; Zuboff, 1988).
The organizational or emergent socio-technical perspective came to spark
significant debates in the IS discipline about the tendency of digital material
to further entrench management structures and related threats to existing
forms of knowledge (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992; Kraemer, 1991): if digital
material until this point had mostly been positioned as a solution to social
problems (e.g. Donovan & Madnick, 1977; Simon, 1973), IS scholars came to
increasingly frame IT use as a root cause or significant symptom towards the
end of the technological paradigm. Ehn (1984), for example, early argued
that the introduction of IT into the workplace tended to destroy tacit craft
skills and otherwise materially embodied forms of knowledge. In recognition
of how digital material threatened to further segment and also cemented
class-based divisions of emotional, physical, and cognitive work, he pushed
for a participative, work-oriented approach to IT development and use that
integrated practical and emancipatory interests “into a science and use of
computer artifacts.” (Ehn, 1984, p. 40) Similar arguments are found in
Braverman (1974), who argued a decade before that managers and analysts
tended to regard workers as replaceable general-purpose utilities i.e. simple
cogs in otherwise complex and taxing organizational machineries; the typical
assumption of the ideal worker as a mute human resource to deplete served
as a justification for increased managerial control and work discipline. That
is, he saw IT automation as a management strategy to replace supposedly
unreliable and finicky workers with reliable and unwavering digital tools. He
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argued that the introduction of IT usually served to routinize white-collar
work and that digital material in this way came to weaken more politically
peripheral actors in the organization, such as blue-collar workers.
The many political debates of the 1980’s brought new critical perspectives
and rich political theories to IS research (Kling, 1980; Kraemer, 1991). The
ideological assumptions that undergirded these debates usually centered on
socio-economic class as “the primary determinant of antagonistic social relations.” In IS research this exclusive focus obscured “the importance of other
facts such as race and gender that have also led to dominating and repressive
social relations” (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991, p. 23, however, the role of
gender and race was examined in science and technology studies (see Wajcman, 2000 for historical review). If the Marxist argument was that class
conflicts shaped the use of IT use in the workplace, feminist scholars and
dialectics “questioned the notion that control over the labour process operates independently of the gender of the workers … controlled;” they argued,
“employers as employers, and men as men … have an interest in creating and
sustaining occupational sex-segregation,” stressing time and again gender as
“an important factor in the shaping of the organization of work that resulted
from technological change.” (Wajcman, 2000, pp. 448-449)
For example, Cockburn (1983) groundbreaking research in the printing
industry showed how men and masculinities came under stress following the
introduction of IT-based printing systems, and that the resolution of such
tensions tended to come at the expense of women. Her study showed that as
new digital material threatened to make redundant the craft skills vested in
male-dominated lines of work, organizations enacted a “three-sided struggle
between employers, women and men” that routinely left women to carry out
low ranked, deskilled, and/or semi-skilled jobs (Cockburn, 1983, p. 151). She
argued that IT use came to cluster and single women out into designated
positions fit for the female worker in ways that clearly conflated gender and
class. As a material result, “the skill attributed to a job has much more to do
with the sex of the person who does it than the real demands of the work”
(Cockburn, 1983, p. 116). These findings were later mirrored and reaffirmed
by Oldenziel (1999). Like many others, she argued that male colleagues came
to routinely dismiss female industrial workers, regardless of competence and
rank, in the historical masculinization of industrial technology. Her study on
men, women, and machines, offers a longitudinal account of how scientific
management ideals (that underpin also the early introduction and use of IT
resources in the technical paradigm) transformed industrial machines from a
neutral to a masculine domain, and in so doing disciplined men into active
producers and women into passive consumers—erasing women from the
history of technology during the rise of the American middle-class.
Closer to the IS discipline, Zuboff (1988) provides one of few expositions
of both class-based and gendered consequences of early digital material. She
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explained how the introduction of IT resources into work often provided
management with new significant control over the organization of work, and
tended to distribute accountability for the product to the alienated worker:
the introduction of IT was typically approached as a technical issue, which
solution hinged on accurately capturing and transforming formal aspects of
work into some representation of the work system. In both traditional bluecollar industries and new ranks of female clerical work, early IT use therefore
led to stress and frustration among workers: meaningful work was stripped
of its embodied content and turned into routine data processing activities.
Through several empirical case studies, Zuboff in this way showed in each
instance how the scientific assumptions of work that underwrote growing
material divides between manager and managed in the computerized work
settings often restricted organizations to make strategic use of IT resources.
She argued that the common emphasis on one-sided management processes
and related techniques to strike down on negative attitudes around IT use
restricted organizations ability to create and foster a learning organization,
and advocated a mindful and sensible approach to IT implementation and
use that placed equal weight on emotion and cognition. That is to say, in
order to unleash the strategic potential that new digital material held, organizations had to take seriously the apprehension that both managers and
workers often felt around automated IT use, and instead use IT to inform
new organization designs that are more in tune with ideas of the digital
knowledge worker (see Kallinikos, 2001, for a related account on the new
cognitive demands imposed by the computerization of industrial work).
In this way, the 1980’s were preoccupied with the material consequences
of IT use for social actors. Importantly, the point of this background is not to
provide an exhaustive account or in exact detail show the consequences that
the introduction of IT held for the legitimate organization of work. Rather,
the point here is to provide some illustrations of what a more material ITview could entail in light of radically different digital material, and so stage a
discussion of how the extension to the practice lens proposed in this thesis
contributes to past research—it will take three decades for the material politics of IT artifacts to make its next appearance in core debates of IS and strategic management studies (Burton-Jones, 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers,
et al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014; Hardy & Thomas, 2014,
2015; Hultin & Mahring, 2014; Mutch, 2013; Stein et al., 2014).

2.2 From planned IT execution to IT use in-practice
In this section, I provide some background to how and why IS research in
recent decades is silent on the material roles of IT resources and their political uses. First, I discuss how the political turn brought about socio-technical
hybrid process models to account for the planned and emergent nature of
IT-based change (see Paper 1 for related work in the context of IS strategy).
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Second, I discuss how the material turn provoked theorizing IT as both social
and material. To explain how the practice lens is positioned to offer critical
insight into IS strategy implementation and use processes, I then return to a
less noted political debate from the 1980’s around the origin and nature of
digital material and power. In so doing, I note how practice theory comes
with new ontological assumptions that enable material accounts of power.
2.2.1 The political process turn: Planned or emergent change?
The technological paradigm came under notable stress in the late 1970’s
with the widespread introduction of more socially complex digital material,
such as collaborative IT systems. “Like an electronic sinew that binds teams
together,” new digital material placed “the computer squarely in the middle
of communications among managers, technicians, and anyone else who interacts in groups, revolutionizing the way they work.” (Richman and Slovak,
1987, p. 1) In this decade, IS scholars increasingly noted the need to carefully
consider also the social mechanisms of IT development and use. That is to
say, understand how IT resources come into use as part of ongoing negotiations between actors with distinct interest in and claim to the current status
quo; the myriad “ways in which its uses and influences are altered by the
host social setting [is therefore] well documented” (Kling 1980, p. 104).
The typical review on IT implementation and use research in the 1980’s
thus identified two distinct contemporary settlements, later resolved in the
use of socio-technical IT use perspectives. Each camp came with its own
theoretical assumptions and often-contradictory empirics to explain how
organizations transform with IT use. Hirschheim et al. for instance showed
how the camps divided IS research along positivist-interpretative, objectivesubjective, and order-conflict research positions, and as result promoted
radically different approaches to IT development and change management
(Hirschheim & Klein, 1989; "Information Systems and User Resistance:
Theory and Practice," 1988). On this view, IS scholars launched a fierce critique of “the analytical methods of management science and the managerial
strategies of classical management theory,” and their related assumptions
“that goals are known, tasks are repetitive,” and that IT “resources in uniform quality are available” and distributed in the organization (Thompson,
1967, p. 5); emerging empirical insights pushed for new explanations of
change and related arguments where IT implementation and use was driven
also by accidents, dysfunctions, and a myriad of heated opinions (each equally real, though not necessarily of equal significance).
Kling (1980, p. 62) traces this debate in his review of theoretical perspectives of IT implementation and use in extant empirical research. He noted
how the literature displayed conflicting assumptions about the roles that IT
resources can and will play in the organization of work, and how these views
contrarily framed the possibilities for digital material to afford political uses:
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“To [explain the consequences of IT use] one must have, at least implicitly, a theory of
the causal powers that computerized systems can exert upon individuals, groups, organizations, institutions, social networks, social worlds, and other social entities ...
Serious analyses of the consequences of computing consider social and economic
characteristics to be important elements in a line of analysis or ‘storyline.’ But what
social or economic characteristics should be selected? How are they to be related?
And to what shall they be attributed? Shall we start with social groups connected by
channels of communication, cooperatively striving to satisfy common goals? Shall
we further assume that the social world in which computing is used is relatively well
ordered, with participants adopting stable roles and acting in accord with stable
norms? Or shall we start with social groups, in conflict, which manipulate available
channels of communication and messages to gain more valued resources than their
competitors? Moreover, shall we assume that roles are fluid, that lines of action are
situated, and that rules and norms may be selectively ignored or renegotiated? In
any case, how do goals arise among social groups or in organizations? How do they
influence the modes of computing adopted, and the ways that they are used? Are
goals to be viewed as the sum of individual preferences, reflections of economic relationships, the negotiated agreements among interested parties, or as convenient fictions retrospectively formulated to make sense of ambiguous streams of events?”

The distinct assumptions that these two camps hold make possible the
formation of two paradigmatic models of change. Based on Kling’s (1980)
synthesis of this literature, I have termed these dichotomous views planned
vs. emergent. I outline the assumptions related with each view in table 1, and
next unearth their implications for the study of DT processes. Even though
similar divisions are found in macro and micro models of change in broader
organization and strategic management research, this polarization is salient
in IS research in that it came to inform most socio-technical IS research and
interpretative process studies of IT implementation and use (see Paper 1).
Table 1: Planned vs. Emergent change

Planned

Emergent

Engine

Efficient function and operational
quality of installed IT systems.

Shared meaning that is negotiated
interactively out of multiple interests.

Inertia

Empirical background to explain
rational management techniques.

Empirical foreground to explain how
certain and decisive meanings emerge.

Agency

Consensus
through
top-down
control. Fiat, structural jolts, and
singular change responses.

Competitive and overlapping goals.
Internal politics and situated actors
interact to change or maintain IT use.

Domain

Macro processes and outcomes,
emphasis on clear success.

Micro processes and accomplishments,
emphasis on tradeoffs and negotiation.

IT-view

Decisive tool, deliberate use.

Social construct, interactive outcomes.

Extant research well accounts how the polarization of IS research proved
instrumental for the advancement of new socio-technical perspectives in the
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decades to come. Kling thus provides an early insight to how the IS literature
pitted theories against each other and formed self-preserving theoretical
camps to sustain certain local ideas and related critiques (cf. Golden-Biddle
& Locke, 2007). Though the two camps implied contradictory policies for IS
development, change management, and implementation of IS strategy, well
illustrated as hard/rational and soft/socio-political ideals, each respective
view provided its own unique insight. Kling saw great complementarity between the perspectives and pushed for new hybrid models to reconsolidate
agreements: the camps provided distinct accounts of phenomena of immediate interests to IS theory. Kling noted for instance that although the planned
perspective failed to explain the introduction of IT in complex settings—i.e.
“settings in which many competing groups, rather than one distinguished
group, hold legitimate power, when there is serious conflict over appropriate
goals and their relative importance … and, consequently, any concept of appropriate [IT resource use] will merely reflect the preferences of some …
group,” (Kling 1980, p. 103) it did provide methodological tools to explain
how contextual factors such as the design of the organization or its environment influenced the use and usefulness of a particular digital materials. Thus
noting how each camps had its own theoretical variation, richness, and distinct empirical grounds, dichotomized readings of the IS literature produced
little more than caricature: a myriad straw-man arguments based on broad
theoretical strokes and sweeping statements about some general tendency in
IS research (Kling, 1980; Kling & Iacono, 1984; Kling & Scacchi, 1982).
The implications of the political turn from a technical to a socio-technical
research paradigm for the continued critical study of IT implementation and
use is less observed (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992; Leonardi & Barley, 2010;
Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). To understand these implications, I thus argue
that it is important not only to understand the historical tensions that provoked this turn—the political turn came about as a reaction toward the technological determinism implicit in planned views of change, hence it stressed
primarily social dimensions of IT use—we must also understand the idea of
IT use as both planned and emergent (cf. Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992).
In section 2.2.2, I detail how and why scholars under the socio-technical
paradigm rejected the idea that digital material had distinct qualities, and
demonstrate how this pushed the IS field on socio-cognitive but still mostly
rational explanations of IS strategy change (Desanctis & Poole, 1994; Markus
& Silver, 2008). I then provide some historical background to foreground a
discussion on how the practice lens affords ways to examine the material
roles that IT resources play in organizations (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et
al., 2014; Orlikowski, 2000) and how this approach differs from present IS
theory about IT and organization (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014).
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2.2.2 The material turn to practice: Desperately seeking IT
If the cause of the 1980’s was to divide the IS literature (e.g. to deconstruct
the rationalism implicit in the political idea of digital material as neutral and
objective resources in light of the increasing social complexity of IT use, cf.
Kling 1980, Bloomfield and Coombs 1992), the cause of the 1990’s came to
revolve around possible ways to bridge this divide. In this section, I will show
how the ways in which IS research commonly resolved this problem caused
IT and thus related theorizing of digital material to fade into the background.
The classics of the 1990’s are marked by a profound preoccupation with IT
use as process and/or structure (Desanctis & Poole, 1994; Markus & Robey,
1988; Orlikowski, 1992; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Early on, Orlikowski
and Robey (1991) for instance bridged across the camps with a theoretical
understanding of IT implementation and use as both planned and emergent;
that is to say, digital material both enable and constrain action. In quest for
“unifying, substantive paradigms,” (p. 145) the authors drew on Giddens
(2013) to argue that a structuration theory of IT, “comprising both subjective
and objective elements,” permitted “a theoretical framework in which the
development and deployment of information is a social phenomenon,” that
yet retains the critical assumption that “the organizational consequences of
[IT] are products of both material and social dimensions.” Symptomatic of
the socio-technical era, the authors thus sought to “progress beyond several
of the false dichotomies (subjective vs. objective, socially constructed vs.
material, macro vs. micro, and qualitative and quantitative) that persist in
investigations of the interaction between organizations and [IT].” (p. 143).
In light of mounting evidence that even successful strategic planning can
cause strategy failure (Markus, 1983, 2004; Markus & Robey, 2004) hybrid
process theories were well received in the IS field (Bloomfield & Coombs,
1992; Robey et al., 2013); by the end of the 1990’s the IS literature was filled
with attempts to variously explain the mutual adaptation of IT and organization (e.g. Besson & Rowe, 2001; Cooper & Zmud, 1990; Holmström, 2000;
Jarvenpaa & Ives, 1996; Monteiro & Hanseth, 1996; Newman & Robey, 1992;
Orlikowski, 1992; Robey et al., 1989; Sabherwal & Robey, 1995; Shaw &
Jarvenpaa, 1997); and so pushed to further capture the political and strategy
tensions that digital material bring about in their organizational use (cf. Burton-Jones 2014, Zuboff 1988). Although Orlikowski and Robey (1991) marks
a genuine landmark for the discipline, a rich variety of socio-technical hybrid
accounts were developed in the quest to solve the planned/emergent dilemma (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992; Lyytinen & Newman, 2008).
If the technological paradigm sparked political debate about the emergent
social consequences of IT uses, the socio-technical turn brought theoretical
hybrid models and process views fit to explain the introduction of new IT
resources in socially complex settings (Kling, 2000). However, although IT
use was routinely understood as somehow caused by both its social context
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of use and its material properties, the idea of IT as socially constructed ultimately resulted in the idea of the material as social (see Latour, 2003, 2004;
Westergren, 2011); in practice, perspectives were typically formed on the
relational and relativist standpoint that “computers by themselves ‘do’ nothing.” (Kling 1980, p. 100), as they are matters of interpretation (Orlikowski &
Baroudi, 1991). Despite refined theoretical use, material aspects of IT use
thus gradually faded both theoretically and empirically following the 1990’s
(Orlikowski & Barley, 2001; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). The rapid emergence
of socio-technical approaches in IS research thus both resolved the tension
that provoked the political turn (i.e. whether to treat IT implementation and
use as planned or emergent), and mounted new tensions as the century drew
to a close. Faced with the need to explain IT use that involved both plastic
digital material and social communication networks (Hanseth & Lyytinen,
2010; Lyytinen & Rose, 2003), there was growing recognition of the need to
theorize IT use as both social and material (Monteiro & Hanseth, 1996;
Orlikowski, 2000; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001; Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001):
“We begin … with what we believe is a telling observation: that the [IS] field … has
not deeply engaged its core subject matter—the information technology (IT) artifact.
While there have been a number of attempts over the years to conceptualize IT artifacts in various ways … we find that by and large IT artifacts (those bundles of material and cultural properties packaged in some socially recognizable form such as
hardware and/or software) continue to be under theorized. Indeed, IS researchers
tend to focus their theoretical attention elsewhere, for example, on the context within
which some usually unspecified technology is seen to operate, on the discrete processing capabilities of artifacts (as separate from how they operate in context), or on
the dependent variable (that which the technology presumably affects or changes as
it is developed, implemented, and used) … IS research draws on commonplace and
received notions of technology, resulting in conceptualizations of IT artifacts as relatively stable, discrete, independent, and fixed. As a consequence, IT artifacts in IS research tend to be taken for granted or are assumed to be unproblematic.” (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001, p. 121-122)

In 2000, Orlikowski proposed an augmentation to this perspective with
great but subtle ramifications. Though IS research had long observed politics
and sense-making in IT practice (e.g. Desanctis and Poole 1994, Orlikowski
and Gash 1994), this study was often limited as it tended to conceive of sense
and power as something social actors have (essence and representation),2
rather than something made materially (cf. Bloomfield and Coombs, 1982,
critique of Kling, 1980). In so far as the 1980’s concluded with the 1990’s
idea that IT resources both enable and constrain action (Orlikowski and
Robey 1991), the 2000’s thus opened with a different approach to resolve the
critical dilemma, rooted in performative ontologies:3
2 Or should have, in light of some objective or otherwise real and legitimate interests against which end user
behavior can be judged and current cognitions found wanting (see Bloomfield and Coombs, 1992).
3 For definition and elaboration of this notion and its methodological implications, see section 4.
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”I have sought to augment the existing structurational perspective on technology by
proposing a view of technology structures, not as embodied in given technological
artifacts, but as enacted by the recurrent social practices of a community of users, a
typology of enactment types may [thus] be identified that associates recurrent human action [routines] with clusters of technologies-in-practice enacted by using specific properties of technologies in specific interpretive and institutional contexts. The
types of enactments discussed here [i.e. inertia, application, change] all involved the
use of the same kind of technology. Examining other [cases] would generate further
opportunities to study how users draw on different [technological, interpretative,
and institutional] conditions to enact particular types of technologies-in-practice
with particular social consequences. Similarly, exploring different cultural (e.g., nonU.S.) and institutional (e.g., governmental, educational) contexts to those [normally
studied] would also expand our understanding of how users recurrently structure
their use of technologies in different circumstances. Additionally, future research
could benefit from attending more carefully to the meanings and emotional attachments that users develop for the technologies they use [i.e. the felt qualities of digital
material, cf. Stein et al., 2014]. Understanding these attachments and meanings
could offer richer explanations for the range of structural responses enacted by users
as they engage with technologies in practice.” (Orlikowski, 2000, p. 421)

It is easy to understand how the practice lens resolved the new tensions
that emerged with the introduction of hybrid models in the idea of agency
and structure as emergent properties in action rather than causal effects; in
light of 3000 citations, and how the practice lens came to usher in radically
new ways to conceive of IT and organization, its impact on the IS discipline
is undeniable. However, in order to explain how and why this view some ten
years later finds critical use in IS strategy research, I argue that we must first
return to one final debate from the 1980’s rather than pursue the established
and known trajectory from practice to sociomateriality (Cecez-Kecmanovic,
Galliers, et al., 2014; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Orlikowski & Scott, 2014).4
2.2.3 The critical piece of the puzzle: Digital materials in play
The political project of the 1980’s is largely understood as a response to
technological determinism. Therefore, as the pendulum came into swing it is
not odd that digital material faded from view. However, social imperatives
provide no more escape from entrapments than their technical counterparts.
Feminist scholars therefore questioned the tendency of work-studies to take
IT resources for granted, as somehow outside historical situation, arguing
that such theoretical views in and of themselves operate as vague extensions
of capitalist and patriarchal systems (Berg, 1996); they emphasized the need
to observe how the myriad of activities behind IT development and use, and
recognize how “stabilization and standardization of technological systems
necessarily involve negating the experience of those who are not standard, ‘a
destruction of the world of the non-enrolled’.” (Wajcman, 2000, p. 453)

4 Nevertheless, see section 4.2 for a discussion on the merits of the practice lens relative current issues and
critical weaknesses in the IS fields consequent and contemporary theorizing of sociomateriality.
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In IS research, a similar debate is found in Bloomfield and Coombs (1992)
critique of Kling (1980). In a review of “those conceptions of power which
underpin common views on the relationship between computers and power
in organizations,” (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992, p. 460) the authors identified three common views of power in planned, hybrid, and emergent accounts of IT-based change that although “each takes a different view of
where information systems will lead in terms of organizational development
or design but each shares a similar conception of power.”5 Observing how, in
each instance, scholars tend to promote a view of power as owned (see MacKay & Chia, 2013 for recent discussion),6 Bloomfield and Coombs (1992, p.
466) stressed the need to “avoid the trap of falling into the ascription of real
interests, to avoid simple cause and effect, and the idea that power is owned,
while seeking to understand the operation of,” or enactment of, “power
through the constitution of the categories of organizational life” that IT uses
afford. On this view, it is simplistic to argue that IT resources equal power,
also in the narrow sense that “potent information processing capacity of
computers [constitute] an extension of managerial control.” (Bloomfield &
Coombs, 1992, p. 459). Rather, “we must shift our focus from information
networks and information flows to consider the meaning of information
systems, the visibilities [and the concealments, cf. paper 2] whose creation
and mobilization [IT resources enable] and thus their role in classifying,
ordering, and constructing reality.” (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992, p. 467).
Therefore, IT “(e.g. the particular configuration of hardware and software,
together with the associated practices inherent in, and arising out of the
running of a management information system) is not an instrument by
which one group or organizational faction controls another; rather, [IT] is
the result of struggles between those [consequently constituted] parties.”
That is to say, IT uses emerge as digital materials are mobilized, against a
rich backdrop of professional and personal knowledge, to embody particular
assumptions, circuits of power, and related ways of thinking and speaking.
5 Specifically, the authors discuss critical weaknesses in sovereign, system/structural, and behavioral theories
or views of power, arguing instead for a view where ”nobody owns the form of power … it is not a possession
but a relationship;” here emphasizing the need to treat each instance of power as ’always already’ a product of
power. In their critique of the behavioral view, the authors note: ”The problem here is that such a recognition
of power on the part of users may itself be constituted by that power. Thus user realization of the excersice of
power can not take place in a power vacuum for even the categories through which resistance is effected can
be viewed as arising from the operation of a particular discourse within organizational practices.”
6 According to MacKay and Chia (2013, p. 210), ”’Owned’ process perspectives emphasize essential stabilities
and give precedence to things as causal agents in their analytical explanandums. Events are attributed to
identifiable choices made and/or environmental imperatives, and tight, linear, cause-effect relationships are
presumed. Chance, nonlinearity, and the unintended consequences of actions (that is, consequences not
intended by managers coping with a chaotic and messy reality) are subjugated. Yet rarely do strategic change
processes, we argue, flow in straight lines. An “unowned” perspective accepts many of the insights of both
strategic choice and population ecology perspectives but reverses their ontological priorities and reorients
attention toward the destabilizing dynamic interactions among rapidly emerging, frequently unintentional,
and often surprising multicausal process complexes.”.
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To understand this critique, consider how Kling (1980, p. 100) noted that
the idea of IT having impact was misguided as IT resources are “malleable,
though not entirely plastic,” and in use thus dependent on how digital material becomes “selectively adopted in a given social world and organized to fit
the interests of dominant parties;” meaning that “little causal power can be
attributed to computers themselves,” and that “computers by themselves ‘do’
nothing to anybody.” To be sure, Kling was aware that IT resources already
did something in order to exist (see Kling & Scacchi, 1982); nevertheless, his
social informatics view of technology initially failed to recognize digital material as something new that in itself warranted explanation. Although Kling
noted that the impact of IT must be treated as the constitutive result of “lines
of purposive action married to computing,” as observed impacts may reverse
under different material conditions (e.g. “in which the participants were
thoroughly uninterested in increasing their power, or … sought ways to distribute power among the participants maximally,” Kling, 1980, p. 100),
Bloomfield and Coombs (1992, p. 480) argued that the “openness and underdetermination of the situation, coupled with the emergence of … concepts
with which actors view the organization (such as costs of particular treatment profiles, management by objectives etc.)” called for examination into
the materiality of IT. Drawing on the terminology of Kling, the authors recognized the need to theorize how the introduction of new IT gave rise to new
‘organizational games.’7 That is to say, they advocated a dynamic view of IT
as what social actors acts with (and/or against) in day-to-day IT use and
related work practice (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Orlikowski & Scott, 2014).
Having elaborated on the material roles of IT in organizations, and taken
the artifact apart to argue that it (politically) puts itself back together, we
next turn to research on “organizational transformation with IT,” earlier
coined DT: a prime candidate examine different understanding of the how
digital material are configured to block and release change with certain IT
enactments or technologies-in-practice in organizations (Orlikowski 2000).

7 “information systems should be viewed as social resources that are absorbed into ongoing organizational
games but do not materially influence the structure of the games being played” (Kling, 1980, p. 464).
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3. Digital Transformation in Review
Systematic literature reviews have recently gained popularity in IS research.
The hallmark piece by Webster and Watson (2002, p. xv) claims systematic
reviews “should provide more elaborate definitions of your key variables and
set the boundaries on your work” following the introduction; the setting of
boundaries involves “issues like level(s) of analysis, temporal and contextual
limitations, the scope of your review, and your implicit values.” If reviews are
prefaced with a theoretical section this is usually done to show that there is a
gap in earlier research that the systematic literature aims to further develop
and explain. Alvesson and Sandberg (2011, 2013) aptly termed this literary
device gap-spotting. Though scholars employ a variety of rhetorical figures
(Golden-Biddle & Locke, 2007), this style remains norm in organization and
management research (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2013; Daft & Lewin, 2008).
This normative approach constitutes “an increasingly disturbing problem
in management studies” (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011, p. 251); Daft and
Lewin (2008) wrote that “incremental, footnote-on-footnote” research is still
the literary norm in our journals; concluding that, “new theories and ways of
thinking about organizations coupled with a plausible methodology that
grounds the theory,” not rigor, is what is needed (p. 182). To this end, critical
management research deploys methodologies that problematize the specific
narratives and related presumptions (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011) on which
gaps are spotted i.e. constructed and maintained (Golden-Biddle & Locke,
2007); such methodologies are apt to tackle bias mobilized to render certain
outcomes anomalies. Alvesson and Sandberg (2011, p. 247) hence proposed
“problematization as a methodology for identifying and challenging assumptions underlying existing literature and, based on that, formulating research
questions … likely to lead to more influential theories.”
If gap-spotting is limited to refine the theory or concept through which a
certain research gap can be mobilized, a problematization approach enables
scholars to rebalance and/or receive paradigmatic assumptions and theoretical perspectives in new light: it renders void or less problematic binary assumptions; reconciles knowledge that is historically divided along different
lines; and synthesizes contradictory insights under new encompassing paradigms. If the traditional literature review unearths variation within thematic
streams of research, this genre unearths missing links and explanations by
relating different streams to some common bias or assumptions i.e. what
they hold in common. To this end, I employed contrasts and contradictions
between paradigmatic views to pinpoint weakness in DT theory (Alvesson &
Sandberg, 2011, 2013; Robey & Boudreau, 1999).
Two motivations ground my decision to mobilize this methodology: First,
Besson and Rowe (2012) provides a recent and systematic review of relevant
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literature. To generalize their findings, I linked my reading to general theories of organizational change and development. This centered my review on
pressing issues in organization development and change theory, allowing me
to conceptualize four schools and show related bias toward convergent explanations of change. Second, my empirics did not fit with current theory
and thus held potential for critical investigations into dominant assumptions
in IS strategy research (Benbasat et al., 1987; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). I
explain in section 4 how I used this approach in a comprehensive analysis of
my empirical findings; based on four papers as summarized in section 5.
In this section, I first discuss the state of the art based on Besson and
Rowe’s (2012) coding of DT research. Like Bloomfield and Coombs (1992)
their review showed change models to explain DT teleologically (MacKay &
Chia, 2013; Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). They lamented that IT resources only play instrumental roles as sudden triggers or
fixed enablers of some inevitable change, in otherwise rich empirics. To build
an alternative assumption ground, I relate their findings to three popular DT
narratives, each with a distinct view of IT use and strategy change, and note
how related change narrative variously fail to account the material roles of IT
resources and their political uses. To ground the proposed material IT-view
in DT research, I then provide note how latent ideas of IT as neutral tool and
fixed part of an ensemble dominate current research; and zoom in on some
examples that illustrate a more material perspective of IT use practice. This
charts clear grounds for material research on IT and organization.
For in-depth reading of thereby related research, see the appended work:
In paper 1, I explain how DT can be understood as digital (IS) strategy as
practice (Peppard et al., 2014). On this view, DT research can be termed the
study of how the meanings afforded by digital material fit (and is made to fit)
in formed settings with vested interests, protocols, and networks that are
partly maintained with and wholly dependent on IT use (Mähring et al.,
2004; Markus, 1983). In paper 2, I refine this view using institutional theory
to stress how and why inertia must be understood to involve more than dependence on some installed and fixed IT-base to understand how organizations carry out a IS strategy change (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Gilbert, 2005;
Gilbert, 2006). In paper 3 I extends on the related notion that IT use must be
understood as situated both in local circumstance and wider setting: it shows
how strategy is not something organizations have, but something that is always made, coped with, and maintained in light of the current situation
(Chia & MacKay, 2007; Hultin & Mahring, 2014). In paper 4, I discuss in
some detail the implications of this view and resultant ideas of IS strategy
change as a process that involves political use of IT resources. I show how
digital materials are mobilized to make the appropriate use of IT certain and
clear i.e. to enact specific and decisive matter-realities in situ.
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3.1 Organizational transformation with IT
Following the political turn organization change and development literature
called for theorizing into the tempo of DT. Weick and Quinn (1999) defined
tempo as the characteristic rate, rhythm, or pattern that grants pace to work
and organization. The authors show the literature to be polarized around
ideas of change as continuous or episodic; the first suggesting that change
comes in tides, the other that new ideas emerge like lightning strikes in the
organizational context. On these theoretical foundations, Besson and Rowe
(2012) identified and discussed three paradigmatic DT models in the extent
literature that theorize different pace and empirics. The models reflect the
perspectives discussed in section 2; in this section I show how each view
forms presumptuous narratives of radical IS strategy change. To arrive at
this original conclusion, Besson and Rowe’s (2012, p. 107) coded 62 DT articles based on IS governance and working agency:
“[The first agency] is characterized as either: (1) centralized, in which the literature
refers uniquely to the leader of the transformation, i.e., the CEO or another charismatic person (head of a division or a unit, the CIO); (2) decentralized, whereby several people are involved in the design, planning and control of IS enabled [DT] via
management and steering committees; or (3) hybrid. [The second agency] focuses on
implementing and appropriating a transformation initiative. This level of agency
may be: (1) planned; (2) emergent ... or (3) hybrid (Markus and Robey, 1988).”

Besson and Rowe (2012) noted patterns in the contents of their review
that suggested contradictory DT empirics; Robey and Boudreau (1999) early
noted the need to account for the contradictory organizational consequences
of digital material. They argued that but to little avail. Studies coded as
planned involved centralized agencies and no reference of “improvisation,
learning, or bottom-up suggestions for reorientation;” such mechanisms
were by contrast usual in decentralized IS structures and under emergent
logics (Besson & Rowe, 2012, appendix B). On page 107, they also observed:
“[The] treatment of agency [in the] traditional academic literature on [DT] … falls into three categories: first, agency may be subsumed by the process, which is particularly the case in the institutionalist approach [i.e. a one-sided exogenous cause]. Second, agency may be treated superficially by focusing on transformational leaders
and innovation champions [i.e. top-down mechanisms], which mirrors the literature
of the strategic change stream [methodological individualism]. This trend is often
seen among the advocates of [punctuated equilibrium]. Third, studies may seek to
demonstrate the existence of local emergence arising from interaction among the actors [on the basis of evolutionary models and socio-technical perspectives of IT].”

To bring parsimony and critically extend Kling’s work, I collapsed these two
agencies into DT direction. To understand how and why IT politics vanished
with the emergence of socio-technical process models (Markus & Robey,
1988), I then extend the framework by coding for IT use politics. Politics can
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be defined as activities aimed at maintaining and improving one’s status and
power within established contexts, and here broadly related to commitments
to change and different material capacities for action (Greenwood & Hinings,
1996). I conceptualized material IT politics as accounts that explained DT
through micro/macro observations i.e. linking certain IT-role enactments
(Askenäs & Westelius, 2000) with institutional affordances (Berente, 2009;
de Vaujany et al., 2014; Holm, 1995; Jonsson et al., 2009; Lyytinen et al.,
2009); and showed IT resources to provide new digital rules, and matterrealities (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz,
et al., 2014; Hultin & Mahring, 2014; Hultin & Mähring, 2014). Sayer (1998)
illustrates the latter point in her study of how managers came to demand
that employees ‘cc:’ immediate superiors in e-mails to preclude informal
communication. Material IT politics thus imply a view of digital material as
onto-political i.e. instructive or (pre/per-) formative of certain and distinct
contexts (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014; Ciborra & Lanzara, 1994);
e.g. Sayer’s line-managers saw e-mail as ‘biological warfare’ (1998). The material IT-view is in this way positioned to pay equal attention to cognition
and emotion, and thus also to theorize about the experiential, felt, and political qualities of digital material (Arvidsson & Foka, 2015; Hultin & Mahring,
2014; Hultin & Mähring, 2014; Stein et al., 2013; Stein et al., 2015; Stein et
al., 2014; Yoo, 2010; Yoo, 2012).
No study in Besson and Rowe’s (2012) sample qualified as material in all
regards. Boudreau and Robey (2005) came close in using a practice lens, and
well explains how apprehension may produce inert enactments; Lyytinen et
al. (2009) provide immense detail into how IT projects are entangled in institutional structures, but (possibly) due to the Saudi context provide no
detail into work politics and related management apprehension caused by
emergent gaps in IT use practice; a general failure in IS research as showed
by citation analyses of classic power studies (Burton-Jones, 2014; Hansen et
al., 2006). Figure 1 illustrates the four models of the proposed framework. I
explained the planned and emergent DT types in section 3.2.1; convergent
and divergent DT types represent variation made possible in the early 1990’s
as hybrid process theories once again sparked academic debate on the nature
and origin of change. Besson and Rowe (2012) found no study explained DT
divergently (however, see Besson & Rowe, 2001; Robey & Boudreau, 1999).
Recent management research well notes how little we know of how small
change accumulates over time as purpose meets with incidents and accidents
to produce radical outcomes for organizations (Jay, 2013; MacKay & Chia,
2013; Plowman et al., 2007; Smith & Lewis, 2011).
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Figure 1. The direction and politics of DT

In paper 2, I theorize the case of MuniPal as outflanking: a divergent change
form. To draw bounds between divergent and convergent DT, consider how
Robey and Boudreau (1999) saw dialectics as fit to explain “organizational
change by focusing on opposing forces that respectively promote and oppose
social change.” (p. 168). In contrast, convergent studies make use of sociotechnical hybrid explanations and actor-network theories; to account for
both logics of attraction and opposition, I drew on Scandinavian institutional
theory and related translation perspectives (Czarniawska & Kunda, 2010;
Czarniawska & Sevón, 1996; Mica, 2013) and material IT use practice (Hultin
& Mahring, 2014; Hultin & Mähring, 2014; Stein et al., 2014). That is to say,
material practice is a lens that can explain DT with reference to all four explanations. Current imbalance in the accounts suggests common weaknesses
and bias in DT theory: either top-down control is assumed effective or DT
from below is non-disruptive. The literature is dominated by top-down
mechanisms; recent explanations of DT are more complex and in tune with
recent empirics but are limited in their accounts of the role of IT (Besson &
Rowe, 2012; Robey et al., 2013). I show in detail in paper 2 how planned and
convergent narratives assume that DT either is abrupt and forceful or gradual and gentle. Divergent DT forms are both gradual and abrupt as they reflect
oppositional logics and competitive commitments to new IT resources
(Boudreau & Robey, 2005; Greenwood & Hinings, 1996; Jasperson et al.,
2002; Nylén, 2015; Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Seo & Creed, 2002).
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Attention to complex dynamics and interactions remains a pressing issue
in DT research (Amis et al., 2004; Plowman et al., 2007). Amis et al. (2004,
p. 35) highlighted “a number of areas that require further exploration” in
stating future directions and limitations based on an extensive study of the
nature and conditions of radical organizational change. They observed need
for “empirical research that explores, in particular, the reasons why the pace,
sequence, and linearity of change vary across organizations.” None of the
work reviewed in their study examined how various “imperatives affect the
pace, sequence, and/or linearity of the change process.” The proposed lens is
to provide such view; a performative understanding of “the ways in which
particular constellations of commitment to change, power relationships, and
environmental jolts affect the pace, sequence, and linearity of change.”
Kling (1980) early noted the limits of the linear assumptions of planned
IT-change models in complex social settings. He saw interactionist models as
necessary to explain DT in contexts that involved multiple stakeholders and
interdependent interests. Socio-technical studies indeed show DT to require
sequencing as different elements of organizations are interrelated. However,
DT theory has remained geared to explain variance and DT processes as
somehow convergent. That is to say, the literature shows that IT resources
may come into different use, but usually there is an objective use that can
and should be learned; the idea on which the management literature hinges
constructions of failure. Insofar as DT involves more than control, usual DT
accounts thus rely on logics of attraction to drive IS strategy change to the
expected and desired end state that the IT resource is aligned to provide in
use (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Robey & Boudreau, 1999). The conceptual bias is
glaring insofar also the reviewed accounts of emergent DT tended to view IT
use as that which should have happened once IT came into use. I now review
top-down vs. bottom-up narratives of change. In section 3.2, I then provide
further detail into why the treatment of IT artifacts as fixed have come to
preclude material theorizing of IT use (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al.,
2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014; Hultin & Mahring, 2014) and
speculate on the disappearance of the IT artifact from IS theory and empirics
(Akhlaghpour et al., 2013; Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001; Robey et al., 2013).
3.1.1 Top-down narratives: The Iron fist and Velvet glove
The first two of the DT models are well received and conceptualized in the
organization literature (Amis et al., 2004). The first narrative is classic and
corresponds with rational systems approaches (Kling, 1980). This narrative
accounts DT as an episodic change and finds theoretical ground in models of
punctuated equilibrium (Gersick, 1991; Lyytinen & Newman, 2008). In light
of significant and expected inertia, this school of DT research assumes the
DT execution must be strict. Failures mostly relate to non-use caused by the
incompetence of either workers or managers ("Information Systems and
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User Resistance: Theory and Practice," 1988; MacKay & Chia, 2013). The
metaphorical content of this narrative depict executives who wield iron fists:
DT follows an abrupt change from the top which deploys considerable force
to break the iron cage of inertia, typically in response to some sudden threat
(Jarvenpaa & Ives, 1996; Romanelli & Tushman, 1994). Careful change planning and authoritative communication and execution are keys to IS strategy
success (Desanctis & Poole, 1994; Gerstner, 2002; Lyytinen & Hirschheim,
1988; Lyytinen & Robey, 1999).
By contrast, the second narrative emerged in the 1990’s with the boom of
socio-technical hybrid models and soft systems development methods. This
narrative accounts DT as a continuous change and finds theoretical ground
in models of evolutionary change (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997; Burgelman,
1991; MacKay & Chia, 2013). In light of how strategy blindness often results
from insufficient user engagements with new digital materials, this school of
DT research assumes that DT must be adaptive. Failures mostly relate to
limited IT use (rather than adoption) and are typically caused by some cognitive limitation or lack of creativity (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Cooper, 2000;
Desanctis & Poole, 1994). The metaphorical content of this literature carries
imageries of velvet gloves (and associated variation as in the expression, an
iron fist in the velvet glove): In recognition of the social complexity of IT use,
DT is orchestrated gradually from the top with gentle means and actively
nurtured by champions; short-term wins and common learning will lead the
way (Abraham & Junglas, 2011; Watson et al., 2002). To succeed with the IS
strategy change, compassionate executives must thus engage managers and
workers in new forms of sense making (see paper 2 for further details).
If in the iron fist narrative change is modeled as involving abrupt change
to high-impact or central elements of the organization, the hybrid models
that underlie the velvet glove narrative have also been used to explain DT
that comes from the periphery, or the backwoods of organizations (Regnér,
2003). Beer et al. (1990), for example, specifically used the term velvet glove
to describe how an executive orchestrated change in peripheral units as to
build momentum and give direction to DT before attempting to change central organizational elements. The authors argued that such sequencing is
necessary as inert links invariably form between central elements in the organizations and the immediate executive functions that they support
(Brynjolfsson & Hitt, 2000; Hannan et al., 1996; Hannan & Freeman, 1984;
Miller & Chen, 1994). In general, however, the top-down DT narratives assume that new IT resources must make an immediate impact for IS strategy
change to be successful (Amis et al., 2004), and thus assume constant management involvement as pivotal to success (Heatley et al., 1995; Sarker &
Lee, 1999; Westerman et al., 2014). For example, Pettigrew (1985, p. 378)
theorized that early high impact change to central elements is necessary to
DT as it will signal that changes are real; i.e. ”the outward and visible
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sign…that signals to the outside world and the [internal organization] that
we are going to do something very different.” In this way, the two top-down
narratives form contradictory positions about the politics of change, and to
some extent also its origin (see Fligstein, 1997; Heatley et al., 1995;
McKenney et al., 1995, for related discussion), but share the assumption of
DT as mostly a managerial affair. As later noted, this helps to understand
why the two narratives provide limited understanding of how digital material
implicate stability and change: IT use processes display some emergence, but
successful IT use outcomes are theorized as deliberate and thus expected
following normal IT use (Markus & Silver, 2008).
The two first schools are widely recognized in organization studies as they
denote central aspects and debates about the origin and nature of change
during the socio-technical turn (Kling, 1980). The schools represent different
paradigms around otherwise planned implementation of costly IT systems
and are reflective of technical implementations and socio-technical systems.
However, in recent years management research has begun to examine how
DT happens also from below (Plowman et al., 2007), without or even despite
of management involvement (Jarvenpaa & Ives, 1996). To this end, I next
use the top-down narratives and related views of DT as contrast to an alternative DT view, less in the hands of managers (Levy et al., 2003). Such explanations are of vital importance to the IS field as digital material is once
more shifting the locus of strategy agency. If past generations of IT use and
theory granted users more agency and discretion, now light digital material
paired with powerful personal devices compel organizations to navigate in
complex innovation systems that preclude any genuine control (Boland et al.,
2007; Eaton et al., 2015; MacKay & Chia, 2013; Mazmanian et al., 2013). As
noted in section 2, IS research is well positioned to address this strategy
puzzle as it involves complexity and non-linear effects; the material enigma
that brought about the practice turn IS research, and later placed sociomateriality at the center stage of IS theory (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et
al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014; Robey et al., 2013).
3.1.1.1 Planned: The school of Iron fist
The first school of DT encourages the use of iron fists to execute change. It
views change as episodic and is based on punctuated equilibrium theory
(Gersick, 1991; Lyytinen & Newman, 2008). On this view, DT originates from
the top and is led by executives (see Gerstner, 2002). The radical change is
planned and expected to stir conflict due to competing interests and inertia
(Markus, 1983; Sayer, 1998). Hence, proponents of this change management
school recommend a ‘Blitzkrieg’ i.e. the use of shock and awe to disperse and
deter resistance. Careful execution and authoritative command are thus key
ingredients of successful IS strategy implementation and use: a sudden and
systematic upheaval is necessary to break free from inertia (e.g. Sabherwal et
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al., 2001; Silva & Hirschheim, 2007). ‘Don’t resist, change will happen!’
(Amis et al. 2014, Pettigrew 1985) The planned DT-view historically informs
most DT research and organizational change theory (MacKay and Chia
2012). Besson and Rowe (2012) showed this view to be common in studies of
‘BPR’ and to some extent ERP-systems; however, the latter includes in many
cases also emergent effects (Lyytinen et al., 2009; Mangan & Kelly, 2009).
Studies that invoked this view thus tend to treat DT as mostly planned with
conflicts centered on choices of adoption. This is evident in Besson and
Rowe’s (2012) as studies that adopt this view tend to emphasize the upheavals that follow the introduction of new IT, rather than attend how IT resources become routinized in later stages of implementation process. Consequently, this narrative builds discourse of IT use as before and after. Therefore, IT is often nominally treated or viewed as fixed tools with given and
objective purposes (cf. Sayer 1998, Jarvenpaa and Ives 1994).
3.1.1.2 Convergent: The school of Velvet glove
The second school of DT emerged encourages the use of velvet gloves to
promote change. It views change as continuous and is based on evolutionary
theories (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997; Burgelman, 1991; MacKay & Chia,
2013) and the related notions of mutual socio-technical adaptation (Kling &
Iacono, 1984; Kling & Scacchi, 1982; Leonard-Barton, 1988). On this view,
DT is emergent but must be orchestrated by champions (see Beer et al.,
1990) and top-level involvement is generally deemed a necessary condition
(Heatley et al., 1995; Sarker & Lee, 1999). Hence, proponents of this school
are adamant that conflict need to be avoided and therefore recommend a
‘boiling frog’ strategy that builds consensus as people warm up to IS strategy
change: they argue that continuous learning and short-term wins is the best
recipe for IS strategy implementation. Managers should thus treat IT use as
a gentle, gradual process toward a common goal that involves creative reconciliation of current tensions (Abraham & Junglas, 2011; Henfridsson & Yoo,
2014; Watson et al., 2002). DT should initiated by local managers and then
nurtured by a compassionate executive team (see Beer et al., 1990). The
studies that take this view tend to emphasize also the routinization phase,
and treat IT use as involving problem translation and negotiation, but mostly
explain limited IT use with respect to cognitive and technical limitations. In
this way, IT is typically treated as a web or ensemble by the velvet glove
school, although often with positivist assumptions of alignment (Ciborra
1996, 2003). The studies in this stream often posture against the iron fist
ideal with rival stories of success and are thus largely void of IT use politics.
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3.1.2 Bottom-up narratives: A digital grass roots movement?
IS research has long witnessed that IT-based change can occur bottom-up.
I suggested previously that the late 1980’s brought IS research participatory
and emancipatory design approaches (Ehn, 1988; Hirschheim & Klein,
1989), followed soon after by new vocabulary and methodologies to explain
the relation between IT and organization (Benbasat et al., 1987; Markus &
Robey, 1988; Zuboff, 1988). New socio-technical perspectives of plans and
situated actions granted IS research with profound insight into IT resources
at work (Barley, 1986; Barley & Tolbert, 1997; Suchman, 2007; Van Maanen
& Barley, 1982); socio-technical theories of structuration and ideas of mutual
adaptation provided new meaning to IT artifacts (Leonard-Barton, 1988;
Orlikowski & Gash, 1994; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Star & Ruhleder, 1996).
By the late 1990’s, Ciborra had fully deconstructed the idea of IT as a mere
“means to achieve and end” (1997, p. 79); he critiqued the assumption that
there is an objective goal that can be attained linearly. Digital materials soon
now socially complex, interconnected, and standardized. IT resources thus
became understood as both situated and embedded (Holm, 1995; Monteiro
& Hanseth, 1996; Orlikowski, 2000; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001); the inert
effects displayed by legacy IT use falsified the idea that IT use emerges de
novo; rather, IT use emerges as new digital material wrestle with the inertia
of the sociomaterial routine enactment that is afforded action by inheriting
strengths and limitation from the installed base (Ciborra et al., 2000, p. 23).
Empirics showed material dependencies set IT uses adrift in contradiction to
neat boxes and arrows; IT resources became understood as sunk into social
arrangements, institutions, and systems; the IT artifact became unbounded
in its quality and only visible in breakdown (Dahlbom & Mathiassen, 1993;
Star & Ruhleder, 1996). As a result, IS strategy and management research
had to give up the idea that organizational IT use brings certain control that
enables simple pursuit of intended outcomes through planned execution.
If earlier generations of digital material granted users agency/discretion at
expense of accountability as IT use made organizations increasingly socially
complex (Clegg, 1989; Kling, 1980; Kling & Iacono, 1984; Kling & Scacchi,
1982; Orlikowski, 1996; Orlikowski & Gash, 1994; Star & Ruhleder, 1996) the
next generation of malleable and open material coupled with increasingly
powerful personal devices require strategic navigation of complex tensions
and revised assumptions of organizations’ control over their technological
trajectories (Berente & Yoo, 2012; Boland et al., 2007; Hanseth & Lyytinen,
2010; Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014; Lyytinen & Rose, 2003; Mazmanian et al.,
2013; Monteiro & Hanseth, 1996; Nylén, 2015; Nylén et al., 2015; Tilson et
al., 2010; Yoo, 2012; Yoo et al., 2012). Time and time again, the empirics
showed that new problems had to be solved unexpectedly along the way; and
each resolution held hidden promise and deceit (Ciborra, 2004; Ciborra et
al., 2000; Star & Ruhleder, 1996). Although such theorizing is scant in DT
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research, the IS field has indeed long noted that digital material have their
own ways: the change literature is full of apparent contradictions (Lyytinen
& Robey, 1999; Markus & Robey, 2004; Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Robey &
Sahay, 1996), yet to be explained as other than unintended and unexpected
outcomes of IS strategy change in light of some related theory (see paper 3
for in-depth discussion). I explain in section 4 how I framed my case studies
to empirically tackle this issue (Alvesson & Karreman, 2011; Alvesson &
Sandberg, 2011; Boudreau & Robey, 2005; Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1988;
Markus & Robey, 2004; Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Robey et al., 1989).
The third narrative of DT emerged in response to the strategy challenges
brought about by new digital material and Internet provisions. The Internet
era brought a whole new dynamic to organizational life, as well illustrated by
Nylén (2015) in his studies of Swedish media-firms. In Paper 4 I detail some
parts of his case study of a regional news-paper first engagement with webbased technology; he showed that as the editorial chief approached new IT
apprehensively, the ground-break news-website launched a few years after
was not result of executive action, but rather backwoods IT-evangelism by
one rebellious reporter. This dynamic is manifest in organization research
growing attention toward complexity, identity, and non-linear, multi-level
process explanations (Carlile et al., 2013; Jay, 2013; Langley et al., 2013;
Plowman et al., 2007; Stein et al., 2013). This DT school tends to view
change as a continuous process and emerged through increasingly complex
observations of IT-based change (Jarvenpaa & Ives, 1996; Orlikowski, 1996;
Robey & Sahay, 1996), and related critiques of rational planning and ideas
such as alignment (Ciborra, 1997; Galliers & Currie, 2011). To borrow from
Besson and Rowe (2012) this view constitutes a hybrid between early studies
of emergence and the new management principles provoked by sociotechnical models such as structuration theory. Jarvenpaa and Ives (1996)
criticized the conventional view of DT as a top-down process by showing how
radical IS strategy change around the ‘Web’ occurred despite rather than
thanks to managers. In light of how conventional approaches to DT often fail
to deliver intended results, the authors argued that radical IS strategy change
often required peripheral development and creative use of new IT resources.
Orlikowski (1996) similarly showed how DT occurs metamorphically as users
improvise through situated use and coping. This literature rarely explains (as
opposite to expects) DT as it emphasizes local action, but the metaphoric
content of the narrative thus depict grass root movements: DT originates at
the bottom in gritty day-to-day use of IT and occurs through improvisation,
tinkering, and muddling through in conditions of ambiguity and uncertainty
(Ciborra et al., 2000; Feldman & March, 1981; Orlikowski, 1996). Overall,
this school therefore explains DT more or less as teleologically with recourse
to IT evangelism similar to the velvet gloves; i.e. peripheral actors drive DT
rather than central champions (see Amis et al. 2004, Beer et al. 1990, Jar-
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venpaa and Ives 1996), but otherwise change is explained with the same
convergent and socio-cognitive mechanisms (Desanctis & Poole, 1994;
Markus & Silver, 2008; Poole & Van de Ven, 2004; Robey & Boudreau, 1999;
Robey et al., 1989; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). Although this view of DT
holds that organizations must identify ways to promote and spread local
innovation in the use of new IT resources, little is nevertheless known about
the material role of IT use during DT; e.g. how IT makes available political
uses for change agents in the face of enduring managerial resistance (Sayer,
1998), make possible new political commitments (Bloomfield, 1991; Markus,
1981, 1983), and may bring resources to peripheral initiatives from without
(Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014; Holm, 1995; Regnér, 2003).
If the top-down narratives DT ultimately explained change with recourse
to deliberate managerial action, bottom-up narratives explained DT as mostly intended results of convergent adaption around functionally aligned IT
resources (Greenwood & Hinings, 1996; Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1988;
Lyytinen & Newman, 2008; Lyytinen & Robey, 1999): I found few studies
that depict radical bottom-up change overall in organization theory; fewer
still theorized DT as involving conflict and related political maneuvering.
Related empirics emphasize successes that follow tentative conflicts around
new IT solutions that are uncertain and ambiguous in their use and requires
adaptation but in this way still results in expected IT use and effects. That is
to say, studies typically depict some initial conflict or resource restriction
that is resolved as new local IT uses are somehow readily translated also at
the organizational level (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Jarvenpaa & Ives, 1996;
Nylén, 2015). Since Y2k and the Web, however, it is impossible for IS theory
to view organizations as somehow having neat boundaries and units marked
by cultural consensus in their IT use. The unbounded digital materiality of IT
enabled complex mechanisms of innovation, learning, and change (Berente
& Yoo, 2012; Eaton et al., 2015; Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014; Yoo, 2010; Yoo,
2012; Yoo et al., 2010), but also brought inescapable conflict: IT resources
are received as different things by differently situated actors i.e. IT resources
both afford and signal different use to stake-holders at different levels (Faraj
& Azad, 2012; Lapointe & Rivard, 2005; Markus & Silver, 2008; Mignerat &
Rivard, 2009; Rivard & Lapointe, 2012; Robey et al., 2013; Zammuto et al.,
2007). In this way, the bottom-up DT literature invariably questions linear
accounts of change but rarely theorizes actual and enduring conflicts; i.e.
games where the winner is not already decided. Rarely does this DT literature mention the politics that goes on back stage to explain change beyond IT
evangelism. Nor does it consider the political effects in situ of glossy IT facades. The tendency to explain DT with logics of attraction under conditions
of harmony is thus salient; Besson and Rowe (2012) found no study that
explains bottom-up DT with reference to political IT uses under change
logics of opposition (Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Robey et al., 1989).
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In sum, although the organization remains the backdrop for DT research,
new digital material brought social complexity and rendered the phenomena
unbounded in the 1990’s: the strategic use of IT now necessitated boundary
spanning practices and social norms and use mechanisms (Leonardi, 2008,
2011, 2014; Levina & Vaast, 2005, 2008; Star & Ruhleder, 1996; Westergren,
2011). Consequent shifts in agency were amplified by the introduction of
networked IT solutions and brought about new discourse on the nature and
origin of DT. As next shown, however, though it is clear that the context of IS
strategy change is no longer given insofar as DT occurs within and between
organizations, DT theory has still to account for how the mechanisms of
change are materially affected by related IT use (Nylén, 2015; Robey et al.,
2013). Besson and Rowe (2012) thus observed the need to understand how
tensions between emergent and planned properties of IT use change with
new digital material: They observed a general lack of attention to how IT
implicates DT processes, and argued that “many papers develop discourse
concerning the transformation, before and after,” i.e. studies tended to view
IT as a fixed resource; especially “papers using the resource-based view or
testing the complementarity hypothesis.” Meanwhile, “case studies rely on
stage models, assuming that OT follows a teleological model of diffusion;”
thus, “the [digital] mechanisms that explain the changes in stages and how
events and actions unfold remain unknown.” (Besson & Rowe, 2012, p. 114)
In concluding their landmark review of DT research in the context of IS
strategy, the author’s recommended future research to assess “the degree of
organizational inertia induced by new digital architectures … especially the
economic and political inertia,” as current IT resources enable complex governance in open environments that create new digital mechanisms for strategic upheaval and renewal (Besson and Rowe, 2012, p. 117).
3.1.2.1 Emergent: The school of Grass root
The grass root school of DT became common with the rise of the ‘Web’
and is fueled by the constant influx of digital entrepreneurs and consumer
driven innovation (Davidson & Vaast, 2010; Nylén, 2015). It views DT as a
continuous process and has roots in the critique of rational approaches to IS
strategy change (Ciborra et al., 2000; Galliers & Currie, 2011; Jarvenpaa &
Ives, 1996). On this view, DT is emergent but will surface binds that change
agents must navigate resulting in non-linear change sequences as they come
to reach liminal transition points that preclude otherwise available IT uses
(see Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014). That is to say, new IT solutions must often
first be translated in ways that make sense to management i.e. resolve their
apprehension to gain formal support necessary to break inertia (Jarvenpaa &
Ives, 1996; Nylén, 2015). Hence, proponents of this school argue that DT
must thus employ an ‘IT evangelism’ strategy to engage the organization: in
order to promote further change, change agents must creatively give new
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sense to IT resources and reconcile differences while avoiding new conflict
(Holmström, 2000). Though the emergent DT view comes without a clearcut recipe for success, it is thus accounted for by situated interactions with
plastic IT resources where novel IT enactments win increasing support and
crystalize with time (e.g. Boudreau and Robey 2005, Orlikowski 1996). Per
our framework this approach can also be viewed as a variant of the velvet
glove recipe insofar it views conflict as tentative rather than enduring which
suggests that executive support is either found later or simply not necessary.
Like the velvet glove school, grass root narratives indeed treat IT as a web or
ensemble, although more usually with interpretativist assumptions of IT use
(Besson & Rowe, 2012). Since it depicts DT success to critique conventional
explanations of DT, however, this study is largely void of IT use politics.
3.1.2.2 Divergent: The school of Outflanking
In paper 2, I outline a fourth school of DT that is positioned to critically
explain bias in received theories of radical IT-based change. The school views
change as both episodic and continuous and is built on theories of dynamic
or oscillating equilibria (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992; Lyytinen et al., 2009;
Smith & Lewis, 2011). On this view, DT originates from dialectic tensions in
IT use between differently situated actors (see paper 4). The radical change
is purposive and led by peripheral actors insofar as constant DT resistance is
assumed (Greenwood & Hinings, 1996). Hence, proponents of outflanking
recommend loose coupling of new initiatives from core structures (Gilbert,
2005; Gilbert, 2006) as a strategy to navigate mounting inertia: to escape
binds and related resource restrictions, organizations must engage peripheral actors and learn how to use new digital material to mobilize and channel
internal and external support for change; gradually reconfiguring IT resources as to cut off inert elements from key institutions and to covertly take
control of IT resources on which resistance effectively depends (Clegg,
1989). Stealth and surprise as thus key ingredients of successful IS strategy
implementation: unlike all other accounts, this school does not assume that
management and clear communication are sufficient conditions to success
(see paper 4). Such change is of growing concern both theoretically and empirically (MacKay & Chia, 2013; Plowman et al., 2007); however, I found no
study in the IS literature that took this view to account for DT longitudinally.
As the related case of Swedish municipal organization suggests, this school
of DT promises to deliver important insight into IS strategy as material practice (see papers 1 and 3). The conditions under which DT now occurs indeed
necessitates concerted analyses and explanations of the material roles and
political uses that IT resources afford in practice (Orlikowski, 2000).
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3.2 Missing links and material explanations
Besson and Rowe (2012) showed that DT research holds convergent and
unitary assumptions that preclude insight to the material roles IT resources
play in organizations. Such understandings are important to combat current
bias. The lack of divergent accounts of DT helps to explain the finding: DT
narratives usually view inertia as a technical difficulty or cognitive problem;
the typical success involves some big-bang implementation carried out by a
heroic executive, or otherwise results from a compelling IT use and related
IT evangelism (cf. Harding, 1986, 1991; Jarvenpaa & Ives, 1996; Wajcman,
2000); relatedly, DT failures are blamed on incompetent leaders, negative
attitudes, failed specifications, complexity, and/or lack of creativity. Ironically, then, following the 1980’s IT-use politics emerged in DT theory only to
vanish from the empirics (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz,
et al., 2014; Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1988; Lyytinen & Robey, 1999; MacKay
& Chia, 2013; Markus, 2004; Markus & Silver, 2008).
In section 2, I outlined what a material perspective on IT use might entail,
and traced the idea of planned/emergent change toward its resolution in
socio-technical models; uncovering some underlying reasons for the turn to
material practice and related non-dual theory of digital material. Specifically,
I argued that on such a view IS research must attend to how IT use constitute
performatives that in situ explain the binaries that give the IS literature its
specific contrasts and meanings. A material IT-view thus attends how digital
material affect logics of both opposition and attraction at multiple levels and
distributed over time. It thus affords theorizing organizational resistance as
generative of DT under certain conditions and critically explanations of the
apprehensions that many managers and workers share toward IT (Beaudry &
Pinsonneault, 2005, 2010; Besson & Rowe, 2012; Burton-Jones, 2014;
Hultin & Mahring, 2014; Hultin & Mähring, 2014; Markus, 1983; Rivard &
Lapointe, 2012; Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Selander, 2008; Selander &
Henfridsson, 2012; Stein et al., 2013; Stein et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2014).
In order to chart out new grounds for material theorizing in the context of
DT research and IS strategy, I read and subsequently coded each article in
Besson and Rowe (2012) review according to the manifest view of IT as a tool
or ensemble (Akhlaghpour et al., 2013; Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001), and the
presence of IT use politics (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992; Markus, 1983). For
each article I then contrasted the coded IT-view with manifest IT use politics
to categorize each case of DT as driven by consensual fiat or through IT use
logics of attraction and/or opposition (Greenwood & Hinings, 1996; Robey &
Boudreau, 1999). This allowed me to map out the literature around distinct
assumptions of DT and I could thus examine how related processual logics
treat IT resources and their organizational roles in particular ways (Poole &
Van de Ven, 2004; Poole et al., 2000; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995).
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The systematic review showed that studies regardless of narrative tend to
explain DT teleologically (as if IT did not matter) insofar as lasting conflicts
were mostly present in planned IT use accounts; accounts in turn associated
with tool perspectives of IT use (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001), IT use politics
centered on matters of technology adoption ("Information Systems and User
Resistance: Theory and Practice," 1988; Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1988), and
studies that detail early phases of DT processes and provide snap-shot empirics that depict organizations before and after (Besson & Rowe, 2012).
Though the DT empirics were varied and illustrate the many challenges that
come with DT, overall few studies thus observed how digital material affect
political and material forms of inertia. No study depicted a DT process consistent with a divergent view of change (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Bloomfield &
Coombs, 1992; Markus, 1983).
To build criteria for theorizing of material practice and pinpoint exactly
how and why a material IT-view provides important explanations for IS research I read in-depth each article with an ensemble IT-view. Unlike general
IS research, Besson and Rowe (2012) sample was rich with emergent and
hybrid perspectives associated with such an IT-view.8 The DT literature thus
reflect the increasing material and social complexity of IT use (Boudreau &
Robey, 2005), particularly in recent years (Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014; Nan,
2011). Though the literature is rich in empirical detail about change mechanics based on improvisation, learning, or other bottom-up provisions for strategic renewal, few studies provide political explanation of DT at the level of
institutions, however; most studies coded as having an ensemble view either
used logics of attraction to explain emergent change toward an expected
outcome, or in rare instances used logics of opposition to explain failures. In
this way, the IT use story have mostly disappeared from the DT literature.
Through my systematic coding of DT research, I identified three articles
that demark alternative assumptions about the material politics of IT: Sayer
(1998) showed how the introduction of e-mail systems into the workplace
was met with resistance by the middle-management: to protect their (inter-)
personal investments, current status positions, and resource privileges, the
managers ordered workers to ‘cc:’ superiors in all communication across
units. Sayer (1998) in this way illustrated how attention to political IT use
allows for material explanations of inert IT enactments (see Orlikowski,
2000), and related DT outcomes such as strategy blindness. Such focus may
provide insight into why expected IT use effects are often delayed or missing
(Boudreau & Robey, 2005; Markus, 2004; Markus & Robey, 2004; Robey et
al., 2002; Wimelius, 2011); in particular, how organizational actors configure
IT resources to block or release DT as new digital material is organizationally
8 Out of 65 instances based on 62 empirical papers, Besson and Rowe (2012) coded 24 as nominal, 24 as
planned, 13 as emergent, and 9 as hybrid in terms of IT use agency.
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received (Balogun et al., 2014; Balogun & Johnson, 2004; Besson & Rowe,
2001; Levina & Vaast, 2005; Stensaker & Falkenberg, 2007).
Lyytinen et al. (2009) illustrates how IT implementation involves drift
and sudden gaps between material and ideological bases (Ciborra, 1997;
Orlikowski, 1992; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991): the article shows how digital
material carry certain ideas that are periodically brought into new light and
thus generate unexpected IT uses. Lyytinen et al. (2009) thus illustrate how
attention to IT-use as formed by emergent tensions between institutional
and organizational dynamics allows for material explanations of DT that can
link interactions between micro and macro processes (Cecez-Kecmanovic,
Galliers, et al., 2014; Golsorkhi et al., 2010; Hultin & Mahring, 2014;
Lapointe & Rivard, 2005; Mignerat & Rivard, 2009; Rivard & Lapointe,
2012). The framework enabled by these studies makes clear how a material
practice perspective fit to explain the material roles of IT resources and related (onto-) IT use politics: i.e. how digital material is appropriated in and
for varied and contradictory use (Berente, 2009; Berente et al., 2010;
Berente & Yoo, 2012; Ciborra, 2004; Ciborra et al., 2000; Ciborra & Lanzara,
1994) to afford political means (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992).
As the third case, Boudreau and Robey (2005) well captures the material
implications of the practice lens: Their study of an organizational shift from
inert to original IT enactment (see Orlikowski, 2000) is many ways representative of a material IT-view, but like the other two studies have important
gaps. Their empirics showed how significant apprehension shaped the consequent IT uses and organization of work. Rather than pursue change users
avoided voluntary training; created shadow systems and work-arounds to
circumvent process restrictions; and manipulated the IT system. However,
DT was ultimately explained as “improvised learning, which was motivated
by social influence from project leaders, ‘power users,’ and peers” (Boudreau
& Robey, 2005, p. 3). Though rich in emotional content (Stein et al., 2015;
Stein et al., 2014), the authors thus produce an account based on negative
psychology, rather than political inertia, that in turn rest on socio-technical
and socio-cognitive assumptions of DT, as noted in Besson and Rowe (2012).
Though I found no recent article that in all respects took a material stance,
much less studies that theorized gender as material to IT use (see Zuboff,
1988, however), paper 3 details further how material practice perspectives
allow for performative explanations of IT-based change and stability. Cynical
IT receptions and divides between workers and managers are common in
studies of IT resistance (Rivard & Lapointe, 2012; Selander, 2008; Selander
& Henfridsson, 2012) and is here shown to conceal and shield the realities of
managers and the workers they must toughen in order to manage effectively;
thus hinging the IT artifact as the nexus of a material practice that through
complex interactions partitions our society to maintains its own constituencies (Carlile et al., 2013; Wajcman, 2000). The paper show how digital mate-
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rial at a Swedish paper-mill was co-opted in class-based gender plays between rough and respectable masculinities; and presents new grounds that
make possible critical accounts of strategy blindness. In this way, the material practice lens is fit to pursue interesting and influential theory in strategic
management and organization research. For example, I have used the lens to
move beyond unintended and unexpected outcomes, and related ideas of IS
strategy change as owned, that I argue often restrict IT to play marginal roles
as a trigger or enabler of DT (Besson & Rowe, 2012; MacKay & Chia, 2013).
In this section, I first discussed the state of the art in DT research based on
Besson and Rowe’s (2012) systematic coding of the literature. I then related
their findings to pressing issues in DT theory and showed how received ideas
about DT processes have restricted IS research to marginally improve three
narratives of change in which IT plays no real part. Last, I reviewed in some
detail the research implications of a material view of IT in the context of IS
strategy change. In so doing, I showed how material explanations are needed
to account for the nature and origin of DT. In section 4, I proceed with my
thesis by providing some methodological detail and further contextualize
empirically how the material practice lens can explain how digital material
attain emotional and political qualities of IT use (Beaudry & Pinsonneault,
2005, 2010; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic,
Kautz, et al., 2014; Hultin & Mahring, 2014; Lapointe & Rivard, 2005;
Rivard & Lapointe, 2012; Stein et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2014; Zuboff, 1988).
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4. Research design
Ever since the introduction of IT into the workplace, organization scholars
have attempted to capture and reliably explain the origin of digital material
and its organizational consequences (Kling, 1980; Markus & Robey, 1988;
Orlikowski & Robey, 1991). In recent years, such studies notably stress the
need to consider digital materiality (Akhlaghpour et al., 2013; Kallinikos et
al., 2013; Yoo, 2012). That is to say, the emergent properties that gives digital
material its distinct quality in use (Leonardi, 2015; Nylén, 2015). Rather than
adopt the realist standpoint that ”assumes observable, material properties of
technology which exist independently from observers” (Svahn, 2012, p. 97) I
next discuss how such properties can be held critically real without recourse
to essentialist explanations (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Wimelius, 2011).
In section 2 I explained why on a material view IT use must be understood
as involving dependent origination and mutual constitution; i.e. what Barad
(2003) termed material-discursive practices. To illustrate, if the technical era
in IS research stressed rational systems planning; requirements engineering;
and functional specification as part of normal implementation and use of IT
resources, the practice-based or performative approach instead attends how
IT resources come (about) to afford emergent purpose and meaning to action
(Faraj & Azad, 2012; Markus & Silver, 2008; Robey et al., 2013). That is to
say, they treat IT use and its contitutents (e.g. users, systems, services) as
emergent manifestations of the consequent structure carried by the enacted
materiality (Orlikowski, 2000; Orlikowski and Robey, 1991, p. 151):
”IT is the social product of subjective human action within specific structural and cultural contexts, and is simultaneously an objective [i.e. decisive or certain] set of rules
and resources involved in mediating human action – hence contributing to the creating, recreation and transformation of these contexts.”

The material organization can in this way be understood as both expressed
in, and expressive of, some IT-based (trans-) action; as ”for discourse to exist
it has to be materially expressed in specific times and places, texts, artifacts,
bodies, media, intonations, and so on” (Orlikowski and Scott, 2013, p. 5).
In this section, I discuss in some detail how a performative view of IT use
as material practice helps to explicate the processes whereby digital material
originate artifactually by attending to the creation, maintenance, and change
of related IT-based systems of meaning (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al.,
2014; Robey et al., 2013), and thus ultimately theorize the material roles that
IT resources play in the politics of IS strategy-as-practice (Balogun et al.,
2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014; Dameron et al., 2015;
Golsorkhi et al., 2010; Hardy & Thomas, 2014, 2015; Hultin & Mahring,
2014; Leonardi, 2015; Orlikowski & Scott, 2015; Yoo, 2012).
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First, I explain the philosophical standpoint through which I ground my
critical interpretations. I then present an overview of my case study research
and the empirical grounds for my theorizing of digital transformation as a
material practice. I conclude with some methodological notes with regards to
critical post-processual analyses of how digital material, as technologies-inuse, impact the pace, sequence, and linearity of DT in related IT affordances
of politics, strategic materialities, and realities that matter (Balogun et al.,
2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014; Dameron et al., 2015; Hardy &
Thomas, 2014, 2015; Hultin & Mahring, 2014; Leonardi, 2015; Orlikowski &
Scott, 2015; Stein et al., 2013; Stein et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2014).

4.1 Philosophical standpoint
I argue that how and why digital material acquire certain qualities in use (i.e.
makes up a certain materiality or potential for action) is a critical question
for each and every IS scholar following the practice turn. In its simplicity,
this question forms the myriad of inroads that scholars can take to tackle the
enigma in IS theory regarding the material ways that IT use might implicate
practice (Kling, 1980; Robey et al., 2013; Westergren, 2011). How and why
we tackle this question will leave something out of sight, and invariably
shape how we understand what socio-technical solution to deploy and to
which end (Henfridsson, 1999; Holmström, 2000). That is to say, how we
understand IT conceptually will constitute some problem (rather than another), and delimit the questions we could (and should) ask to provide actionable knowledge (Orlikowski et al., 2010; Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001;
Orlikowski & Robey, 1991); stated differently, it guides whom/what we attribute legitimate action and knowledge to, and either subverts or reproduce
certain aspects of the matter-realities that we attend in our studies (Hultin &
Mahring, 2014; Mähring et al., 2004; Suchman, 2007; Wajcman, 2000).
In this thesis, I argue for the need to theorize the role of materiality in IS
research (Jonsson et al., 2009). My critical stance has theoretical and methodological implications, but also comes with philosophical challenges: materialist positions come with unresolved issues in philosophy of science. The
idea of substance is considered incompatible with relational ontologies, and
thus the sociomaterial paradigm has brought little material insight into the
digital nature and origin of IT artifacts. Material explanations haunt our field
(Robey et al., 2013) but could influence organization theory (Balogun et al.,
2014; Dameron et al., 2015; Hardy & Thomas, 2014, 2015). For example,
Besson and Rowe (2012) noted that DT theory is based on pre-Internet models of change that may not explain current dynamics; I showed similarly how
even studies that employed the ensemble IT-view fail to theorize IT use materially i.e. in ways that truly matter in the enactment of organizations.
Grover and Lyytinen (2015, p. 274) recently argued that IS research leaves
the “uneasy feeling that we do not get into the heart of the matter of the sub-
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stantive questions associated with IT-related phenomena;” they note how the
IS field’s continued reliance of reference disciplines have produced an “intellectual landscape … [that is] smooth, with well-trodden paths and few cliffs,
shadows, or uncharted territories,” but as result also renders the IS literature
void of interesting and influential theories. Similar materialist sentiments
have featured in IS theory debates ever since the 2000’s (Agarwal & Lucas,
2005; Benbasat & Zmud, 2003; Lyytinen & King, 2004), but have intensified
in light of perceived theoretical weakness and common shortcomings in sociomateriality research (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014; Hardy &
Thomas, 2014, 2015; Kautz & Jensen, 2013; Leonardi, 2013; Mutch, 2013;
Orlikowski & Scott, 2015; Scott & Orlikowski, 2013). Recent reviews stress
that the IT use story is still amiss in our literature (Akhlaghpour et al., 2013;
Markus & Saunders, 2007; Markus & Silver, 2008; Orlikowski & Iacono,
2001). In this vein, I argue that IS research failure to theorize digital material
as implicating organizational dynamics of stability and change (Truex et al.,
1999; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002) constitutes a missed opportunity for IS field to
contribute new understanding of organizations (Markus & Saunders, 2007;
Markus & Silver, 2008; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001; Robey et al., 2013). Little
guidance exists, however, for such empirical studies of IT and organization; I
thus extend Klein and Myers interpretative and critical principles with material deliberations for IS research (Klein & Myers, 1999; Myers & Klein, 2011).
Earlier in this thesis I claimed that to understand how IT resources are
configured to block and release change it is necessary to zoom in the material
roles that IT resources play (onto-) politically in organizations. To this end, I
argued for a performative view of IT use that is sensitive both to material and
social accounts. According to Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al. (2014, p. 5),
”The view of sociomateriality implies that reality is not given but performed through
relations in practice. This represents an important shift from understanding people
and technologies, each characterized by specific essential properties and boundaries
that interact and mutually impact eachother in practice, toward understanding the
performative nature of practices and the ways in which people and technologies,
their properties and boundaries, are enacted and reenacted in practice.”

Performative views of IT are suited to challenge dominant assumptions in IS
research as it brings new assumptions to how the world is constituted. On
this view, the world is determinated as real (i.e. decisive or decidedly so) yet
always indeterminate in the sense that IT resources could matter differently
(Orlikowski, 1996, 2000; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991).
I explained in section 2, how performative views of IT use can grant digital
material genuine agency without granting IT systems an independent (i.e.
fixed or objective) existence (Barad, 2007; Pickering, 2010). To illustrate this
point, I showed in section 3 how IS strategy research traditionally receives IT
use as convergent processes that involve mutual adaptation of essentially
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different kinds (Leonard-Barton, 1988; Markus & Robey, 1988; Robey &
Boudreau, 1999). On such a representational view, the challenge is to explain
how and why things fit or do not fit together, or align (Ciborra, 1997). That is
to say, IT resources are conventionally assumed to pre-exist their relation
and once developed have some quality that is independent of their relative
use: the idea that ”human beings and things—the social and material—exist
as separate and self-contained entities that interact.” The implications of this
socio-technical view is well captured in common treatments of IS strategy
failures as related to cognitive and communicative limitations that characterize all introductions of IT into the workplace: there is some objective use of
IT that may or may not emerge and to the extent that it does it is determined
by the functional capacity of the IT system to address a preconceived issue
(Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Stein et
al., 2014). In other words, the literature assumes that IT systems will deliver
intended effects if they are technically aligned with strategic intents and used
according to specifications (Markus, 2004). In contrast, the performative
perspective views IT resources and their political uses as emergent effects
that make up the web of relations that make up material-discursive realities
(Kling & Scacchi, 1982; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001). A performative lens is
therefore consistent with the idea that ”Entities, human beings, things exist
only in relations: they are performed and continuously brought into being
through relations.” (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers et al. 2014, p. 1). It theorizes
the thing as material inversions that help to rehearse its own routine use.
In order to understand how a performative view on IT use can afford new
insight into the material politics of IT artifacts, it is necessary to discuss the
implications of this view for how we think about ontology and epistemology.
From a positivist standpoint ontology and epistemology are distinct issues.
Ontology is here defined as the ”nature of the being or of the existence of the
phenomena under investigation” (Mason et al., 1997, p. 308), or better still
as what really is (Porra et al., 2015); epistemology can then be understood as
related to the paradigmatic assumptions that scholars must form to neatly
explain how and why IT acquires certain qualities in use, and the validity and
critical implications of knowledge claims relative extant theory (Hirschheim
1985, Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991). Performative views of IT use do not
begin with the assumption that there is a world out there. Rather, practice is
seen as a primordial; prior to ontology and epistemology, and understood as
a nexus of material-discursive transactions (Carlile et al., 2013; Cetina et al.,
2000; Chia & MacKay, 2007; Hodder, 2012). To borrow from Barad (2003),
it is impossible with a performative view to approach knowledge as reflective
of some objective reality (i.e. an object to represent epistemologically), instead we must view knowledge as part of and critically also within reality (i.e.
view epistemologies as originating with rather than as reflections of some
essentially real or natural phenomena). Therefore, the proposed view rejects
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the realist separation between observed and observer, through the argument
that how the world is constituted depends on the historically situated entanglements in practice whereby the world acquires and materializes its own
meanings (Balogun et al., 2014; Chia & MacKay, 2007; Hodder, 2012). The
idea of each and every situation as constituting its own matter-reality, practice theory shifts scholarly focus from the positivist idea of ontology and
epistemology, to the idea of onto-epistemology (Barad, 2007) and related
views of knowledge as material (Hekman, 2010; Star & Ruhleder, 1996).
Knowledge production is (onto-) political (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al.,
2014; Haraway, 2013; Harding, 1991; Suchman, 2007).
On this note, I argue that the performative view of IT use cannot be understood as grounded within relational ontologies as is commonly proposed
(Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al.,
2014).9 Things are relations, but one-sided views are never the endgame of
theory. IT use forms complex patterns that are visible on multiple levels as
scholars zoom in and out of IS phenomena. Consider how grains of sand on a
resonance box will crystallize clear patterns at certain frequencies, and how
ropes in swing assume stable energy states at certain intervals. On this view,
atoms are not separate from particles or waves, but distinct emergent aspects
of the same constant phenomena (Barad, 2003). This idea emerged in Western thought with Parmenides and is common in practice theory and postphenomenology in notions of the world as doxa or illusory. In the meaning of
illusion or magic, this idea is also found in Daoist and Zen-Buddhist traditions in the notion of Māyā, which connotes a view of reality as a playful act
that constitutes things as genuine fakes: they act as essentially there or present but disappear into different form when we try to zoom in on what they
really are. Practice theories can thus theorize how technologies-in-use constitutes power and techniques to conceal and preclude possibilities of different IT enactments. IS scholars may on this view then choose to mobilize a
relational ontology, but this too is a choice that carries invariable epistemological, political, and ethical implications (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al.,
2014). Consider how the crux of Butler’s (2011) theorizing is to explain how
repeated action provides illusory yet real ideas about gender. In other words,
disentangle subject and identity and explain agency as a tension. She argued
that gender is produced in rehearsed historically situated enactments i.e. the
repetition of stylized acts in time that performatively creates the appearance
of as gender an essential or independently existing category through bodily
discipline. In this way she extended Foucault’s ideas of power as embodied in
9 To understand the emphasis on relationality in current sociomateriality discourse it is important to note
that this emphasis is historically situated within the positivist paradigm of normal science. That is to say,
relationality is emphasized as opposed to the idea of the world as constituted of discrete entities. In this way,
the idea of relationality reflects a duality that cannot be taken for granted within a performative framework.
By contrast, performative views are essentially non-dual, favouring neither relational or discrete explanation,
but rather attempts to explain the discreteness of relations; i.e. the formation of what is objectionably real.
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disciplined use of certain institutions and resources to explain how gender
both enables and constrains action in its constitution of natural actions
(Foucault, 1977; Hekman, 2010). Zuboff built on this exact framework to
theorize particular techniques whereby organizations can navigate the material tensions that emerge as new IT resources wrestle with the inertia of the
installed base (Star & Ruhleder, 1996; Zuboff, 1988). In this way, material
practice perspectives can improve our understanding of how functional uses
of digital materials coerce subjects to rehearse certain scripts that may constitute the very problems organizations seek to overcome in the implementation and use of new strategic IT resources (Orlikowski, 2000).
On a performative view the answer to the question ”why critique?” is thus
that the only real alternative to critique is poor critique, much like the option
to philosophy is always poor philosophy (Wimelius, 2011). There can be no
critique, however, without recognizing the real shape and form of the things
that make up our daily lives (Yoo, 2010; Yoo, 2012; Yoo et al., 2012). While it
is true that on this view analytic separability is moot, in that all instrumentation is part of the phenomena, the end point of IS theory cannot be that the
material is social and vice versa. If we were to truly accept this position it
would make no sense to orate about how IT escapes theorizing and with the
next breath speak of organizational units and IT uses as meaningful units.
Rather, I argue that on this realization IS research must intensify its efforts
to explain how and why IT artifacts carry digital provisions (material ground
and means) for action: i.e. to explain the material roles that IT resources play
in the organized making of the very distinctions that grants digital material
real form, and critique related (onto-) political use of IT in organizations.

4.2 Case study research: Capturing the material
My research design is critical and post-processual (Chia & MacKay, 2007;
Hodder, 2012; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991) and based on qualitative case
study research methods (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Yin, 2013). In IS
research, qualitative case studies often aim to provide insight to how and
why actors, actions, and contexts, unfold in a specific way during some part
of IT implementation and use (Benbasat et al., 1987; Walsham, 1995). In
section 4.3, I discuss in some detail the implications of this research design
for the analysis of the material roles of IT resources and their political uses in
strategic IT implementation and use processes. In order to unpack my design
it is important to note that the case study research method can be positivist,
interpretativist, and/or critical in terms of epistemology (Klein & Myers,
1999). In simple terms, this means that the case study approach can be used
under widely different assumptions of reality and related ideas of how to
produce actionable knowledge (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Interpretativist
scholars search for meaning in IT-use patterned behavior; positivist case
studies search for variation and contingent conditions. The methodological
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ability of case study research to provide rich empirical insights into complex
phenomena that are open for multiple interpretations make it an ideal candidate for problematizing paradigmatic undercurrents and other theoretical
assumptions that guide IS research (Alvesson & Karreman, 2011; Alvesson &
Sandberg, 2011; Alvesson & Spicer, 2012; Wimelius, 2011).
To understand how the deployed research design can provide new critical
insight into the material consequences of IT use for social actors, consider
how interpretativist standpoints grew in popularity with the emergence of
socio-technical process models, and in response to the historical dominance
of positivist epistemologies in the IS field; e.g. an early review of different
epistemological perspectives in IS research showed positivism to account for
96,8 % of the reviewed literature (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Positivist
epistemologies were here defined as ”premised on the existence of a priori
fixed relationships within phenomena which are typically investigated with
structured instrumentation;” classified by research design, survey methods
and laboratory experiments made up 76,2 % of the reviewed literature. By
contrast, interpretative epistemologies build on the assumption that ”people
create and associate their own subjective and intersubjective meaning as
they interact with the world around them.” (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991, p.
5). That is to say, if positivist studies aim to describe reality as objective and
factual), interpretative studies instead understand IT use ”through accessing
the meanings that participants assign to [IT resources]” with the intent to
”understand the deeper structure of [digital] phenomenon” (Orlikowski and
Baroudi, 1991, p. 5); insights which can then be generalized to theory (rather
than to population as in positivist studies, cf. Walsham, 1995; Yin, 2013). In
this way it is the analysis that is general. The nuances of the setting are used
to provoke new thought, rather than test some probabilistic theory.
By contrast, critical epistemologies alert us to the idea that reality cannot
be studied in isolation from its historical situation, and thus expose research
to the ”influence of historical, economic, social, and political conditions on
the nature and [processual] development of the phenomena.” (Orlikowski &
Baroudi, 1991, p. 23). Rather than posit relations as stable and orderly, such
perspectives argue that stability and order is always produced in response to,
and in, the fixing of forces in overarching systems of power and domination.
Therefore, critical epistemologies are not evaluated on their ability to predict
or otherwise explain the status quo; rather, this perspective ”is concerned
with critiquing existing social systems and revealing any contradictions and
conflicts that may inhere within their structure” and thus evaluated based on
how it ”critiques the status quo, through exposure of what are believed to be
deep-seated, structural contradictions within social systems, and thereby
transform these alienating and restrictive social conditions.” (Orlikowski &
Baroudi, 1991, pp. 6, 19) Though non-exclusive, critical research is therefore
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concerned with the goodness of theory rather than its methodological rigor
(Alvesson & Karreman, 2011; Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011; Walsham, 2012).
Against this backdrop, critical performative perspectives not only seek to
understand how IT acquires meaning in situated use (as interpretativists do),
or deconstruct positivist ideas (as the early critics did). Rather, they examine
how and why materialities of power and domination (always already) inform
the possible (what is afforded and precluded) and provide actual shape to the
interpretations (what is made certain and normal) that human actors make,
and so materially serve its own digital nature and cause (Alvesson & Spicer,
2012; Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992; MacKay & Chia, 2013).
Though IS research have a longstanding tradition with critical epistemologies there are few provisions for materialist critiques in IS research. The
failure of IS research to move beyond speculation and link its critique empirically in methodologically sound ways is commonly noted, much like the
related failure to build a distinct methodological identity. Since there were
few methodological provisions for materialist critique in IS research, I drew
on Klein and Myers (1999) principles for interpretative and critical studies to
construct a set of material deliberations for empirical field research. I present each deliberation in some detail in table 3. The deliberations are
sketched roughly around critical management and strategy research methodologies (Alvesson & Karreman, 2011; Alvesson & Sandberg, 2013; Ciborra,
2004), and helped me center my analysis on IT use as a material practice. It
allowed me to think about and theorize IT use as a tension at multiple levels
in which each actor group enact their own reality (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz,
et al., 2014), which helped resolve analytic challenges related to the framing
of my empirical case studies, and allowed me to produce general knowledge
about IT artifacts as digital material. In particular, the deliberations forced
me to theorize IT use as implicit (or prior) to organizing. Importantly, the
deliberations also pushed me to critique my own involvement in the materialization of perceived phenomena; e.g., race, class, and sex-based inequality.
4.2.1 Framework and case selection
This cover chapter summarizes and synthesizes insights drawn from two
primary research sites. I have used these sites in four distinct case studies as
detailed in papers 1-4. The first two papers describe the primary cases. The
third paper provides a critical reinterpretation of paper 1. I explain later how
this critique came about as I resolved an analytic challenge in explaining the
Swedish municipal organizations unexpected DT success. In paper four I
employ a multiple case logic that using a classic case as a baseline theorizes
how IT use processes involve sequencing that depend on configurations of
local ambiguity and uncertainty and related sense-giving about the role and
purpose of new IT. Though I have extended and illustrated related theorizing
also in other empirical contexts (e.g. Facebook; Nylén et al., 2015) and varied
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theoretical settings (e.g. Digital gender; Arvidsson & Foka, 2015), my thesis
research is thus based primarily on two longitudinal empirical case studies:
PaperMill and MuniPal. In this section, I unpack my research framework
and then provide some detail about each of the two studies. I then discuss
how I collected and analyzed interviews, field visits, and archival material to
capture the material qualities of technologies-in-use (Orlikowski, 2000).
Table 3. Material deliberations for interpretative field researchers

Principles of Klein and Myers

Related material deliberations

Hermeneutic circle: human understanding is
achieved by iterating between considering the
interdependent meaning of parts and the
whole that they form.

How is digital material mobilized to create the
appearance of distinct meaning and parts?

Contextualization: critical reflection of the
social and historical background or historical
situation of the research setting so that the
audience can see how the analysis emerged.

How is digital material entangled in historical
cultural processes and related IT use logics?

Engagement: critical reflection on how data is
socially constructed in the interaction of
researcher and study participants.

How does digital material manifest discourse
around IS strategy implementation and use?

Generalization: relating of idiographic details
revealed by interpretation of data with theoretical, general concepts that describe the
nature of human understanding and action.

How can the material politics of IT use be seen
as emergent properties of digital material?

Dialogic reasoning: sensitivity to possible
contradictions between guiding theoretical
preconceptions and actual findings, which are
refined and resolved in later cycles of revision.

How can material theorizing of IT enactments
explain contradictions in theory and practice?

Multiple interpretation: sensitivity to possible
differences in interpretations among research
participants, as expressed in multiple stories
about the same sequence of events.

How does each interpretation relate to the use
of IT systems and their situated IT-use qualities in the specific material situation or digital
materiality/matter-reality?

Suspicion: sensitivity to possible biases and
systematic distortions in the narratives collected from the research participants.

How is each account related to and/or understandable in its material cultural historicity?

Interpretativist case study research relies on richness rather than discrete
observations. How and why scholars sample and frame their cases therefore
have great ramifications for the observations that they can reliably make
(Gerring, 2006). Beyond transparency, access, and convenience, case studies
are usually selected and framed based on their ability to provide detail and
nuance to some particular and poorly understood aspect relative to an overarching theory or explanatory framework. That is to say, cases are typically
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sampled in relation to noted gaps within a particular area of concern or some
well-known problem for practice that current theory fail to explain. As noted
in section 3, such gap-spotting approaches have limited ability to address
missing links and explanations in DT research. Hence case selection takes on
a different role when following the approach of problematization: case sites
are sampled based on the mysteries they provide, and in turn, their potential
to present scholars with new puzzles (Alvesson & Karreman, 2011; Alvesson
& Sandberg, 2011). In this vein, studies that aim to generalize to theory from
multiple cases can consider the relationships in and between case study contexts (Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007), and look for ways to
theorize each case as providing unique contrast to some shared dilemma.
Figure 2 details how the case studies relate to the problematization approach
applied in this thesis research. Each of the two case studies in some important respects deal with unexpected outcomes of IS strategy change: i.e.,
PaperMill executed DT in line with theoretical prescriptions but failed to
achieve IS strategy success. By contrast, MuniPal successfully implemented a
new IS strategy but in unexpected ways that run counter to common theory.

Figure 2: Case study framework and problematization

Through this framing, I could contrast emerging insights between cases and
could also mobilize existing theory and related bias to calibrate and fine-tune
the material lens (Alvesson & Karreman, 2011; Gerring, 2006). The framework was not constructed a priori. Rather, it ”earned its way” (Corbin &
Strauss, 2008) as it brought fidelity to the contradictory empirics (Robey &
Boudreau, 1999); peculiarities across cases helped to critique my own bias to
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certain explanations. In conclusion, I briefly note how I alternated between
the two cases to gradually build on and critically extend emergent insights.
4.2.1.1 Case study 1: PaperMill
The Swedish economy is intimately tied to the vital process industry. The
”PaperMill” is a pulp-and-paper mills operated by PaperPack, the packing
division of a global paper and hygiene company. PaperPack identified in the
late 1990’s an imminent need for IS strategy change. Each of the PaperPack
operated mills had a long history of continuous process optimization and
production costs were in control: the current production was optimized and
efficient with regards to trim planning and related production loss (see paper
1 for detail). Though minor effect increases can have great impact on the
bottom-line in the production of bulk goods and other low-margin industry
processes, PaperPack realized that with impending overproduction in the
global market further incremental improvements would not suffice to stay
competitive: it could prolong but not resolve the issue. Rushed on by Y2K,
PaperPack decided to standardize IT systems across all its operations in a
desperate attempt to climb the value-chain with a new service architecture.
In 2009, PaperMill began the implementation of the final out of three
standardized IT systems, the mill execution system. If the enterprise system
enabled firm coordination, and the management system resolved questions
of what, when, and where with regards to production, the mill execution
system addressed the question of how to organize production: it translated
orders and replenishment requirements into structured production plans. In
2011, during a project meeting at the site, I was surprised to learn that PaperMill had made no change in practice following the implementation; the
organization had previously been observed to involve rich tensions between
planners and production workers that the new system came with a promise
to solve. Whereas the production was earlier dependent on paper print outs
of production plans and thus static, the new system provided a modern baseline for extensive mill-level coordination of production activities and thus
enabled more flexible production and delegation of control. The organization
proved strategy blind: as detailed in paper 1, rather than use the new system
creatively in line with PaperPack’s overall strategic intent, the system was
implemented creatively to reproduce existing PaperMill practice.
To understand the failed DT longitudinal data were collected through interviews and participant observations. The data spanned an 8-year period
(2006—2013) at the organizational level, complimented by archival data that
spanned an 18-year period (1996—2013) at the firm level (e.g. annual reports, press releases). Data were collected in two distinct phases (see figure
4, paper 1). The first phase occurred in 2006 upon invitation from the mill
management to capture and explain tensions in the production process: the
process operated with extreme efficiency, but under discipline and cracks
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were showing: interdependencies caused conflicts between sales, planning,
production, post-production practice (for details, see Arvidsson et al., 2012).
In the second phase, I operated under the guidance of my co-authors to
carefully elicit the governing ideals of the implementation process. To this
end, I interviewed people with rich insight into the process and its material
governance; together my respondents shared centuries of experience, usually
also from the floor.10 I targeted the project team especially as I knew it would
include representatives from each work unit. Interviews focused on the IS
strategy implementation and related problems and prospects. I did not only
question what they wanted to achieve, however; I questioned the motives.11
That is to say, I wanted to explain the system as a translation process under
pressure (Mica, 2013; Teulier & Rouleau, 2013) and explain how agents in
conflict joined around a common cause to avoid digital material (Bloomfield
& Coombs, 1992): it is impossible not to note a multi-million dollar IT project across multiple mills. To this end, I theorized distinct material artifacts
operating under different rules (Williamson, 1981) and transaction logics
(Rochet & Tirole, 2003) as providing tension that had to be managed as an
unintended consequence of the IS strategy implementation and use.
If IT matters, PaperPack must have navigated around the material change
with IT, not just ignored it. How? Why? (Ciborra et al., 2000; Yin, 2013).
From a critical standpoint it made little sense to blame the respondents; I
was obligated to let them formulate their problems, but also to mobilize my
resource privilege to improve their cause. Thus I sought to make something
with the case rather to explain it (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011): while no individual story mattered on its own, I could make the case story matter for them
by unpacking the interstices of the deep structures (Hekman, 2010;
Walsham, 1995, 2012) that separated and bounded the local realities (CecezKecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014); and tackle critical issues of race, gender,
and class in extended theory. To this end, I tried to unearth local systems of
meaning and understand their material production. When respondents said:
”IT is not supposed to do anything;” I took them on their word and thus
treated them as experts on their terms. In this way, the second phase of data
collection focused on critically understanding the implementation outcome.
In recognizing their view I identified common rules in different responses
(Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Robey & Boudreau, 1999). This approach offered key insights into strategic issues and practices at the mill and helped
check the emergent theory by grounding the insights in a critical standpoint
(Miles & Huberman, 1994; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Suddaby, 2006). In
paper 3, I also revisit this case to theorize masculinities as a source of failure.
10 Interviews in the second phase took place in office buildings adjacent to the mill facility; however, I made
sure to revisit the production floor during field visits. Each visit at the floor served to remind me of my critical
commitments and to provide opportunities for chance interactions with workers.
11 That is to say, the how and why of the deep structure that informed their accounts; cf. Pentland, 1999.
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Table 4: Overview of the “PaperPack” data collection

Method

Application

Participant observation

Regular site visits and participation in project activities and work
meetings. For example, I participated in strategy workshops and
meetings on invitation from the mill. Field observations were also
collected during visits at each of the units in the production chain
and chance encounters at the production floor (see 3.2, paper 1).
Field notes were taken, rewritten, and extended usually later the
same day to minimize inclusion of erroneous data. To improve
veracity, data was broadly triangulated and categorized according
to how it related to the emergent understanding of the case.
Ambiguities in the data were resolved through immediate follow
up (e.g. e-mail, phone conversations), and/or sorted as curious
data points that were then used to form continued investigations.

Individual interviews

Individual semi-structured interviews (15) with each identified
stakeholder group in the IT project (e.g. planners, managers,
sales staff, production workers); truck operators were interviewed
as a group once (1) (see Arvidsson et al., 2012). Related project
engagements provided additional interview data used for context
(5). To capture the IT implementation and use dynamics, focal
actors were routinely interviewed in multiple rounds (e.g. project
managers, planners). Informants were sampled initially based on
their ability to provide a wide and varied understanding of the
pressing issues at the mill. Insights from the first phase aided the
sampling logic in the second round, which focused specifically on
the DT dynamics that surrounded the failed IS strategy change. In
the second phase, informants were thus sampled on their ability
to provide deep and rich understanding into IT project.

Archival data

To compliment the interviews and participant observations, I
collected several hundred pages of archival data. Archival data
were collected to provide context and detail to the IT project, and
to interrogate the local accounts of the appropriate use of new IT
resources (e.g. annual reports, project documentation, meeting
minutes, activity logs, technical specifications). In gaining the
trust of the respondents, various working materials and informal
documentation used in the implementation project were also
collected (e.g. drafts, presentations, and other working material
deemed of immediate interest to the analysis.)

4.2.1.2 Case study 2: MuniPal
Sweden is divided into 290 municipalities, each under the local political
governance of an elected assembly. The ”MuniPal” is the local government
organization in a mid-sized municipality on the Northeast coast of Sweden
(50,000—100,000 citizens). In Sweden, municipalities are responsible for a
broad range of facilities and services, such as elderly care and childcare; city
planning and waste management; tourist information, residential services,
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and facilities for leisure and activity. The local government in Sweden is a
type of public administration with a high degree of autonomy due to a firm
separation or loose coupling of the political rule and the professionalized
administration. To illustrate, MuniPal consisted of 10 distinct departments.
Each department was accountable to a distinct political council that in turn
was elected by the Municipal council (kommunfullmäktige). The political
governance of the organization in practice consisted of the formulation and
general specification of political priorities and related performance criteria
(e.g. MuniPal made extensive use of balanced scorecards). Therefore, the
departments operated autonomously, as were they corporate branches of the
Swedish welfare state. Though the Executive Office was formally charged
with coordination and development of new strategic initiatives, the CEO thus
usually lacked capacity for action; ”my power is contingent on that I and the
Municipal council are one and the same voice.” For the Municipal council to
speak up against the administration there had to a clear need (e.g. crisis or
emergence). Meanwhile, current IT uses formed proprietary IT siloes with
low interoperability which ensured that fiefdoms controlled obligatory digital passage points: necessities without which no organization is possible e.g.
service infrastructure (see paper 2 for additional detail).
In 2000, MuniPal began a transformative journey toward e-government,
defined by the UN as the employment of the Internet and the world-wideweb for delivering government and services to the citizens. In late 2004, the
Executive Office chartered the implementation of a service center intended
to act on one hand as a ’one-stop shop’ for the citizens and on the other as a
catalyst of and engine for digital service and process innovation. In 2007, the
central administration started to show unexpected resistance. Despite shared
commitments toward the initial reform, the departments objected to the way
DT has been planned and found the intended IT use and level of integration
inappropriate for their specific work. The implementation was scaled back,
and despite significant attempts to launch reform, the organization proved
strategy blind: the Executive Office digital service group thus needed both
persistence and guile to navigate MuniPal out from its existing political and
institutional resource commitments in the use of new IT resources (Paper 2).
To capture and explain MuniPal’s DT longitudinal data were collected that
spanned a 15-year period (2000-2014), mainly from individual interviews,
participant observations, and various archival sources. Data were collected
in two continuous phases separated by a shift in research interest. The data
collection began 2006 as part of a research venture, financed by VINNOVA
(the Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems), between Umeå
University, MuniPal, and a regional IT-consortium. The aim of the project
was to develop sustainable models for strategic business development to
hold together the interface between the citizens and the municipality (i.e. the
service center), and to fuse together the new IT service with underlying work
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Table 5: Overview of the “MuniPal” data collection

Method

Application

Participant observation

Regular site visits and participation in project activities and work
meetings. For example, I participated in several work meetings on
invitation from the digital service group and also worked with the
group in the design of new measures and benchmarks to promote
digital service innovations. Observational data were also collected
during workshops with the different department heads about
pending IT-based changes to the organization of service. Observation of service work at the service center and guided use of related
IT systems and back-end capabilities. Field notes were taken,
rewritten, and extended usually later the same day to minimize
inclusion of erroneous data. To improve veracity, data was broadly triangulated and categorized according to how it related to the
emergent understanding of the case. Ambiguities in the data were
resolved through immediate follow up (e.g. e-mail, phone conversations), and/or sorted as curious data points.

Individual interviews

Individual semi-structured interviews (89) with each identified
stakeholder group in the service center project (e.g. IT strategists,
executives, managers, service staff, handling agents). To capture
changes in DT dynamics, focal actors were routinely interviewed
in multiple rounds (e.g. IT strategists, executives, managers) over
an extended time period. Informants were sampled initially based
on their ability to provide a wide and varied understanding of the
pressing issues that surrounded the IS strategy change. In later
stages when dynamics had crystallized, informants were sampled
on their ability to provide deep and rich understanding into the
challenges of peripheral innovation and IT-based change.

Archival data

Sweden’s extensive ‘sunshine law’ dictates that all public records
are made immediately accessible to citizens. To compliment the
interviews and participant observations, several hundred pages of
archival data were collected (e.g. work meeting protocols, project
descriptions and documentation, presentation material, official
communications, IT policy documents, and citizen surveys). In
gaining the trust of the respondents, various working materials
and informal documentation used to promote change in MuniPal
were also collected (e.g. policy drafts, public presentations, and
similar material deemed of immediate interest to the analysis.)

processes in the central administration; I was hired for work in the project
between 2009—2011 to construct new evaluation tools and business models
for service development in the public sector (Arvidsson, 2011a, 2011b). In
this phase, data was collected with the purpose to generate rich and varied
insight into the problems and prospects that MuniPal and local IT-vendors
faced in the implementation of new IT resource use logics. The project initially concerned the implementation of the (multi-channel) IT service center
but with time came to focus on the specific attempts at digital service.
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The second phase began in 2011 as I began my doctoral studies, and the
VINNOVA project ended. My research interest began to shift in the end of
2010, however. To compliment the emergent insights around the broad institutional dynamics that governed the failed IS strategy implementation, I
operated under the guidance of my co-authors to collect new data with the
aim to unearth in specific detail how strategy blindness is formed with digital
material and how inert IT enactments can become unexpected sources of
DT: MuniPal’s attempts to deploy digital service initiative had until now
mostly failed, but with the introduction of IT resources that were light,
abundant, and flexible (e.g. apps, smart devices) experienced a sudden revival that unleashed a string of dramatic events. To this end, I interviewed repeatedly over time members an identified digital service group. Interviews
focused on pressing issues around the deployment of IT-based citizen service
and sought to explain the DT process from their perspective. Hence, I did
not only question what they wanted to achieve, but specifically sought to
unearth the specific challenges they faced and how they gradually unlocked
the strong inertia in the organization i.e. theorize about the sequencing of
events and related interdependencies maintained by current IT use (Amis et
al., 2004). I wanted to capture and explain how tensions formed around IT
as actors used IT in progressively incongruent ways (Berente, 2009; Berente
& Yoo, 2012; Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Smith & Lewis, 2011) and how IT
provided the digital service groups with means to navigate inertia (Amis et
al., 2004; Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014; Jay, 2013). Though I continued to collect observational and archival data broadly throughout this phase, I this
zoomed in on a group of identified change agents (see paper 2 for detail).
4.2.2 IT use as a material practice
Mobilization of relational ontologies carry ”many implications for extant
notions of technology, agency, society, materiality, morality, and ethics”
(Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014, p. 1). To put these implications in
critical light, consider how the political turn brought process theories and
models of emergence. In the 1980’s IS scholars recognized the need to ”support reliable generalizations about the relationships between information
technology and organizational change” (Markus & Robey, 1988, p. 583).
Process theory thus came about as an alternative to variance studies, in light
of growing needs to explain emergence. By contrast, practice theory came in
response to social bias in socio-technical hybrid process models. Process
theory and IS practice theory are thus related yet onto/epistemologically
distinct: the former is concerned with how things interact over time to generate patterns of use (Markus & Robey, 1988), the latter is concerned with
how patterns-in-use enact (make real, perform) things and their relations to
make stable such use patterns (Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011). That is to say,
IS practice theories explain how certain systems of meaning are enacted with
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locally appropriated IT resources rather than emerges processually in mutual
adaptation of fixed IT resources in relation to triggers and antecedent events
(Chia & MacKay, 2007; Hodder, 2012; Langley et al., 2013; Suchman, 2007);
processes in which IT is displayed to have an objective use driven by real
interests (Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992), but never is understood to acquire
genuine nature or own cause (Hodder, 2012; MacKay & Chia, 2013).
In the philosophical sense practice thus enacts not only rhythm but also
time itself: it constitutes things-in-relation or actor-networks that share a
certain possibility space (use/meaning) in situ (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers,
et al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014); wherefore purposive
capacities for action are always given in hand, but therefore always open also
to surprise as new meanings emerge (Boudreau & Robey, 2005; Orlikowski,
2010; Orlikowski & Scott, 2015). In this way, IT use or working agency resides neither in actor nor network but constitutes itself as the (new) constant—although IT will never mean anything in the knowledgeable sense of
term (Star & Ruhleder, 1996; Stein et al., 2014), we can thus trace it in its
making by following the IT artifact (Latour, 1984, 2003, 2004, 2005). Theorize the material IT use story that provides shape and meaning to organizational action and attend the political dramas that surround IT and its actors.
In this way, I have used the proposed lens to examine digital material as a
performative context in which actors take and make place with IT resources
(Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992; Ciborra & Lanzara, 1994; Olofsson, 2010).
Thanks to aforementioned theoretical affinities, practice theory, although
greatly varied, can be understood as positioned along a spectrum of process
vs. post-processual theory. The merits and nuance of each view that exist
along this spectrum is well outside of the scope of this thesis. However, in
illustrating these contrasts, I provide necessary background to some postprocessual challenges in strategy-as-practice research that I came across
during my case studies. As elsewhere noted (Chia & MacKay, 2007, p. 219):
“[Post-processual theorizing] eschews methodological individualism, and … unwaveringly focuses on social practices themselves as the basis for explaining strategy
emergence. In its most elemental form, methodological individualism presumes that
every individual is a discrete, bounded entity that relates to its environment along
lines of contact that ’leaves its basic, internally specified nature unaffected’ (Ingold,
2000: 3). The argument builds on recent work (Chia, 2004; Chia & Holt, 2006) that
has sought to import sensibilities from the practice turn in philosophy and social theory into the emerging s-as-p perspective. Extending this work, the term postprocessual is developed here as a reference point for a view of practices, which
deems events, individuals, and doings to be manifest instantiations of practicecomplexes; ontological priority is accorded to an immanent logic of practice [what is
performed] rather than to actors and agents [that perform in some external context].
For us, it is this immanent logic emerging through practice which constitutes what
we mean by strategy. As such, a genuine [material] practice-based theory of strategy
emergence must put these practice complexes at the center of theoretical analyses.”
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Post-processual analyses emerged as an interpretative approach in archeology. While archeology has out of necessity always attended the materiality
of social organizations, post-processual analyses allow scholars to theorize
the use of technology with a practice lens. In archeology such studies provide
great detail into how material resource use both imbricates and entangles
social practices to form complex knots of interdependence as infrastructure.
On this view, an IT resource can be understood to bring itself into continued
use (Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010; Hodder, 2012; Monteiro & Hanseth, 1996)
as it enables and constrains certain engagements (Orlikowski & Robey, 1991;
Stein et al., 2014) only in constant maintenance of the complex webs of social relations formed in related mobilizations of digital material (Arvidsson &
Foka, 2015; Kling, 2000). That is to say, post-processual theory is the inverse
of the material practice lens, insofar as it views each thing as an aspect of the
same enactment—thus resolving the binary idea that positivist and interpretativists observe different realities as opposed constituting it differently in
their instrumentation of IS phenomena under contradictory assumptions.
As illustrated in paper 2, post-processual analyses are of importance to
performative perspectives on IT implementation and use as they are geared
to “eschew the primacy of mentalism, cognitivism or even intentionality in
engaging with the day-to-day affairs of the world,” (Chia & MacKay, 2007, p.
228) and thus positioned to critically address current limitations in DT research (see table 6).12 Since each of the papers provide in-depth detail about
how I have coded and analyzed each set of data, I next zoom in on two analytic challenges that the proposed material practice lens helped me to solve
and discuss methodological implications. As I conclude this section I also
provide brief notes on multiple case study research designs.
Table 6: Processual vs. Post-processual research

Processual

Post-Processual

Ontological
primacy

Processes are subordinate to actors
and owned by stakeholders.

Actors and activities are subordinate
to practices and processes unowned

Philosophical
standpoint

Processes are viewed as explanatory,
but reducible to things/actions

Actions and things are performative
instantiations of practice-complexes

Agential
explanation

Micro-macro organizational activities
and situated interests of individuals

Fields of practice explain identities
and characteristics of agency

4.2.2.1 Challenge 1: The material politics of IT in-use
The first analytic challenge emerged some years after MuniPal’s failed iron
fist deployment of DT when the digital service group rose like Phoenix from
12 The table is adapted from Table 1 in Chia and MacKay (2007) based on MacKay and Chia (2013).
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the ashes to bring about sudden IS strategy change. I was drawn to the case
already as tentative interpretations suggested that current IT uses precluded
organizational change: using analytic strategies for process studies (Langley,
1999; Langley et al., 2013; Pentland, 1999) I had traced each step of the DT
sequence and noted how reform was rendered impossible as central actors
demanded hard proof to change institutionalized practice; however, to produce such proof the service group first needed to change current IT use. The
DT was in deadlocked and as IT-vendors sided with the core, all seem lost.
To make sense of the unorthodox DT success in light of extant theory, I
employed procedures for qualitative research and grounded theory (Corbin
& Strauss, 2008; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Miles & Huberman, 1994);
specifically, I adopted the Straussian approach toward grounded theory, as it
permits related research to guide the data analysis (Suddaby, 2006). Using
temporal bracketing and axial reasoning, I then used initially open coding to
build plots against which emergent interpretations could be tested and to
form an encompassing narrative that linked the observed sequence of change
to deep-structure events in the DT process (Langley, 1999; Pentland, 1999).
That is to say, I linked certain coded data to certain actors and events in turn
organized as episodes, bracketed temporally as meaningful units. This narrowed the need for explanation down to specific sequences or recurrences
(Van de Ven & Poole, 1995) that I then related to the specificities of DT process narratives to trace the critical limits of extant theory.
Recognizing that MuniPal’s DT did not fit received theory in important
ways, I first used visualization strategies to capture IS strategy implementation as a multi-level process (Bélanger et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2007; Gersick,
1991; Lapointe & Rivard, 2005; Lyytinen & Newman, 2008). Specifically, I
sought to explain how institutional interactions within, across, and between
macro, meso, and micro units of observation (e.g. discourse, organizations,
practices) worked to either block or release DT alongside new IT use; in particular, I zoomed in how actors configure IT resources to navigate the situated and institutionally embedded tensions and contradictory shape (Berente,
2009; Berente & Yoo, 2012) that technologies-in-use bring organizations
(Orlikowski, 2010; Seo & Creed, 2002). To illustrate, figure 3 depicts the DT
as unfolding in four distinct but interrelated processes (cf. Benbasat & Zmud,
2003), and constitutes early working material from the MuniPal case.
In mapping the sequence across levels, I was able to relate the evolution of IT
use both to situated IT use and broader changes in MuniPal’s institutional
context. This allowed me in turn to test received DT theory against the articulated deep structure narrative of MuniPal’s radical IS strategy change. Each
narrative here relates to a certain plot that in turn explains a particular sequence of events, as earlier coded and explained. In so doing, I noted that
while the reviewed narratives could account for certain aspects of the DT,
neither could satisfactorily explain the entire sequence of events; specifically
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as my observations of organizational politics became increasingly rich during
the DT initiatives late revival. For example, in late stages the DT resembled a
velvet glove approach: the bottom-up change found eventual support by the
CEO who then waged her political capital to bring consensus around the new
strategic direction. However, this explanation did not fit with the failed iron
fist that preceded this change: MuniPal had changed CEO in the years after
the first attempt, which could explain the change in approach; but there was
nothing in the data to support the idea that the central administration suddenly had stopped resisting new IT use. Instead, the empirics showed that
they were tightening their bonds to the proprietary IT vendors; the conflict
was in this way constant. This pushed me to account for the residuals that
each theory left behind and to trace common weaknesses in DT research (see
section 3) in search of a more material explanation for the change. To make
sense of MuniPal’s DT (that is, make expected in light of extant theory) I
thus came to conceptualize IT use as a material practice in which actors configure and adapt IT resources to serve local ends, and how they make both
symbolic and material use of IT resources; e.g. to shield and conceal change.
On this view, I could ultimately account for the IT use story. Figure 4 depicts
the story visually, showing how new IT resources were placed and extended
over time to reconfigure obligatory passage points and outflank resistance.
4.2.2.2 Challenge 2: Masculinities as a strategy failure?
The second challenge emerged with the resolution of the first. I had earlier
theorized PaperMill’s unexpected outcome as strategy blindness. That is, an
inert IT use originally theorized as caused mostly by cognitive inertia (see
paper 1 and 3 for related discussion). The case drew my attention as the organization failed to make strategic use of IT resources; interim reports stated
that the production process created significant tension between units at
pulp-and-paper mill; in day-to-day practice, efficient production required
both worker discipline and strict managerial control (see Arvidsson et al.,
2012, for detail), well in line with historical narratives of industrial work and
related empirics (Forman et al., 2014; Horowitz, 2013; Zuboff, 1988).
As I augmented the proposed lens to account for IS strategy as a material
practice, I came to critique this explanation. Though I had successfully made
sense of the otherwise unexpected IS strategy failure through related process
theorizing (see paper 1), the explanation was limited to explain the outcome
at the organizational level and thus failed to account for residual findings of
strong tensions in the organization; the backdrop against which the strategy
change was perceived to have failed. In other words, in theorizing strategy
blindness as an organizational outcome, I came to treat PaperMill’s failure to
make new use of IT not only as common (i.e. shared among stakeholders),
but also as culturally consensual (i.e. viewed similarly by each stakeholder).
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To produce a material account of the observed case of strategy blindness, I
applied the developed lens to zoom in how IT use could both maintain and
produce tension and conflict throughout the organization. Noting provisions
in the classic power literature to instead explain strategy blindness as produced in material interactions of managers and workers, I identified how the
project teams actions could be understood as situated attempts to maintain
control over the production process by restricting new IT use to production
planning activities. In further attending possible causes also for the workers
resistance, I ultimately saw potential to theorize masculinities as a possible
source for the observed IS strategy failure (see paper 3).
To critically reinterpret the PaperMill case, based on the theoretical and
empirical insights gained from my observations at MuniPal, I employed
methodologies based on problematization and mystery. I used this methodology as it allows for empirical shortcomings to be mitigated creatively, and
allowed me to conveniently tackle the analytic challenge at hand: as part of
my thesis research, I had identified already ”a domain of literature for assumption-challenging investigations” and conducted a literature review to
articulate ”assumptions underlying the chosen domain” (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011, 256), in turn evaluated to hold potential for problematization.
Having already completed the first three steps of the methodology, this also meant that I could take the stated explanation of how strategy blindness
occurred for granted, and thus focus my critique towards the critical question of why. The fourth step of the problematization methodology involves
developing an alternative assumption ground. Alvesson and Sandberg (2011)
notes how such ”(re)formulation … extends the earlier parts of the process:
identifying assumptions calls for at least an intuitive idea of alternative assumptions” (p. 258) in light of observed bias. Importantly, such assumption
grounds should move beyond available counter-explanations and afford
”dialectic interrogation between different theoretical stances and the domain
literature;” the general idea ”is to be inspired by various theoretical stances
and their resources and to use them creatively in order to come up with
something unexpected and novel” (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011, p. 258). To
this end, I reviewed work on the history of work and masculinities. To create
a framework capable of theorizing IT use as material practice, I coded the
literature based on established notions of rough and respectable masculinities (Horowitz, 2013); such divisions are prevalent in industrial work and
well recognized to constitute distinct realities in different work situations
(Zuboff, 1988). I then reinterpreted the limited IT use as related to various
attempts to protect embodied ideals of mastery and efficiency, rather than
cognitive limitations; unearthing varied hierarchies and social norms that
underscored the strategy blind IT use, without invalidating the initial process
analysis (for contrast, see papers 1 & 3).
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As a fifth step, I observed the need to position the new assumption ground
in relation to its intended audience. This is problematic as any attempt to
question dominant assumptions is likely to upset the dominant groups that
maintain the bias under question. In light of the complete absence of theory
and empirics on how masculinities affect IS strategy outcomes, I thus chose
to use the alternative assumption ground to theorize about the material roles
of IT, rather than to refine our understanding of masculinities per se. As the
sixth step, I thus evaluated the alternative assumption ground in light of its
ability to provide important insight into how digital material implicate the
contents, contexts, and processes whereby new IT resources are folded into
new organizational routines. As noted in paper 3, such understanding is of
importance as received ideas of IT as a strategy matter is mostly restricted to
managerial use of IT resources; by contrast, my analysis showed IT use to be
instrumental to the sharp division of emotional and cognitive labor between
managers and workers at PaperMill, with gendered implications that blocked
the mill from making strategic use of new IT. I thus came to understand the
current mill practices as constitutive of a rigid order in light of inherent fragility (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991), thus accounting for the residual tensions.
In conclusion, although each of the two cases came with distinct analytic
challenges and methodological implications, emergent insights thus occurred across cases that called for new rounds of analysis. In this section I
have zoomed in on one such interaction across the cases; in this way, however, I have alternated between the cases throughout my thesis research. For
example, initial interpretations of MuniPal as a DT failure (Arvidsson, 2012)
pushed me to account for the material role of the paper-machine in the original analysis of strategy blindness at PaperMill (see paper 1). In turn, the
perspective of IS strategy-as-practice informed consequent interpretations of
IT resource configurations at MuniPal (see paper 2); here explained to have
provoked a critical reinterpretation of my original findings from PaperMill,
and further refinement of the material practice lens (see paper 3). In this
way, I ultimately harmonized my understanding of the material roles of IT
resources and could provide general knowledge about related political uses
across empirical settings (see paper 4). While research designs based on
single case studies are methodologically viable and can generate influential
and important theories, this multiple case approach allowed me to gradually
capture the complexity of current IS phenomena; and thus to incrementally
examine and theoretically explore the research question at hand (Eisenhardt
& Graebner, 2007; Kling, 2000; Walsham, 1995, 2012). In order to account
for the rationale that guided the framing and selection of cases (see figure 2),
we therefore need to consider the cases as a portfolio positioned to tackle the
growing need for material explanations of the social consequences of IT.
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4.3 Additional publications
In the next section, I summarize each of the appended papers with regards to
their relation to the proposed material view of IT implementation and use. In
this thesis, I have also referenced related work that offer some important
theoretical nuance or empirical detail, but otherwise is outside of the scope
of this thesis. That is to say, papers that describes some particular aspect of
the thesis research and/or provides intellectual stepping-stones:
Nylén, D., Arvidsson, V., Holmström, J., & Yoo, Y. 2015. Digital Platform
Evolution: Theorizing Configurations of Innovation and Control in the
Case of Facebook. In Nylén, 2015 (dissertation).
Arvidsson, V. & Foka. A. (Eds.) 2015. Digital gender—towards a new generation of insights [Special issue]. First Monday, 20(4).
Arvidsson, V. & Foka, A. 2015. Digital gender: perspective, phenomena,
practice, First Monday, 20(4).
Arvidsson, V. & Holmström, J. 2013. Social media strategy: understanding
social media, IT strategy, and organizational responsiveness in times of
crisis, Cutter IT Journal, 26(12), 18-23.
Arvidsson, V. Holmström, J. & Lyytinen, K. 2012. Information systems strategy-as-practice. International workshop on IT Artefact Design & Workpractice Intervention, Barcelona.
Arvidsson, V. 2012. The revolution that wasn’t: investigating barriers to platform-based e-service delivery partnerships. Proceedings of the 45th Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Science, HI.
Arvidsson, V. 2012. Toward Efficient and Effective e-Service Delivery:
Addressing the Challenges of e-Service Evaluation in Local Government.
In Y. Dwivedi & M. Akhter (Eds.) Transformational Government
through eGov: Socio-economic, Cultural, and Technological issues. Emerald: UK.
Arvidsson, V. 2011. Evaluating e-service candidates: participatory design of
an e-service valuation model. 8th Scandinavian workshop on eGovernment, Tampere, Finland.
Arvidsson, V. 2011. Towards efficient and effective e-service delivery: addressing the matter of intricacy in service evaluation. 8th Scandinavian
workshop on e-Government, Tampere, Finland.
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5. Research paper summaries
In section 4, I explained the critical standpoint in which I have grounded my
interpretations in pursuit of good theory. In this section I briefly review each
the four research papers appended with this cover paper.13 I then conclude
the thesis with a general discussion of the summarized research results.

Paper 1: Strategy blindness as cognitive entrenchment
Arvidsson, V., Holmström, J. & Lyytinen, K. 2014. Information systems use as
strategy practice: a multi-dimensional view on strategic information system implementation and use, Journal of Strategic Information Systems, 23(1), 45-61.

The first paper presents the case study of PaperMill. This paper defines
strategy blindness as an unexpected IS strategy failure. The outcome is theorized as result of some unintended IT use during the routinization of otherwise successfully implemented IT resources. That is to say, situations when
organizations implement IT resources successfully but fail to otherwise produce change. In the discussion, I explain how such outcomes can result when
actors make sense of new IT resources within existing systems of meaning.
In restricting new digital material as an incremental technical upgrade, PaperMill was highly successful in implementing an otherwise complex IT solution at minimum risk. However, in minimizing implementation risks the
project team precluded opportunities for digital innovation. The project
team creatively adapted the IT-system to accommodate existing practice.
The technologies already in-use materialized the idea of IT use variation as a
production threat and compelled PaperMill to enact a disturbance handling
approach during the implementation of new digital material. This articulates
an augmented practice lens that can theorize IS strategy change as a material-discursive translation in which digital material are shaped in-use through
related political plays; this view relaxes assumptions of strategy as a managerial affair to instead view strategy as involving the entirety of the use process.
In this way, I explain an unexpected outcome as normal result in context; an
inevitable outcome in light of how industrial work has a certain way to it. In
retrospect it is remarkable how right they were saying that digital material
held no real use; taking things for granted was instrumental for each to cope.

13 In each of the four papers I have had primary responsibility for data collection and analysis as first author.
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Paper 2: Outflanking with Information Technology!
Arvidsson, V., Holmström, J. & Lyytinen, K. Outflanking with Information Technology: a dialectic model of organizational transformation. Under review in International
journal.

The second paper presents the case study of MuniPal. This paper defines
outflanking as an unexpected IS strategy success. Because such DT processes
comes from the periphery and involve constant conflict, the outcome is theorized as result of political IT use and material agencies. That is to say, it is a
change that emerges through the tensions created as central and peripheral
agencies make different use of shared IT resources. In the discussion, I explain how such outcomes can result when actors use IT resources to navigate
politically complex landscapes and build change from without. The MuniPal
case shows how peripheral actors can make tactical use of IT resources to
materialize new IT use logics unexpectedly in the presence of strong resistance. Three tactics are identified and unpacked in terms of their effects,
IT enactments, and the underlying IT use qualities that digital material are
seen to afford. This article illustrates how material practice or performative
views provides IS theory with deep sensitivity to both process and substance
and thus afford resolution of current dilemmas in sociomateriality research.
In particular, I draw on institutional theory to extend the IS strategy as practice view with a material understanding of IT use; i.e. material practice.

Paper 3: Masculinities as a source of strategy blindness
Arvidsson, V. 2016. Strategy blindness as disciplined IT-use practice: Looking past
the ‘unintended and unexpected’ through the practice lens.” Proceedings of the
49th Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Science (HICSS 49).

The third paper revisits the case study of PaperMill. To provoke new insight into the unintended and unexpected outcomes of IT use, this paper
presents alternative assumption grounds that allow strategy blindness to be
explained as an expected outcome in light of the historical links between the
material organization of work and structures of race, gender, and class. To
this end, I connect writing on gender work theory and strategy-as-practice
and zoom in how interactions between masculine identities underwrote the
strategy blind IT use outcome observed in paper 1. In the discussion, I show
how on this view IT resources must be understood as more than tools in IS
strategy practice; specifically, I explain how PaperMill’s strategy blindness
can be theorized as the result of the historical entanglements that separate
rough blue-collar workers and respectable white-collar managers. This view
explains the residual tensions as related to distinct coping mechanisms and
masculinities that white-collar and blue-collar workers share under market
capitalist pressures. Employees attempted to avoid change on both sides but
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for contradictory reasons. Planners relied on full control to achieve optimal
production given existing capacities; blue-collar workers rejected to make
use of new IT discretions as they challenged current forms of tech-mastery
through which some men gained freedom from their managerial peers, and
thus rank among fellow workers—no one at the floor wanted to be thought of
as playing for the pink team. Ironically, this was also the color of a nice office
building adjacent to the production facility, where the target of the bluecollar workers cynicism, the in-control production planners, resided. This
paper resolves the residual problem left behind in paper 1 by problematizing
the idea of strategy blindness as an unintended and unexpected consequence
rather than (onto-) political effect, showing how different actors in different
ways came to enact the same IT use outcome.

Paper 4: To make of fake sense of IT resources?
Arvidsson, V., Nylén, D., Holmström, J. & Lyytinen, K. To make and fake sense of
Information Technology? Strategic ambiguity as a source of radical change. Under
review in International journal.

The fourth paper presents an explorative multi-case study that explores
four approaches to IS strategy implementation. IS research mostly assumes
that clear communication and certain IT use are necessary conditions for IS
strategy success. This paper explains IS strategy implementation as involving
different approaches to manage ambiguity about the role and purpose of new
IT resources, and theorize about how and why ambiguity about IT resources
can form a source of radical change when used politically; for example, to
fake sense of new IT resources or use them as legitimizing façades until new
IT uses can be translated across practices and bring about new structure. The
increasing complexity of IT use is argued to make impossible the idea that IT
has a certain use in any strategic sense; instead the IT use processes that
make up (manifest dynamic interrelated patterns across space and time as
certain reality) are understood to involve a constant navigation of ambiguity
around the purpose and/or role of IT resources in light of rapid digital innovation. I ultimately explain how this view of IS strategy change allows for
theorizing about IT use politics and discuss conditions when clear purposes
and certain ideas about the role of new IT resources may effectively prevent
IS strategy success. This paper thus extends the material practice view with
an understanding of IS strategy practice as involving distinct translation
challenges and related sequencing of change for new digital material to bring
about change. I thus theorize how symbolically flexible IT resources makes
available means to both make and fake sense of IS strategy initiatives.
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6. Discussion
In this thesis, I employed practice theory as a performative philosophy to
capture and reliably explain how IT resources come to matter strategically in
organizations (Leonardi, 2015; Orlikowski, 2010). In particular, I developed
a material practice lens that conceptualizes power as consequential rather
than fixed: not a given cause or natural effect, but provisioned in the assembling of IT resources. The proposed lens can therefore capture the complex
processes through which IT brings itself into recurrent use by attending to
how digital material are mobilized to give meaning and shape to and through
the heterogeneous operations, strategies, and interconnections that denote
the digital organization (Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Nylén et al., 2015).
I posit that theoretical opposition around the contradictory consequences
form constant opportunities for IS research to performatively link human
action, material entrapments, and institutional affordances in explanations
of IS practice and organizational change. In particular, I have outlined provisions for critical studies that can trace how agencies mobilize through action,
and how certain features and decisive functionalities form out of otherwise
symbolically and materially flexible digital material. In this way, I employed
a problematization methodology to “weave together human action and
choice, the functions and features of specific technologies, and the contexts
of a technology's use in a way that attends to the micro-dynamics of situated
practice.” (Orlikowski and Barley, 2001, p: 153). To this end, I showed how
theorizing of material practice can reliably capture and critically explain how
(made yet real) actor-positions differ in their affordance for situated use of
IT resources (Greenwood and Hinings 1996, Robey et al. 2013, Faraj and
Azad 2012). In this section, I will elaborate in some detail on the merits of
the consequent view of agency as situated in “broad and social historical
forces, ranging from explicit laws to implicit cultural understandings (Orlikowski and Barley, 2001, p. 153); for example, I illustrate how attending to
IT use as performatively linked between levels and units of analysis affords
material explanations of DT in which IT resources are understood as creatively mobilized in situ to create, maintain, or transform practice. Such explanations are important as they can account for many concurrent mechanisms and effects and to bridge across different ontological and epistemological positions. This thesis is thus positioned to explain how digital material
comes to matter strategically in organizations (Balogun et al., 2014;
Dameron et al., 2015) at the critical intersection of IS practice (CecezKecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014), gender studies (Horowitz, 2013;
Howcroft & Trauth, 2008), and material (IS) strategy-as-practice research
(Balogun et al., 2014; Chia & MacKay, 2007; Golsorkhi et al., 2010).
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The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In section 6.1, I discuss how the proposed lens contributes to our understanding of the critical
matters of strategy practice. To this end, I first note how material practice
perspectives are geared to assist organizations address current strategy challenges. I then generalize some theoretical observations and discuss possible
applications of the material IT-view for each of the received DT narratives.
Last, I extend the material practice view in the context of strategy and gender
and discuss critical implications for the study of IS strategy practice. In section 6.2, I offer some concluding remarks and note key limitations.

6.1 Strategy matters in practice
Following the political turn in strategic management research (Mintzberg,
1980), it would take three decades until the strategy literature showed deep
interest in the material underpinnings of strategy practice and its related
execution. In line with classic critiques and continued lessons from critical
management studies, the practice turn in strategy research has produced
post-processual analyses of strategic management that questions the idea
that strategy is something that can be planned by managers and executed
with control (Chia & MacKay, 2007). Rather, managers are perceived as constitutive part of the execution itself; as part of a socio-political arrangement
of material artifacts and socially imbricated use logics that grant situated
actors different insight and access to digital material (Leonardi, 2014, 2015).
In IS strategy research, the material turn to practice followed dialogue and
critical reflection about the need to understand the new roles and qualities of
digital material since the Internet and Y2K. The growing complexity of IS
phenomena indeed calls for deeper understanding of how IT systems function as part of distributed and interconnected systems (Hanseth & Lyytinen,
2010; Nolan, 2012; Zammuto et al., 2007), such as digital product and service platforms and related innovation networks (Yoo et al., 2012; Yoo et al.,
2008) over which no actor has genuine control (Boland et al., 2007; Eaton et
al., 2015). In 2014, such deliberations led to the publication of a special issue
in JSIS on Information Systems Strategy as Practice: Micro Strategy and
Strategizing for IS (see Peppard et al., 2014). The strategy-as-practice perspective is of great relevance to IS research as it allows scholars to attend the
power and politics of strategy: studies in this stream stress the importance of
discourse in strategic change (Mantere and Vaara, 2008; Spee and Jarzabkowski, 2011; Vaara, 2010); and show how organizational actors mobilize
certain discourses during strategy change to achieve local interests (Hardy et
al., 2000). With some notable exceptions, however, these streams of research have failed to account for the digital materiality that underscores all
strategic activities (Dameron et al., 2015; Leonardi, 2015). Strategy-aspractice research has indeed approached IT as some tool that managers may
or may not use for strategizing, but such IT-views routinely limit empirical
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accounts of strategy practice to explain strategy as given in content and
form; as opposed to theorizing the material roles that IT plays in organizations. While the IS literature notes that organizations must embrace complexity as part of effective strategy practice, strategic management research
thus provides little actionable advice for how organizations should make use
of IT resources to harness the turbulent dynamics of digital innovation
(Boland et al., 2007; Nylén, 2015; Yoo et al., 2012) and to navigate strategy
tensions (Galliers & Currie, 2011; Jay, 2013; Wimelius, 2011; Zuboff, 1988).
To understand how IT use alters the dynamics of organizations I argue
that it is necessary to understand how IT acquires materiality in use (Faraj &
Azad, 2012; Jonsson et al., 2009; Robey et al., 2013; Zammuto et al., 2007),
as part of inert IT use processes. That is to say, how IT use forms material
and social mechanisms in the rehearsed enactments of IT? To tackle this
intellectual puzzle the proposed material practice lens is geared to capture
and explain how things become as different in-use relation, without assuming a clear owner with primary control over the process or its constituents
(Eaton et al., 2015; Lyytinen et al., 2009). Such understanding is facilitated
by grounding observations in broad social theories (Klein & Myers, 2013). In
this vein, this thesis offers critical sensibilities to IS strategy research by interconnecting plural traditions and disciplinary views of sociomateriality in
feminist techno-science and post-materialist gender research (Ahmed, 2008;
Åsberg et al., 2011; Bennett et al., 2010; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al.,
2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014; Wajcman, 2000).
In section 6.1.1 I discuss how the idea of IS strategy as a material practice
allows IS research to move beyond mere recognition that IS strategizing is
entwined with digital materiality to instead consider how materiality permeates and informs each aspect of strategy, from formulation to implementation (Mintzberg, 1980). Specifically, I zoom in how the material practice lens
can tackle the increasing complexity and unboundedness of IS phenomena;
in attending how IT resources are materially and socially configured to block
and release DT, it allows IS research to reliably explain, predict, and improve
IS strategy practice by theorizing about how digital materiality “enables and
constraints the materialization of strategy” (Leonardi, 2015, p. S18).
In section 6.1.2 I then discuss how the material practice lens finds critical
use in the context of DT and IS strategy research. Specifically, I zoom in how
the material practice lens can be used to explain otherwise unexpected outcomes of IT implementation use. In light of how received DT narratives seem
to restrict IS research to incrementally improve borrowed change theories in
which IT lacks genuine part, I argue that current demands for material understandings of strategic renewal processes provide the IS field with material
opportunities to develop our own influential theories (Besson & Rowe, 2012;
Grover & Lyytinen, 2015; Markus & Saunders, 2007). To this end, I chart out
ground for applications of the material IT-view for each DT-process type.
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In section 6.1.3 I discuss how critical attention to the materialities of IS
organizing can shed new light on phenomena of core interest. Specifically, I
zoom in how material perspectives of practice can be used to theorize IT use
outcomes as intimately related to the societal constitution of race, class, and
gender. In so doing, I further unpack the lens in the context of strategy and
gender and discuss how a material IT-view can provide IS research the necessary critical sensibilities to account for unexpected IT use outcomes in
light of the historically situated use of digital material to create, maintain,
and legitimize unequal resource distributions and related divisions of emotional and cognitive work (Cockburn, 1983; Horowitz, 2013; Zuboff, 1988).
6.1.1 IS strategy as material practice: a theoretical view
New digital service architectures and platforms are sending wakes of innovation across industries and sectors. To successfully compete in this turbulent environment organizations must develop digital capabilities for (inter-) organizational change and learn how to materialize new social IT use
mechanisms (Arvidsson & Holmström, 2013; Leonardi, 2014; Levén et al.,
2014; Sandberg, 2014). In other words, organizations must use IT resources
to interconnect functionally decomposed and isolated tasks to strategically
navigate the current landscape (Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Simon, 1973).
For half a century organizations have used IT to optimize current work
processes and to computerize work contents. Through related rationalization
programs, this type of IT use has provided many strategic benefits for organizations. For example, the digitizing of regulations and related controls has
streamlined management structures and made possible extensive automation of current operations (Beninger, 1986; Tilson et al., 2010; Zuboff, 1988).
Despite the strong promise of IT to make organizations more open and dynamic (Sambamurthy et al., 2003), the modern organization have in this way
become characterized by closed functional silos and IT use logics that determine efficiency based on the organizations ability to restructure work around
administrative data processing; i.e., an IT use that emphasizes convergence
and goal stability rather than divergence and strategy change (Ciborra 1997,
Davenport 1998, Zuboff 1988). While decomposing work into minimal tasks
distributed across various locations, sites, and groups is key to automated IT
uses, it has rendered otherwise rich knowledge local and opaque, with adverse effects on strategy. For example, studies suggest that digital materials
often conceal and disconnect work activities; decrease trust and prevent vital
cooperation between practices; and in current uses lead to work duplication
and blindness to otherwise visible and open opportunities for digital product
or process innovation (Beninger, 1986; Leonardi, 2011, 2014; Tilson et al.,
2010). IS research therefore postulates that the biggest challenge for current
organizations is to build capacity to use IT as a means to open up siloed work
divisions and behaviors (Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Forman et al., 2014).
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The IS strategy literature holds that organizations must view new IT resources as opportunities to make workers communicate and cooperate
across internal and external organizational boundaries (Bharadwaj et al.,
2013). IS strategy practice must therefore engage workers both emotionally
and cognitively in the construction of new IT uses (Boudreau & Robey, 2005;
Stein et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2014). Practical experience of IT implementation and use indeed indicate that organizational actors tend to appropriate
new IT resources selectively as existing IT use practices come under threat
(Bagayogo et al., 2014; Beaudry & Pinsonneault, 2005, 2010; Lapointe &
Rivard, 2005; Rivard & Lapointe, 2012; Stein et al., 2015); e.g., due to vested
interests in the asymmetries of power, knowledge, and information that
characterize the modern organization (Beninger, 1986; Clegg, 1989;
"Information Systems and User Resistance: Theory and Practice," 1988;
Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1988; Zuboff, 1988). Although it is well observed in
IS research that organizations therefore regularly fail to achieve intended
benefits from new IT investments even when implementing new IT resources
on time, within budget and new digital material finds some use (Markus,
2004; Sayer, 1998), little is known about the material politics of IT use that
underscores such strategy blind outcomes. In particular, then, there is a need
to explain how current IT uses, and related matter-realities (CecezKecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014),
constantly stand in the way of strategic IT use (Besson & Rowe, 2012;
Bygstad, 2015; Bygstad et al., 2015; Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014).
The development of knowledge around how IT resources are configured to
block and release DT is a pressing issue for IS strategy practice: consultant
reports show that 93 % of executives fear imminent disruption and thus realize the need for DT, but few believe that their organizations have the ability
to execute IS strategy change as planned; many executives doubt that their
plans will work at all (Forrester, 2014). The IS literature indeed provides
many examples of incumbents that struggle to make use of IT’s strategic
capacity to orchestrate work through complex social networks mechanisms
and digital infrastructures and to afford the new digital organization forms
enabled by IT today (Bharadwaj et al. 2013, Forman et al. 2014, Tilson et al.
2010). As previously argued, DT theory is poorly equipped to deal with this
conundrum as it assumes that consensual ground can be found in new IT
use. Many organizations indeed carry functional logics and management
structures that clash with the open and autonomous forms of organizing that
new digital material affords (Arvidsson and Holmström 2013, Leonardi
2014, Nylén 2015). Recent research therefore suggest that organizations
must learn to approach IT resources as a dynamic means toward unknown
and often contradictory goals to escape inert IT uses (Boland et al., 2007;
Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014); rather than to view IT resources as fixed assets
with a clearly defined purpose and demarcated role (Orlikowski & Gash,
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1994; Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001), which successful IT enactment depend
mostly on learning certain materially inscribed routines and related resource
logics (Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1988; Lyytinen & Robey, 1999; Orlikowski &
Robey, 1991). It is vital for the IS field to look beyond current conceptions of
IS strategy change and embrace same complexity of IS phenomena that our
organizations face (Faraj & Azad, 2012; Galliers et al., 2012; Merali et al.,
2012; Nolan, 2012; Ward, 2012; Yoo, 2012; Yoo et al., 2012); i.e., develop
new “theories able to account for the findings actually observed,” (Robey &
Boudreau, 1999, p. 168), and examine the theoretical assumptions that render normal failures as anomalies i.e. unexpected and unintended outcomes
of IT implementation and use (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2013; Markus, 2004;
Markus & Robey, 2004; Robey & Boudreau, 1999).
The proposed material practice lens is specifically geared to tackle this conundrum as it can capture and explain IT use as a multilevel process that
involves real power and use politics (Bélanger et al., 2014; Bloomfield &
Coombs, 1992; Chia & MacKay, 2007). The lens can therefore examine “the
design, uses, and consequences of information and communication technologies in ways that take into account their interaction with institutional and
cultural context,” (Kling, 2000, p. 217) and through related analysis explain
IT use through logics of both attraction and opposition (Robey & Boudreau,
1999). In this way, this thesis offers both provisions for and critical insight to
issues of longstanding concern to IS research (Kling, 1980; Markus, 1983;
Zuboff, 1988) in light of the material turn to practice in strategic management and IS strategy research (Balogun et al., 2014; Chia & MacKay, 2007;
Dameron et al., 2015; Galliers et al., 2012; Jarzabkowski et al., 2007;
Leonardi, 2015; Peppard et al., 2014; Whittington, 2014).
In this thesis, I illustrate the use of the material practice lens in two distinct empirical settings. First, I show how current IT uses were instrumental
to corrupt the use of a new IT system intended to integrate the production
process at PaperMill. IS research has historically failed to consider IT systems both in relation and over time; however, such explanations are becoming a popular response to perceived shortcomings in current conceptualizations of IT and organization (Hultin & Mahring, 2014; Hultin & Mähring,
2014; Nylén, 2015; Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001). The analysis shows that current technologies helped to create distinct masculine identities at the mill
that in contradictory ways worked together to repurpose and fold in the new
IT system into existing routines. To illustrate, the respectable production
planners viewed IT use variation at the production floor as a production risk
and thus creatively adapted the new IT system to make it compatible with
existing practices; the roughened production workers, conversely, centered
their local hierarchies on mastery of existing technology and were cynical
toward top-down change in light of the rich tensions still present at the mill
(Horowitz, 2013; Zuboff, 1988). IS research has long observed the need for
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theorizing IT use as related to identity. To date, however, few studies exist
that explain both identities and IT use materially (Stein et al., 2013; Stein et
al., 2014), or otherwise account for the apprehension that many managers
and workers display towards new digital material beyond related IS strategy
failures (Burton-Jones, 2014; Zuboff, 1988).
Second, I show how a small group of actors at the political periphery of a
Swedish municipality creatively repurposed current IT resources to outflank
(surprise and overcome) strong DT resistance. Though IS research have often suggested that new IT use may come from the periphery (Henfridsson &
Yoo, 2014; Jarvenpaa & Ives, 1996; Regnér, 2003), implicit assumptions and
received IT-views about the origin and nature of radical change have so far
precluded genuine insight into the material roles of IT resources and their
political uses in such processes. The analysis shows how a peripheral service
group could gradually implement a new digital service architecture by mobilizing shared IT resources as a Trojan horse (Gosain, 2004; Lyytinen et al.,
2009; Mähring et al., 2004); i.e. an emergent reconfiguration through which
existing routines were repurposed to support new protested forms of citizen
service. Since IS research notes the need to theorize how conflict also can
bring about change (Markus, 1983; Robey & Boudreau, 1999), and to explain
commonly observed delays in received benefits (Boudreau & Robey, 2005;
Robey et al., 2002), I thus explain how current IT uses, which initially marginalized and isolated IS strategy change, ironically anchored new IT use
outside of the resisting actors control; and ultimately provoked a remobilization of political commitments in the organizations environment as the group
used IT to sway important stakeholders and to take control over and generate new resources (Bloomfield, 1991; Markus, 1983; Markus & Robey, 2004).
6.1.2 Digital transformation: the material IT use story
I have proposed a material practice lens of IS strategy that synthesizes and
extends present theorizing on the material roles of IT resources and their
political uses; it can capture material IT use processes and equally accounts
for logics of opposition and attraction in its view of change as enacted. That
is to say, the material IT-view can combat current bias in IS research as it
favors neither planned or emergent, nor convergent or divergent, DT explanations. In paper 2, I use this lens to foreground a divergent explanation as
current bias pushed for interrogation of the actions and material conditions
under which peripheral actors may subvert structures controlled by powerful
others through clever IT use. By slicing the empirics differently, however, I
could have equally explained the failed iron fist by putting to the fore how
current IT use created a certain matter-reality, centered on several political
institutions in Sweden, whereby the administration had little rational choice
other than to resist. The core was trapped in budget logics and public governance policies that rendered little sense of digital service: the rewards were
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intangible and potential savings hard to internalize. As noted, the case was
also originally framed as a failure that involved strategy blindness. Similarly,
once IT was configured to release DT, it would have been easy to treat the
emergence of a new executive structure as the accomplishment of a velvetygloved CEO who thanks to her charisma and compassionate leadership style
warmed MuniPal’s executive board up to change. In this way, the proposed
lens holds broad implications for the study of IT and organization in material
cultural settings (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Leonardi, 2015; Robey et al., 2013).
Regardless of leadership style and management type, CEO’s matter. They
make important decisions and their actions are highly visible. I argue, however, that for IS research to explain the origin and nature of digital material
and organizational change, IS theory cannot gloss over the complexity that
characterize IS phenomena for the sake of neat-packaged explanations that
celebrate deliberate managerial action to ensure direct appeal to executives.
Ciborra and several others indeed noted that formal procedures and processes poorly reflect the material back-stage orchestration of IS strategy change.
Management research suggests that bottom-up change may occur as change
accumulates and creates complex effects over time (Plowman et al., 2007).
That is to say, explained radical change as non-caused or the emergent effect
of multiple interactions that in unexpected ways build on and extend each
other. Similar explanations are advanced in the study of IT infrastructures
and platforms, for example, in notions such as bootstrapping, ecosystems,
and interconnection (Bygstad et al., 2015; Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010;
Monteiro & Hanseth, 1996; Nylén et al., 2015; Star & Ruhleder, 1996), and
the other creative co-dependencies that organizations generate with IT use.
Though IS research has developed many theories and mechanisms to explain bottom-up change (Nan, 2011; Orlikowski, 1996; Vaast & Walsham,
2005), DT research has mostly failed to account for how such change moves
up and out of the organization with the use of IT resources. That is to say,
how actors in the periphery successfully promote change that breaks with the
interests already vested in the organization (Jarvenpaa & Ives, 1996). Studies
display mostly positive change processes. Although DT research suggest that
such change takes place across rather than within organizations, few studies
have theorized such inter-organizational dynamics and politics (Levén et al.,
2014) as part of radical IS strategy change (Besson & Rowe, 2012). Should an
organization first establish partnerships or should it build up a set of options
and then pursue symbiotic relations dynamically? (Nylén, 2015; Robey et al.,
2013; Robey & Boudreau, 1999; Sambamurthy et al., 2003). How should
organizations position themselves and respond in practice to the unbounded
and malleable nature of digital material? (Arvidsson & Holmström, 2013;
Eaton et al., 2015; Levén et al., 2014). In order to tackle such matters, I argue
that IS research must first reliably explain the digital dynamics of stability
and change in contemporary organizations (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Farjoun,
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2010; Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014; Wimelius, 2011). According to my case studies the processes whereby human and computer become as different (that
ontologically makes up also stage and audience) indeed has no end point or
meaning (Dahlbom & Mathiassen, 1993; Robey & Boudreau, 1999), as DT
theory commonly suggests; they come to matter in how each party of a
transaction must makes something of the other as part of the exchange.
Some actual meaning of IT can never be found in a particular movement or
destination (Truex et al., 1999); rather, to account for the material roles of IT
resources and their political use, we must capture the continuous materialdiscursive actions through which IT resources comes to afford its own use
(Bloomfield & Coombs, 1992; Faraj & Azad, 2012; Hodder, 2012; Jonsson et
al., 2009; Robey et al., 2013; Svahn et al., 2009; Zammuto et al., 2007).
Theorizing what our theories render unexpected and unintended proved
necessary to make sense of my empirics. The contradictory consequences of
IT use have long been noted as an opportunity for IS research to build relevant theory for the IS field (Markus & Robey, 2004; Robey & Boudreau,
1999). DT empirics naturally vary across organizations (Robey & Sahay,
1996); the common failure to account for the unbounded dynamics of IT use
(Boland et al., 2007; Yoo et al., 2012; Yoo et al., 2008) nevertheless suggests
that there is still much to learn about how and why actors appropriate and
use IT resources to navigate in evermore complex settings (Besson & Rowe,
2012; Jay, 2013); as well as the work necessary to find, resolve, and circumvent the inert obstacles formed by current IT use and to pave way for visible
and dramatic change (Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014). I argue that such insight
can only be achieved if IS scholars look beyond the mahogany boardrooms;
delve into the buzzing socio-political lives of organizations; and fully recognize the importance of IT as an agent for stability and change. To this end, I
theorized the material practice of DT as a form of institutional entrepreneurship that involves peripheral agencies and divergent IT use (Battilana, 2011;
Battilana & Casciaro, 2012; Battilana et al., 2009; Holm, 1995; Jarzabkowski
et al., 2007; Kornberger & Clegg, 2011; Regnér, 2003).
In paper 2, I explain how theorizing divergent DT forms as institutional
entrepreneurship allows IS strategy change that is effected from the political
periphery of organizations to be understood as a navigation of resource use
restrictions (Jay, 2013). Specifically, I show how such DT forms necessarily
involves creative IT uses; faced with constant resistance, peripheral change
agents must reconfigure IT resources and create new digital transition points
to circumvent the inert obstacles that current IT use provides (Gilbert, 2006;
Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014). For example, MuniPal’s digital service group experienced profound obstacles in the implementation of new service related
to how their local IT use agency was embedded in inert structures controlled
by resisting actors in the organizations political core (Brynjolfsson & Hitt,
2000; Hannan et al., 1996; Hannan & Freeman, 1984; Miller & Chen, 1994;
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Regnér, 2003). To release DT, they had to creatively gain legitimate access to
back-end IT systems and consolidate an IT infrastructure over which they
could exert only minimal control. In this way, I have used the material ITview to explain the need to treat DT as a political process that involves varying temporalities and manifestations of power at multiple levels (Balogun et
al., 2014; Bélanger et al., 2014; Chia & MacKay, 2007; Lapointe & Rivard,
2005; Poole & Van de Ven, 2004; Rivard & Lapointe, 2012).
Though strategy research often notes that peripheral actors play an important role in the development of radically new strategies, ”where traditional planning and analysis practices and top management might play a less
significant role” (Regnér, 2003, p. 58) little is known of how change agents
deal with the tensions that result as explorative forms of sense-making
around IT resources clash with current resource use logics (Farjoun, 2010;
Henfridsson & Yoo, 2014; Jay, 2013; Lyytinen & Newman, 2008; Peppard et
al., 2014). Future research may reveal other navigation strategies; however,
the outflanking DT narrative assumes that stealth and surprise is critical to
change complex, rigid organizations such as federated local governments.
Unable to wield formal power to usurp the status quo, peripheral change
agents must win the battle in advance; i.e., rig the battlefield in their favor
without alerting opposing forces and gradually mobilize resources to propel
change into the core through displays of innocence and compliance. In similar ways, further research on grass root movements or velvet glove change
could uncover the distinct ways that IT can be used to create consensus and
discuss the materialities that afford creative closures around the role and
purpose of IT artifacts (Leonardi, 2011; Orlikowski, 1996); rather than provide celebratory accounts of heroic executives, iron fist research could similarly unearth how and when IT use affords material control over IT use outcomes and theorize how the digital materialities that IT resources bring into
organizations are mobilized in successful resistance (Sayer, 1998). I argue
that such avenues enable IS research to connect insights from the related
turns to practice and materiality (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Galliers, et al., 2014;
Jonsson et al., 2009; Kallinikos et al., 2013; Leonardi et al., 2012;
Orlikowski, 2000), and develop change theories sensitive to IT use (Besson
& Rowe, 2012; Grover & Lyytinen, 2015; Markus & Saunders, 2007).
In this thesis, I showed that DT research can be understood as related to
four distinct views of IS strategy change and related process conceptualizations. I posit that current IT use necessitates divergent explanations of DT in
light of the unbounded nature and related complexity of contemporary IS
phenomena (Boland et al., 2007; Carlo et al., 2012; Eaton et al., 2015;
Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010; Lyytinen et al., 2009; Yoo et al., 2012; Yoo et al.,
2008); however, this is a somewhat simplistic view. In practice, certain IS
strategy change initiatives will naturally display a better fit with some IT-use
process views than other. That is to say, each view represents actual and real
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variation in DT empirics (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Robey & Sahay, 1996). Rather than pick sides, I therefore argue that IS research should approach the
articulated DT framework as a sensitizing device to produce more balanced
empirical accounts, and to examine interactions between different process
mechanisms. For example, further research could use the conceptualization
to theorize DT as involving different mechanisms in sequence, or to examine
and explain the implications of concurrent change mechanisms employed by
competing groups (Amis et al., 2004; Besson & Rowe, 2012).
6.1.3 Strategy beyond the boardroom: a critical perspective
The material practice lens affords critical application of core IS theories.
In the use of structuration theory, the IS field recognized that human agents
use digital material to carry out flexible tasks; IT resources were conceived as
plastic. In this way, I conceptualized IT artifacts as dynamic and as carrying
complex effects in organizational use (Markus, 1983; Markus & Robey, 1988;
Orlikowski, 1992, 1996; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991). The notion of social
structure as embedded in technologies (Desanctis & Poole, 1994) that organizational actors then appropriate in recurrent IT use culminated with the IS
practice lens, and related theorizing of affordances, enactments, and technologies-in-use (Boudreau & Robey, 2005; Faraj & Azad, 2012; Orlikowski,
2000; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001; Robey et al., 2013; Zammuto et al., 2007).
In section 2 I thus noted how practice theory tackled the socio-technical
question in IS research: The political turn closed in the full recognition that
IT and organization are inseparable events or mutually constituted, although
real parts of enacted episodes (Newman & Robey, 1992). In other words, IT
could no longer be perceived as external to its use; the cognitive (and emotional) schemes that social actors used to frame IT use became understood as
(always already) pre-formed by its constitutive context (Ciborra & Lanzara,
1994; Orlikowski & Gash, 1994; Star & Ruhleder, 1996). Rather than bound
within the lines of the formal organization, IT use occurred in fields of practice that carried certain ways or logics mobilized through institutions, material cultural rituals and praxis (Czarniawska & Sevón, 1996; Feldman &
March, 1981). IS research has in great detail examined the many strategy
challenges that results from the need for shared use of IT resources in complex social settings (Berente, 2009; Berente & Yoo, 2012; Kling, 1980,
2000); for example, in studies of boundary spanning (Jonsson et al., 2009;
Levina & Vaast, 2005, 2008), innovation (Leonardi, 2011, 2014), and outsourcing (Lacity & Willcocks, 2013). Only in the last few years, however, have
IS research broadly engaged with the consequent idea of IT as holding a certain spirit; not simply as inscribed with certain ideas to which actors must
submit in their use of IT resources (Orlikowski & Robey, 1991), but as a complex part of ongoing societal processes with profound socio-political implications (Desanctis & Poole, 1994; Hansen et al., 2006; Markus & Robey, 2004;
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Markus & Saunders, 2007; Markus & Silver, 2008; Stein et al., 2013). For no
lack of theory, little is indeed known of the felt and experiential (micro) qualities of digital material (Stein et al., 2014; Yoo, 2010) and how IT use constitutes certain political subjects and material identities as legitimate (Adam,
2002; Hardy & Thomas, 2014, 2015; Howcroft & Trauth, 2008; Kvasny &
Trauth, 2003; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Orlikowski & Scott, 2015;
Suchman, 2007; Trauth et al., 2006; Trauth, 2013).
Strategy-as-practice and strategy process research has in recent years begun to problematize the identities, subjectivities, and material, agencies that
constitute managers and other organizational actors (Golsorkhi et al., 2010;
Laine et al., 2015; Vaara & Whittington, 2012). Though marginal this vibrant
research stream commonly notes how strategy discourse constitutes specific
objects and certain subjects as legitimate (Dameron & Torset, 2014; Ezzamel
& Willmott, 2010; Jeanes et al., 2012; Knights & McCabe, 2002; Knights &
Morgan, 1991), arguing that managers must mobilize gendered institutions
to promote strategy change successfully (Beech & Johnson, 2005; Laine et
al., 2015; Maguire & Hardy, 2005). Though strategy-as-practice research
have explained that strategic agency is both enabled and constrained in situ
(Golsorkhi et al., 2010; Jeanes et al., 2012), understanding of strategy as a
historically situated process remain scant (Desanctis & Poole, 1994; Markus
& Silver, 2008). That is to say, how historical assumptions about the strategic management of organizations are carried and reproduced in identity
work (Laine et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2013) and the materialities that situate
practice (Balogun et al., 2014; Dameron et al., 2015; Dameron & Torset,
2014; de Vaujany et al., 2014; de Vaujany & Vaast, 2013; Mitev et al., 2015).
The material practice lens is geared to provide such explanation as it views
technologies-in-use as performative of its own assembly, or ongoing accomplishment as such. To illustrate, PaperMill’s use of the production planning
system accomplished more than a good trim; the planners did not simply
pass on or inscribe some rational idea onto a blank canvas in their inert enactment of new IT resources as a technical upgrade (Wajcman, 1991, 2000).
I argue that PaperMill’s limited IT use must be understood as complex part
of the constitution of production planners and those subject to their work;
the reinvention maintained a historical divide between rough and respectable masculinities that, in turn, reproduced the outcome materially in situated
forms of coping (Stein et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2014). For example, production workers historically relied on printouts from a terminal-based production system that were hard to parse even for experienced workers. This arrangement made clear who was in charge and left little room for questioning
current ways of planning; however, it also formed resistance to change at the
production floor. The current technologies-in-use thus constituted subjects
with distinct but nevertheless shared stakes in preserving the status quo.
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To understand these stakes it is important to note that industrial work is
historically involved in a material division of men. Though my empirics suggest that opportunities for resistance in industrial work is now limited mostly to idiosyncratic behaviors rooted in mastery and informal rank, early generations of industry workers were unruly: workers went missing for weeks
without notice; drank around the clock when they could afford it; and spent
as much time avoiding work as they did carrying it out. Industrialists thus
came to employ scientific methods to make workers redundant and developed refined techniques to ensure worker compliance. Horrowitz (2013)
describe in detail the complex mobilization of forces that is involved in the
historical making of men and the masculine forms of self-discipline on which
the modern society came to depend: Some men are disciplined to withstand
the hard toil and harsh conditions of industrial work (and so constituted selfpreserving forms of resistance based on mastery); other men taught civility
and to show respect toward authority as to ensure effective command-andcontrol (and so embody the ideas of the rough worker as the cause for and
legitimate object of managerial control). In paper 3 I explain how PaperMill’s
current IT use thus enacted distinct matter-realities in and around bluecollar and white-collar positions and situation. Specifically, my critical reinterpretation reveals how the separation of men and its related implications
were concealed and legitimized by the material arrangement, as part of the
(re-) production of workers and engineers fit for work in process industries
(Horowitz, 2013; Levy et al., 2003; Zuboff, 1988).
That the introduction of IT into the workplace held significant implications for both work and its workers is well known but poorly accounted for in
IS research (Burton-Jones, 2014; Cecez-Kecmanovic, Kautz, et al., 2014;
Horowitz, 2013; Zuboff, 1988). Though IS research have theorized about
gender, it has rarely looked beyond class in studies of IT implementation
(Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991), for example, or examined how (class-based)
masculinities implicate IT use (Light, 2007). The material consequences of
such identity work were early noted by Butler (2011), who underscored gender as a process that involves a tension between identity and subject. In different terms, knowledge and power are enacted and thus necessitate bodily
discipline to matter (Foucault, 1977; Hekman, 2010; Wajcman, 2013). Certain subject positions make possible mobilization of institutions and so
agency, but their mobilization also entraps the individual in the enactment of
certain identities. To maintain its position as legitimate subject, Butler argued that the individual must voluntarily become object of societal or material-discursive formation. In the same way that the use of IT resources requires that the user subjects itself to the embedded logic in order to draw
from its strengths, gender can thus be understood to enable and constrain
action. In this way, when respondents told me that IT had no use given the
industrial way of work, I believed them. In order to become legitimate sub-
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jects respondents of each type had to submit to a certain locally maintained
reality formed in response to cultural and institutional conditions for work.
Managers had to ensure optimal use of the mill; workers had to find ways to
escape their subjection. With no real room left for shirking or job avoiding
behaviors (cf. Horowitz, 2013), PaperMill’s blue-collar workers could only
find escape in mastering the production technologies, a vested competence
that new IT use could potentially upset. It would be foolish to think IT use is
in this way determined social behavior, or vice versa. However, the materiality of the situation in this way came to preclude other enactments. That is to
say, although I noted potential for resignification, reappropriation, and reinvention through creative IT use, such opportunities were precluded in situ;
not the least with reference to the paper-machine, which was seen to determine the production process and related activities, and through discourses of
necessity and replacement that the project team mobilized to implement the
system at minimum risk (Leonardi, 2011).
IS research early noted the need to explain how IT uses make up complex
parts of societal processes and to explain the apprehension that users display
towards digital material (Desanctis & Poole, 1994; Markus & Silver, 2008;
Zuboff, 1988). This thesis develops a material practice lens of IS strategy to
argue that strategy, including its supposedly legitimate agents (e.g. executives, managers, gurus, consultants), must be understood as enacted in situ,
on top a pre-figured societal stage. In recent years IS research have begun to
attend how IT use implicates identity work processes and emotions (Stein et
al., 2013; Stein et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2014). I argue that genuine insights
of the felt material qualities of IT resources can be found in examinations of
IT use that link the individual experience of rehearsed reality productions
with institutional dynamics in plural contexts (Kling, 2000). I illustrated
how such explanations can shed new light on IT use resistance. For example,
cynicism is a common form of IT-use resistance. Typically such resistance is
taken for granted as the problem to solve as part of effective IS implementation and use (Selander & Henfridsson, 2012). In this sense, I used the material practice lens to theorize the material tensions that manifest cynical venting and other inert IT use behaviors. I was thus able to show how strategy
blind IT use can be viewed as self-disciplined maintenance of societal structures. IT use is computer and context: the stage on which action is possible is
social and material, not one yet the same (Dahlbom & Mathiassen, 1993).

6.2 Concluding remarks
To begin this thesis research, I adopted a strategy-as-practice perspective to
zoom in how situated actors and dependent practices shaped the implementation of a new production management system in a Swedish paper-mill. I
wanted to critique the idea that strategy somehow happened regardless of its
outcome. That is to say, to link complex events across time and show how
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fringe actors play a profound role in IS strategy change. This viewpoint is
well established in IS research: it builds on and extends seminal work on IS
agency, structuration, and process theory. The material practice lens is in
general agreement with pragmatic and material knowledge positions and has
broad use (Hekman, 2010). For example, I theorized the paper machine as a
material agent alongside IT. More specifically, I drew on change-recipient
sense-making literature to extend IS strategy research with new insight to
how fixed ideas that surround existing technologies-in-use shape how actors
frame and cope with new IT resources (Hultin & Mahring, 2014). I was faced
with unorthodox findings. Technically the implementation was successful as
risks were minimized and users adopted the system. Strategically, however,
the implementation failed as the organization digitized cow paths.
Though corporate reports showed growing concern with overproduction,
the huge paper machine, it must have weighed hundreds of tons, compelled
the organization to continue to optimize bulk production in light of shrinking
margins. PaperMill was founded in 1889 as a sawmill, and was later rebuilt
to manufacture pulp in 1913. Each technology at the mill therefore had a rich
tradition of use and peculiar legacies. For example, the system to be replaced
had at one point even been maintained with parts flown in from a technology
museum. Though IT mattered, the paper machine played a dominant role in
the material-discourse. It is one of the widest liner machines in the world,
and had world-class technology for high quality sheet forming. There was a
great sense of pride in the product that they produced at the mill, especially
of its high productivity for low basis weight liner. The total tonnage was in
excess of 400,000 per year, and paper was produced at a speed of 900 m per
minute. PaperMill’s impact on its environment is undeniable. It should be
noted that the mill is top of the class, but nevertheless paper production
makes use of vast amounts of chemicals and related forestry renders the
Swedish Lapland riddled with scars. Locals talk of the ”smell of money” to
cope with the unmistakable odor. Inside the mill, the material-discourses
sent a strong message: the paper-machine demanded a certain logic that one
had to conform to as necessary part of industrial work. I showed in my thesis
research how these logics were maintained in the identity work of rough and
respectable casts in post-industrial societies. More generally I explained how
and why organizations manage to create their way around change.
I early noted that many organizations appear stubbornly and strategically
blind. I wanted to understand this dilemma and explain why some organizations become engulfed in strategy blindness rather than promoting strategic
change. I did not see any point to blame anyone for the observed outcome;
rather I wanted to understand the problem at my respondents’ own terms. If
they said it had to be a certain way, I wanted to provide a material explanation for that statement as both true and false. Such explanations revel in
rather than reject the contradictory consequences of IT implementation and
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use (Robey & Boudreau, 1999) and must capture IS phenomena at multiple
levels to bring logical coherence into otherwise unintended and unexpected
outcomes of IS strategy change practice (Lapointe & Rivard, 2005). The IS
field has yet to embrace new the complexity that digital material afford in
theories of IT use and organization in explanations of such outcomes. However, there are many promising avenues for current IS and management
research to solve such complex research problems. In this thesis, I showed
how institutional theories of entrepreneurship and work provide insight into
the micro-politics of IT use and related mobilizations of digital material that
current institutions afford (Holm, 1995; Lawrence et al., 2013).
Material practice perspectives resolve the paradox of embedded agency in
the broader structure-agency debate in organization theory. Following Holm
(1995), Garud et al. (2007, p. 961-962) restated the puzzle as follows: if actors are embedded in institutional fields and thus subjected to regulative,
normative, and cognitive processes in practice—that is to say, shape cognitions, interests, and identities—how does new agencies form and spread?
Dominant casts may have power to change institutions but indeed often lack
interest or motivation; peripheral casts may have the incentive to create and
champion change, but often lack power. Theorizing IT use as distributed in
material cultural processes that the actors themselves create as part of enactment resolves this puzzle insofar as constant ambiguity and uncertainty
allows critical explanation of how things become certain in the use of IT: i.e.
how digital material generate new constraints on action that also provide
unfolding platforms for entrepreneurial activities. The IS strategy as material
practice lens thus explains stability and change in social settings marked by
complex resource privileges, discretions and restrictions. In particular, I
have drawn on Scandinavian theories of translation (Czarniawska & Hernes,
2005; Czarniawska & Sevón, 1996; Holmström, 2000; Holmström & Stalder,
2001), which are premised on ideas of power and meaning as translated in
action or transacted. This extended the initial lens with an understanding of
power as emergent in the micro-use of IT. Ample research has observed that
actors must frame initiatives certain ways to mobilize the coalitions necessary to build support and momentum around institutional change. Little is
known of the material roles that IT resources play in such political processes,
however (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Garud et al., 2007; Henfridsson & Yoo,
2014; Holm, 1995; Mica, 2013; Robey et al., 2013).
IS research has long noted opportunities to link explanations between IT
use and institutions (Barley, 1986; Leonardi & Barley, 2010; Orlikowski &
Barley, 2001). In practice-based studies of IT implementation and use such
research has recently begun to use an affordance lens. This study promises to
address current weaknesses in strategy-as-practice research as it recognizes
that IT only holds meaning in relation to some use (Robey et al., 2013). In
this thesis, I argued that IS research employs narratives and models in which
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IT plays a fix role in an otherwise dynamic ensemble. Though IS research has
from its early days recognized that IT use is often colored by political action,
I showed that the change literature is geared for functional IT analyses and
that studies mostly rely on snapshot empirics to explain outcomes that IT
should enable as part of normal affairs rather than the actual use IT that
comes to afford (Besson & Rowe, 2012; Faraj & Azad, 2012; Markus & Silver,
2008). To challenge the literature’s marginal treatment of the material roles
and political uses of IT, I thus problematized the conventions that underlie
IS research celebratory treatment of deliberate managerial action and positive IT use effects (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011, 2013; Sandberg & Alvesson,
2011). In an extensive sample of 62 DT articles, I uncovered only one article
that viewed DT as involving political IT use (rather than politics around IT).
Having establishing the need to theoretically examine the material roles that
IT play in the political processes whereby practices are created, maintained,
and transformed, I thus augmented the initial practice lens on IS strategy to
develop a view of IT use as material practice (Leonardi, 2015; Orlikowski,
2000; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Robey et al., 2013).
Though the practice turn in strategy research has helped organization
scholars to move out of the mahogany boardrooms into the booming and
buzzing world of political organizations and individual experiences, recent
critique has noted that the strategy-as-practice literature could benefit from
more detailed, concerted, and emergent views of power (Carter et al., 2008;
Golsorkhi et al., 2010). Such attention could, for example, help IS strategy
research to explain how organizational actors form coalitions, control obligatory passage points, and build discourses as to shape the implementation
and use of new IT resources (Kornberger & Clegg, 2011; Leonardi, 2008;
Stensaker & Falkenberg, 2007). Similarly, it could help IS strategy scholars
understand how IT works as a façade that provides apparent rationality and
legitimacy thus allowing contradictory and dysfunctional IT uses and how
power is materially bound and transformed through IT use (Berente, 2009;
Berente & Yoo, 2012; Dameron et al., 2015; Hardy, 1996; Hardy & Thomas,
2014; Leonardi, 2015). To this end, the proposed extension of the IS practice
lens contributes performative theorizing of power and institutional change
that links micro-use with societal processes (Clegg, 1989; Desanctis & Poole,
1994; Leonardi, 2013; Leonardi & Barley, 2010; Weick & Quinn, 1999). The
proposed extension to the IS practice lens helps to materially capture and
explain the material politics of IT resource use. In this thesis, I showed in
two distinct settings how situated actors configured IT resources to preclude
or afford certain IT enactments in pursuit of either stability or change. I also
illustrated how the material practice lens is open for use in a range of settings as it allows for theorizing both of the materiality of IT, and material use
effects such as IT and masculinities.
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6.2.1 Sociomateriality: taking the wrong turn?
The IT artifact has long been missing in our research. It is therefore peculiar to note that there is still such resistance against theorizing the necessary
material underpinning of digital phenomena. In this thesis, I argued that
what is missing in IS research is not IT per se, but the IT use story. To bring
clarity to this nuance, consider how sociomateriality in many ways emerge as
part of the practice turn: the idea of IT use as enacted implies that the social
is material. In this regard Orlikowski (2000) point out that technologies-inuse are more than IT artifacts. Hence, digital material is not the IT systems,
but that which enacts their organizational use as such: the paper machine inuse is equally the “smell of money” as the bulk products it churns out. The
point then is to remember that through our questions we make some aspects
more important than others and seek to explain how IT plays its own part.
How two words with similar meaning and use as imbrication and entanglement can consume an entire discipline is not only beyond me (Kautz &
Jensen, 2013). Who pays the cost of our procrastination and ontological pissing? Like Mutch (2013) I argue that IS research has forgotten its purpose.
That the social is material and v.v. is not the endpoint of IS theory. Rather, it
invites us to theorize how IT makes up its own becoming. China is moving to
rank citizens based on big data analysis and total surveillance. If digital material makes up race, class, and gender it is now ready to bring about casts.
Online communities are already reputation-based; social mechanisms intended for amplification produce online mobs and call-out cultures. There is
no reason not to theorize such complexity. Patterns emerge as we zoom in
and out on any phenomena. Reality is not one of these patterns. Neither are
these patterns reality per se. The patterns make up continuous and emergent
qualities of the same process or event (Carlile et al., 2013; Hodder, 2012).
In light of the missing IT artifact, the merits of sociomaterial perspectives
are currently debated. Like Mutch (2013, p. 28) noted there is great doubt
that sociomateriality has something to offer that is not already provided by
socio-technical models. Though I share Mutch (2013) sentiment that there is
a need to consider ”the important role of the material in contemporary organization” (p. 28) I argue that the wrong turn would be to trade one ontological debate for another. I agree that IS theory tends towards perverse neglect of the IT artifact in light of the stated aim of sociomateriality to address
the neglect of the material in IS research; but as I demonstrate in this thesis
the problem is not that some sociomaterial approaches, like those ”grounding their work in the philosophy of science of Karen Barad, have some key
weakness which make them less useful in approaching some of the combinations of the social and the material that characterize contemporary organizational life” like ERP-systems (Mutch, 2013, p. 28). In fact, I have argued that
material practice research is ready to tackle that theoretical challenge, as
illustrated in part also by Boudreau and Robey (2005). The problem is rather
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how sociomateriality is used. In this thesis I showed how such a lens could
be used both to zoom in on the qualities that IT resources afford in use, and
to zoom out how their use relates to broad socio-historical processes. The
idea of zooming in and out has been proposed as a resolution to the sociomaterial failure to explain the materiality of IT use (Cecez-Kecmanovic,
Galliers, et al., 2014; Gaskin et al., 2014). The material practice lens thus
attends IT use at multiple levels of observation but loosens the assumption of
a simple cause (Plowman et al., 2007; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002 2013). That is
to say, rather than assume fixed actors who interact in some predictable way,
IS strategy as material practice perspectives move between different levels of
analysis to materially explain complex effects and political interactions
(Lapointe & Rivard, 2005; Markus, 1983).
6.2.2 Limitations and implications
No study is without limitations or implications. Research that employs
problematizing approaches by design opens up more questions. As we draw
new bounds on our phenomena to solve new puzzles we also have to accept
new limitations as necessary to good IS research (Plowman et al., 2007;
Walsham, 2012). For example, to capture IT use processes on multiple levels
I had to be creative. MuniPal’s DT process was captured using a mix of documents, retrospective accounts, field observations, and engaged scholarly
participation in related problem solving activities. While one-sided accounts
inevitably create slanted stories, it is difficult to engage with multiple stakeholders over time. The material practice lens combats this limitation, as it
does not view triangulation as a means for corroboration but rather as an
opportunity to build analytic coherence around contradictory consequences
through material explanations of IT use. The puzzle to solve is then how IT
use makes possible incongruent understandings of the same event, rather
than try to weed out some actual, objective IT use story: IT resources are not
only subject to interpretation and discourse, but produces distinct takes of
all that is real. As noted in section 4, the research design therefore allowed
for normative prescriptions and conventional assumptions to be folded into
my theorizing to corroborate and fill out blanks in the empirical accounts.
Unlike theoretical application that is limited in its ability to confirm the usefulness of a certain theory, problematization takes the usefulness for granted
in order to instead theorize what normative accounts leave out. Critical
methodologies in this way tackle the limitations of qualitative research
through analytic and meta-theoretical generalization (Alvesson & Karreman,
2011; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Walsham, 1995).
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